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Intramural activities in American schools have grown rapidly 
during the past two or three decades. Furthermore, they continue 
to receive increasing attention and emphasis. "The modern intr~ 
mural movement has evolved from meager begin..'llings into a prominent 
!/ 
recreational and educational program in colleges and universities." 
The growth of intranural activities has come about because of changing 
conditions and needs in the nation's schools and colleges. 
Early athletics in the sChools and colleges were intramural in 
nature. They consisted of informal pl~ activities among students. 
Students organized and conducted their own sporting activities. The 
total athletic program of the school was usually accomplished with 
little or no supervision or inotitutional administration. Student 
managers directed the business details of competition. y 
Voltmer and Esslinger give us an account of the early origin of 
sports in Azmrica. They state that 11 there is ample evidence that boys 
participated in various sports in our ea:ly Jmerican schools despite the 
obstacles in the form of hostile teachers and the Puritan philosophy of 
the sinfulness and foolishness of pl~·" As educational institutions 
multiplied and the school populat ion increased, informal play activities 
!)Am.ericar. Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 
11 Intramural Sports for College Men and Women" - Conference Report, Wash-
ington, D.C., October 30- Novanber 2, 1955; p. 3. 
g/Voltmer, Edward F •• and Esslinger, Arthur A·, The Organization and 
Administration of Physical Education, F. S. Crofts & Co., New York, 
P• 233; copyright 1949. 
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among students expanded. The haphazard nature of these activities 
gradually gave wey to better organization. The students conducted 
their activities by themselves. The faculty was largely indifferent 
to all physical activities . 
In spite of the obvious indifference of the faculties, college 
athletics were intensified and rapidly expanded during the years 1850 
to 1905. The games and contests were administered b,y undergraduates 
and members of the alumni. The faculty members of t he collegiate 
institutions still maintained their aloofness to the educational im-
plications involved in athletic participation. There was a general 
lack of comprehension respecting the implication of college sports and 
a complete failure on the part of the faculties to foresee the develop-
ment that athletics was destined to undergo. 
The continued laissez- feire attitude of college faculties did not 
deter the further development of sports . Additional activities were 
introduced, coaChing of teams instituted, and alumni support solicited 
and received in return for a cer tain amount of control . Athletic clubs, 
such as those for basketball, tennis, boating, and hiking , were forrood. 
In these early years of interschool activity, there was little competi-
tion among classes or other campus groups. Before long, however, co~ 
petition came into prominence. American youth sought competitive inter-
pl~ in all kinds of challenge games with other school and city groups 
for those not fortunate enough to 11 make" the varsity team. 
l/ 
According to Means, 11 I t was not until the 1860's that American 
l/Lauis E. Means , The Organization and Aaninistration of Intramural Sports, 
c. V. Mosby Co ., St . Louis , 1952, P• 9. 
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colleges and universities began to borrow outright the English idea of 
sports in the formation of cluh teams. It was still another generation, 
at least, until the truly American pattern of competitive sports began 
to show Characteristic differences from the EngliSh conception of games." 
From approximately 1900 to 1914 the student-controlled movement was 
growing too la!"ge to be handled informally, and the need for administra,.. 
tive organization became apparent . In most colleges of this period, 
athletic associations permitted student-controlled groups t he use of 
facilities and eCJ,U.ipment, and occasional leadership. Great need for 
coordination became apparent, and it wos at the University of Michigan 
and Ohio State University that the first departments of intramural 
athletics were inaugurated in 1913. 
This phase of intramural growth, characterized by unification and 
centralization, made for greater efficiency in the use of facilities, 
equipment , and in the conducting of gans s . Universal athletics was 
promoted, because the Athletic Associations considered intramural 
athletics a recruiting ground for varsity material. 
Intramurals came to the attention of the American Research Society 
in 1915, and a committee was formed to investigate the status and possi-
bilities of this type of sports program. The report presented by this 
committee had a great deal to do with the spread of the intramural pro-
gram during t his period. As stated in the report : 11 The general purpose 
of this committee was to determine and compare t he present standing and 
11 
progress of intramural sports and to aid its continued sound development." 
J:./Elmer D. Mitchell , Intramural Sports, A. S. :Barnes & Co., New York, 
1939, pp. x and 191. 
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From 1916 to 1928 the growth in student interest and support of 
intramural& was notable. Intramural sports were usually managed by 
students, under faculty supervi sion, and excluded no one . The appeal 
of the intramural sports program seemed universal. The basic courses 
in physical education were still highly formalized, with little emphasis 
on the teaching of sport skills to meet personal desires and needs . 
World War I (1919) gave new emphasis to mass competitive sports, 
a.nd the movement for intramural sports developed and expanded greatly 
during the post-war years. Athletics were important in military training 
camps during World War I, and athletic directors returned to school and 
college canpuses convinced of the advantages of development of mass 
athletic progr~~s. Tne depression following 1929 led to new emphasis 
on recreation for leisure time and on sports with a carry-over value 
for adult living. Federal aid g iven in the nineteen-twenties provided 
new athletic and recreation facilities including gymnasiums , swimming 
pools , pl~fields, and city-school buildings. 
During this period of the nineteen-twenties, there existed also an 
era of 11 superchampions, 11 and the United States led the sports world during 
this period. This resulted in a challenge to physical education adminis-
trators and personnel to review the aims and purposes of athletics with 
a view to determining whether emphasis should be upon intensive or exten-
.!1:.!! participation in sports and ga•res for both men and wo men. The ques-
tion was partly answered by circumstances growing out of the economic 
depression of the 1930's when new emphasis on recreation and leisure-
time activities 11 for aJ.l 11 arose. The carry-over vtilue into adult life 
of individual sports such as riding, swimming , bowling, golf, and dancing 
5 
was recognized. Organized free pl~ characterized the school intramural 
program in the middle 1930 t s. 
During World War II, intramurals had a temporary setback with the 
loss of men and women to the armed services. 
In the post-war era, and to the present time , there has been what 
might be called a second great renaissance in Intra'IIllral sports . The 
changing Aa:erican cultural pattern , with a. rising st2ndard of living, 
more education for all , increased incomes, increased facilities, and 
additional leisure , have stimulated a greater interest in sports parti-
cipation by both men and women. 
The development of intramural sports may be said to have a demo-
cratic background. It has been through wide participation by large 
numbers of individuals and institutions, and througp trial and error, 
that intramurals have risen from humble beginnings to t he prominent 
place they now hold in the field of physical education. From a limited 
offering of highly competitive team sports , the scope of intramurals has 
grown to include a variety of sport activities which have a wide appeal 
to students . Interest has shifted from team sports to indivi dual sports, 
because af the carry-over value when sChooling is finished. 
Colleges and universities seem to be moviPg toward a rapidly expanding 
movement of corecreational. intramurals and activities more social and 
healthful than competitive. 
The program of intramural sports in schools and colleges is tm 
integral part of the physical education program tod~. Students, members 
of the faculty and administration, and the 1~ public endorse the purpose 
and scope of intranural sports . The purpose of this particular phase of 
6 
physical education is "to provide students of mo(terate ::10tor ability 
on all educational levels with opportunities for the satisfaction and 
enjoyment to be derived fron experiences in comuetitive sports and in 
1} 
physical recreational activities . " As a phase of comprehensive physical 
education, the activities cornprisi~ the intranuraJ. pro&;ram are the same 
as those which constitute the broad base of physical education . In its 
organization , therefore , the intraxural pro~ram should provide opportuni-
ties for all students to experience voluntarily, under actual game con-
ditions , the activities in which they receive instruction in the basic 
pro~am of physical education . The intraz:roral program is intended pri-
marily for those who would not normall y find it possible or desirable 
to partici pate in competitive athletics. 
Since the middle of the nineteenth century, wnen intramural sports 
be~an , participation has been voluntary on the part of the student . The 
rewards of intramural participation lie not in academic credit nor in 
material awards , but rather in the social and moral benefits , and in the 
health and pleasures that flow from physical activity . 
The obje c tives of intramural athletics are compatible with the 
overall objectives of physical education and also with those of education 
in general . "Some objectives are for immediate satisfaction: wholesome 
fun , team work , loyalty , improvement of skills, rewards of achievement , 
makin~ fri ends , and good fellowship ; others are pointed to the future , 
such as i mproved hea~th , development of personality , ability to meet 
effectively mental and emotional stresses , and the acquisition of life-long 
l /Harry Alexander Scott , Ph .D., Comoetitive Sports in Schools and Colleges , 
Harper and Brothers , New York , 1951, P • 418 . 
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ll 
leisure-time skills. 11 The objectives of the program mey be classified 
,as: (a) Health, (b) Skill, (c) Social development, and (d) Recreation. 
The modern intramural sports program involves cooperation with 
other departments in joint projects which warrant a place in the re-
creational and social life of college students. From the limited ob-
jectives of physical exercise and competition, the intramural philosophy 
now embraces objectives which contribute to many goals sought in American 
higher education. This philosophy recognizes the worth of the individual 
as a maturing and contributing member of a democratic society. 
It is especially important to realize that the intramural sports 
program of today. in harmony with current educational philosophy, does 
consider and provide for individual differences and interests. The pro-
gram attempts to provide facilities, activities, and leadership for all 
students in a wide range of activities made available for student selec-
tion. A gradual change in emphasis has been occurring from the cornpeti-
tive sports. almost exclusively, to a program which includes many activi-
ties, suCh as team sports, individual and dual sports. outing activities, 
social activities, and creative activities. 
College programs today. because of expanding purposes and recognized 
values, are including recreational activities extending beyond athletics 
and sports. Leaders in health, physical education, and recreation now 
recognize the educational and social values of cam-!)US activities relating 
to the total college life of the student. It is important to provide 
!}American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 
Intramural Sports for College Men and Women, Conference Report, Washington, 
D. C., October 30- November 2, 1955; P· 2. 
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adequate services and leadership for the effective conduct of these 
activities. 
Intramur3l sports and activities for girls are rapidly assuming 
a more significant role in educa.tion. The intranural. ~orts programs 
for girls have steadily been increasing in size and scope . The more 
purely intramural sports emphasis for girls was not much in evidence 
before 1920. More than ever before, women and girls are becoming 
activity-minded, and the great increase in outing activities, outdoor 
winter sports, and corecreational programs are of recent origin. 
At the National Conference on Physical Education for College 
Men and Women held in WaShington, D.O., in 1954, a recommendation 
was made that 11 1nstruction in physical education should be requi red 
of all students tnroughout their entire undergraduate college career. 11 
Until this becomes "ipso facto", it must be t he responsibility of the 
intramural organi~a.tion in the majority of colleges having only a 
two-year peysi cal education requirement to furni lil opportunities for 
sports participation for upperclass students, so that t hey will con-
tinue to take part in physical education. 
The problem of building and maintaining interest is an ever-present 
one for t ne director of intramurals on a college campus, where hundreds 
of activities are in constant competition for the student's time. 11 In-
tramural. sports challenge the best aaninistrative thought in colleges 
!I 
and universities today." 
Leadership for intramural sports programs will fall upon elementary, 
l/Louis E. Means, l'he Orgaoization and Administration of Intramural 
Sports, C. V. Mosby Co., St. Louis, Missouri, 1952, P• 64. 
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junior high school and secondary school teachers, and their training 
should be strong in this respect. Yet, many teachers appear to have 
lacked needed training. Means, commenting upon present methods, states 
that "administrators are slow to reorganize their methods of scheduling, 
to urge increased budget appropriation for a good program, and to push 
the public relations aspect with the school and conouni ty •11 
!I 
How much training are teo.chers receiving in the area of intramural 
sports? If such programs are existent in teacher-training institutions, 
are they financed by college authorities or by students? What types of 
facilities and equipment are used? What types of organization a.'lld ad-
ministration are to be found? 
Final answers to these questions have not been available to those 
who would like the information. "Teacher training institutions in late 
years have come to realize that tneir graduates who plan to work in 
athletics are not e~pped for the field without special courses and 
?./ 
actual experience in the intramural program. n It would seem vi tally 
important th~t thorough and comprehensive analysis be made to define 
better the place of intramural sports and activities in the over-all 
college or university plan of recreation for all students; to help 
interpret the intramural program as a part of the tot3l education 
program; and to insure that training institutions be provided with 
material which will prove useful in upgrading a.'ll.d extending present 
intramural programs , if this be ~:.ccessary. 
!}Louis E. Means , on. cit. P• 33. 
yLeavitt, Norma M. and H. !). Price, Intramural and Recreational Sports 
for Men and Women, A. s. Barnes & Co., New York, 1949. 
Need for the Study:- There is ample evidence that intramurals are 
now felt to be an important part of American education; and further, 
that research to improve knowledge of programs of intramural sports 
and trethods for their coniu.ct is needed. 
As far back as 1929, the Carnegie Foundation report stated: 
"Athletics, intercollegiate and intramural, have a definite place in 
the program of physical education , provided they are admini11tered 
)J 
properl y . " The Foundation report indicated that "College athletics 
have upon a n~tion a direct physical effect that justifies not alone 
their continuance but also their encouragement and further development, 
gj 
especially in their i ntramural phases. n 
'AI 
Florence Somers stated in 1930, "Intelligent leaders in education 
as well as physical education are vitally concerned over the situation 
existing in girls 1 athletics in various parts of the country at a time 
when we are fully cognizant of the fact that constructive procedure is 
absolutely dependent upon research. 11 
~ 
Fanver, in a speech at the annual meeting of the Society of 
Physical Directors in colleges, 1930, stated: "Naturally the sports 
l.fThe Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. American 
College Athletics . Eulletin Number 23, New York , 1929, P • 102. 
gj~. , P• 293. 
~Florence A. Somers, Principles of Women ' s Athletic~, A. s. Barnes & Co ., 
New York, 1930 , P • 6. 
iJEdga:r Fauver , "Intramural Athletics in Small Colleges11 , Proceedings of 
the 35th Annual Meeting of the Society of Physical Directors in Colleges , 
December 28 , 1931 . 
11 
to ~e incor~or~ted in a pro ram will differ with the institution and 
e _uipment . I believe that Hetherin~on correctly states the case in a 
~eneral w~ when he s~s , 1Physic3l trai~ing activities must ue selected 
accordin~ to the natural adaptation to the incentives and needs of eac~ 
period . ' 11 
ll 
At abo~t the s ame period Rosa indicated the need for further study 
when he stat~d : 11Fro:n intrazzrJ.ral s:.~orts the entire bod,y of students, 
both men and women , ~ore and more tend t o obtain physical trainin~ and 
development. These sports do not involve oif-ca~us pil~rimages and 
they come to be regarded as a re~ar part of under- graduate life , 
Every stude"'t snould have the OJportunity afforded by s\l.ch sports . 
Ho~ t o or,anize , to f inance and to oirect such sports is a new and an 
increasin~ problem for the policy makers ~f A~rican colleges an~ ~~i-
versitit;;s . 11 
?J 
Nasn contended in 19Z2 : 11 An intramural program provides the- best 
i ncer .. tives for physical education activities . 3::very individual ca.n 
pe~ticipate in his classified ~rou:o - 11 Intram'Ul'al :participe.tion , he 
found. , can be 11 expa.nded almost to the point of universality . " Nash 
felt that in intra.cu=als can be found the best op~ort~~ities for 
11 realizinr; the ob.Jectives of physic.'Sll. education . " 
£1 
Kilpatrick said in 1942, 11 We know r:o absolute principl es , that 
"J]David 2 . Ross , Proc..eedin s , .c;...,soci tion o: Gove::-n i .\<; Boa.rd.s of State 
Universit.:.es and .. llied InstitJ.tio! s , 19 ... ./,. , P • 45 . 
?t./J . B. Kash , :'he ~inistr .tion of Ph,•·sical Education, a . S . Barnes & Co . , 
193~ , PP • 385 - 38? . 
~ 1illia:n h . ~ilpe.tric.l>;:, "Philosophies of Education from the Experiment-
a l ist Outlook. , " National Societ;;r for the 5tuiy of ~dll.c'l.tio , P'"iloso.;hies 
of Zd.ucat ion, Forty- first Yearboo.J:t , Part I, bloo::lin ·ton , Illinois , flubli c 
School Publishin~ Co ., 1942, ~ · 54. 
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is, none which now stand properly above criticism or which may not 
conceivably be modified, perhaps in intent , perhaps in application, 
as new conditions arise. However , it is hoped that many of t he prin-
ciples advanced for intramural administration will lend themselves to 
adaptation in various situations end aid in the development of sovnd 
programs of intramural activities for girls and women . " 
J.J 
I n 1942, Reeves stated tba.t "In addition to physical traini ng, 
youth needs recreation, especially in wartime . " The association of 
American Colleges, in its meeting in Philadelphia on October 29 , 1942, 
went on record as favoring the expansion of intra..nural athletics . "The 
development and expansion of intramural sport programs is being con-
stantl y emphas ized. The athletic changes that have taken place at 
Harvard during the summer of 1942 includes a broadening of its intra.-
&/ 
mural program. " y 
Minott , in 1949 , found that : 110nly through an analysis of the 
pres ent situat i on may a basis be determined concerning the common 
policies and practices that exist in intramural programs . " 
~ 
Francis, 
in 1952, cont emed that 11the problem of building and maintaining interest 
. ~ 
is an ever- present one for the director of intramurals . 11 Moans , stated 
! /Floyd Reeves , YQuth and the Future, New York Times , January 20, 1942 . 
?JNew York Times , Freshmen to Play on Ha.rve.rd Teams , January 20, 1942 . 
~Alice H. Minott , A Survgy of Smaller Colleges in t he United States to 
Discover Status of Women ' s Intramurals. Service Paper, Boston University, 
1949 , School of Education , P• 3. 
!/Alex Francis, "Displqs Build Intramural Interest", Journal of H.P . :m .p . 
November 1952, P • 52 · 
§./Louis E. Means , op . cit . P • 17 . 
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in the same year: 11 The future program, as in every phase of educational 
planning, must be constantly scrutinized and evaluated. Only in this 
way may we be sure that every possible benefit will accrue from soundly 
l/ 
directed participation in sports and activities for all . 11 :Sucher 
pointed out, in 1955, that "the intramural athletics program for boys 
and girls should receive more emphasis than it is now getting at the 
senior high school and college levels. It is basic to sound education." 
Out of the Physical Education Conference held in Washington, D.C. , 
in 1954 grew a special conference on Intramural Sports held also in 
Washington the following year . It was in this Conference Report on 
gJ 
Intramural Sports for College Men and Women , 1955, that the feeling 
was expressed that: 11 There should be mutual agreement in various areas 
of the Intramural Program. Through exploration of the areas of dis-
agreement we might find a fruitful basis for growth." 
Statemant of the Problem:- The problem of this investigation is 11A 
National Stue\Y of Women's Intramural Sports in Teachers Colleges and 
Schools of Education. " For the purpose of this study, "Intramural 
Sports" refers to all sports activities outside of the regularly 
scheduled physical education classes which take place within the 
jurisdiction of a. particular c ollege. This stuey is concerned with a 
sampling of accredited Teachers Colleges and Schools of Education in the 
United States and Puerto Rico . Accreditation of institutions with liberal 
arts and general programs and in some cases those with special programs 
is done by the following regional accrediting associations: 
};)Charles A. Bucher , Adninistration of School Health and Physical Education 
Programs , The c. v. Mosb,y Co., St. Louis, Missouri , 1955, p . 363. 
~Conference Report, op. cit., P• 35. 
New EnPlar.d sociation ~f Colle,es a•e ~eco~c&ry Schools • 
. idd.le States n.ssociat;io. o:' I.IOlle"'es :; 1d ::>eco .. dary Sc:...ools . 
Nort~ Cer.tr3l ~ssociation o~ l.lolleges an' ~econdrurJ Schools . 
Northwest associe.tion o"" S..,co"'"'c 1:ry ~rd ~it:her Sc. oals . 
So·11thern .. :...ssocia.tion of C,ollftJes and St.cond.a.ry sc:.ools . 
Western College Association .:J 
P.uroose of the Study.-- The purposes of this study are : 
1. To i6.entify the intraJ::IUral sports that .s.re offered 
for wo.nen i:.1 selected Teachers Colle "es a"ld Sc:-..ools 
of ~d~~Qtion tr~oughout the United States . 
2 . To discover tnc present status of the organization 
anG. a.dn:ti.nistration of intramural sports in such 
educational i"lstitut~ons . 
3 . To oiscover ~he co~on policies a"l~ practices that 
exist in women ' s and co- educational intr~=~al sports 
in these inst i t ·llt ions . 
4 . To deter~ne the source o~ fir.ancial aid to a!C. support 
of these intr~xral pro~r~s . 
5. To det er:nine ty.L)es of f s.cil i ties and ey,.-..ri.pt:lent in une 
in tne wooeu 1s and co- educational intr~ural sports . 
6. To procure infor~ation wnich will make possible co~­
parison and evaluation of ir.tramural pro.raus . 
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Few research studies tave been undertaken b.s.sed upon the realize-
t ion of the x:.eeds e~ressed in t.~ s chapter . These studies as the~r 
may relate to tne present investi,ation are presented and discussa& 
in Chapter II. 
]:./United States Office of :EO.ucp.tion , Dcy<artment of H~al th, Peysical 
..:.duc'-~tion and uelfare , ::::Jd.ucation Lirectol"'r , 1954-1955, Part 3 , 11Hi l'l.er 
Educ&tion11 , Ucshi.,-ton , D. c. , p . 8. 
CHAPTER II 
REVI.e<~f OF RELATED Rl!;SEARCH 
The purpose of t h is Chapter is to report some studies which 
bear some relation to the present investi~ation. 
One of the most thoro~ early i ntramural invest i~ations , be~~ in 
1915 and reported i n 1918, was sp onsored by the Athletic Research Society 
11 
and carried thro~h by a com:nit tee headed by Dr . J . \V . lfilce. 
At the 1915 meeti~ of the Athletic Research Society , followin~ a 
report of Dr . Henry F. Kallenbe" on ~~ass Athletics, or, "Everybody in 
the G1J1e , 11 a commit t ee on intra.1IU.l'al sports was ap"!)ointed. The ~eneral 
purpose of this comtittce was to determine and co:::1oare the st"UlcHn- and 
progress of intramural sport s i n colleges and universities , t o publicize 
findings, ~~d to aid contin~ed sound develoP:::lent of intramurals . 
Two (iUe3tionnaires, "A" , general in nature , and "J3" , request ing 
statistical data, were drawn up , and four hundred and ei~hty-six each 
of y:.;;.es t ionnaires 11A11 and 11:811 , tot..ether with a form letter , were sent 
out. One hundrec ~~d eichteen replies, or 24 .3 per cent were made to 
':l..uestionnaire 11 A'' and one hundred and one, or ~0 .a per cent, to guest ion-
naire 11:8". Returns made duri n' 1916 and 1917 reflected the war fever 
which had ,ripped the United St ates ~ torld War I was in its third 
year in Europe) . The followinr; exerpt illustrates to what extent war 
t hinking colored conclusions : 11 It \Vould be a fine thine; if aJ.l collee;es 
would <>bsol o.tely require every fit student t o take military work durin~ 
l}J . ii . ililce, 11Report of the Com..dttee on IntranrJral Sports , Athletic 
ResearCL'l Societ y , u Dece:nber c-7 , 1918 . ::1erican Physical Education Review, 
Vol. XXIII, lo . 4 , April 1918, ~P · 19~-212 . 
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the war , and physical exercise , incllldi~ intram\U'aJ. athletic work , 
1} 
botn durin~ and after t.ae war . 11 
Statistical analysis of co~~ittee findin~s seemed to verify t~e 
earlier intramural pattern whicn followed closely the intercollegiate 
l eader:>hip . More intra:rllral syste;r;s were controlled by the i nter-
colle~iate athletic depart:ents tnan by any other single department . 
Tl:le ,;?nysical. education department was , however , a close secoud, assU:nin~ 
this responsibility in 21 to 2,7 per cent of the cases . In sddition, 
intramural departments were already set U,? as separate units unc'l.er 
their own control in 20 per cent of the schools studied . This report 
showed that 45 per cent of the respondents er.dorced so-a sort of scholastic 
eli~ibility standard for its intra.:nn-al pleyers , anotner intercollegiate 
influence . The co~ittee concluded that west of the Alleghenies , intra-
murals lived off the ~ratuitiou.s funds of the int rcollegiate gate . 
Studi es of School and College I ntracraral Soorts Prorrems , 1930-1939 .--
?J 
LaGanke , in 1930, t~~ified the many specialized investi~at ions in the 
field of intra-rru.ral s whicn were to co .:.e into "Jrint . His purpose was 
to discover what methods of stimulating student participation in intra-
mural athletics were being used by the s::naller collei,;eS which publi shed 
intran:ru.ral handbooks . 
To determine whic~ colleges did issue suCh a handbook, cards re-
yuesting a copy of their literature were sent to the 671 colle&es and 
1./J . t . \tilce, op . cit ., pp . 199- 212 . 
g./Leland ]) . LaGa'1.ke , Study of tne Stimulation of Student Particit>ation 
in Intrau\U'al ithletics A:'lOP ..,. Smaller Colleo!;eS . Master ' s T'nesis , SChool 
of Education , University of 1iichip·an, June 1930, pp . iv - 46 . 
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universities listed in the Educational Directory for 1929. Two hundred 
eighty-six, or 42.6 per cent of the cards, were returned. Of t~~se, 43, 
or 15 per cent, said they were sending literature; 218, or 76.2 per cent 
reported that they had intramural athletics but no printed literature; 
25, or 8.7 per cent, stated that they had no intramural athletics. 
Of the 34 who sent literature, 23 fell in the class of smaller 
colleges. Two colleges which were known to be particularly interested 
in intramural athletics were added to t he list to obtain a total nu~ber 
of 25. 
Certain information was desired from eacn institution. Some of 
t his could be obtained from the handbooks, and some only by a question-
naire. This desired information was drawn up in questionnaire form and 
whatever questions could be answered by a study of the handbooks were 
checked before the questionnaire was sent. 
Of t ne 25 institutions solicited, replies were received from 17. 
These, together with one interview with t he intramural director of one 
of the colleges cho sen, constituted the 18 sets of answers. 
Considering the intramural situat ion as a whole , these insti-
tutions show that several factors stand out as of major importance in 
stimulating participation; namely, that the physical education depart-
ment should have sufficient help, so that coupled with a well supervised 
student manager system, at least 80 per cent of the student body will 
participate; the department should use team sports as a foundation, and 
individual sports for a carryover purpose; the department can utilize 
factors in its own situation to gain greater publicity and greater pull 
through its awards; the department should be given assistance by the 
institution in manpower , equipment and space. 
18 
The cla.as and fraternity were found to be the most com.":llnly used 
units, but a need for at least a third group , tile independents, was 
shown. An excellent intramural system seemed to call for a student 
manager , as was shown by 14 out of 18 of t he schools studied. Less 
than 33 per cent reported full-time men as intramural directors; 
LaGanke found that a very good way to stimulate intramurals is by 
having a full-time man in charge. The most comnon sports in the pro-
grams were baSketball, tennis , handball, cross country, swimming, 
horsesnoes and wrestling, in that order. It will be noted that only 
one of these activities, basketball, is in the list once called 11Major11 
and which , up to the 1920 1s, ~ite monopolized the intramural roster. 
The greatest handicap according to this study , was lack of space and 
personnel. 
The author of this investigation concluded that there did not 
seem to be ~~ one promotional feature wnich gave the greatest stimu-
l a tion. Best results apparently were obtained under a. combination of 
good management, wide-spread publicity , awards, and an all-year point 
system. Personal contacts helped greatly: t he smaller colleges depend 
heavily on this 100thod.. The study concluded tha t where possible, the 
department should be given more space and e~pment, and where this is 
impossible, the department should be given men , so that greater efforts 
in organizing, but particularly in instructing, ~ be rrade . 
u 
In 1930, Draper and Smith made a study of in trannral. organization 
1/Edgar Marian Draper and George llimms Smith, Intramural Athletics and 
Playdgys, A. S. Barnes & Co., New York, 1930, xii- 137. 
of boys ' sports activities in the high schools of every city in the 
United. States with a population of more than 75, 000 . 
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The materials which r..ave been used by the authors have been drawn 
largely from three sources: the experiences of the writers in their 
respective fields of secondary school work; the results of a questionnaire 
study wnich indicated the present status of the intramural program; and 
the book and magazine literature. 
The questionnaire study was organized in order to make available 
the best administrative practice in the organization and development of 
these programs . Administrators and directors were asked to give their 
reactions to four important problems in the development of an intramural 
organization . The replies of those who had organized such programs 
enabled the writers to correspond with them personally in regard to 
their special methods of solving these problems . 
A questionnaire was sent to the principals of high schools in every 
city in the United States with a population of more than ?5 ,000, with 
the request that it be g iven to the intramural director. Of the 320 ques-
tionnaires mailed, 182, or 56 . 86 per cent were returned. Of the 182 
replies , 111 stated that they had an intramural athletic program in 
operation, while ?1 schools stated that they had no such organization. 
One hundred and thirty-eight , or 43 .12 per cent of the schools, failed 
to return the questionnaire. It is presumed that most of these have 
no such program. Between 35 and 45 per cent of the high schools of the 
cities of ?5,000 population have made some provision for intramural 
athletics . 
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An analysis of the answers to the questionnaire showed clearly 
two great needs in the intramural field. First, the need of a common 
definition of intramural activities is shown ; and second, the need of 
a standardized means of measuring participation of the student . 
The replies also indicated a growing interest in the intramural 
movement all over the country. 
JJ 
Hildreth made a study in 1931 of the status of intramural physi-
cal education activities for women in the State Teachers Colleges of 
Pennsylvania. The purposes of the investigation were to interpret tne 
data in the light of recognized needs and objectives of physical educ~ 
tion, and to find out how well the teachers colleges were meeting these 
needs; and to determine, according to the opinions of the directors of 
women 's athletics , outstanding problems arising in the administration 
of such programs . 
The Co~~onwealth of Pennsylvania maintains fourteen colleges for 
preparing teachers for service in public schools; questionnaires were 
sent to the directors of athletics for women in each of the 13 state 
teachers colleges and the Cheyney !raining SChool for Teachers . 
Replies received from 9 to 14 colleges indicated that programs of 
intramural physical activities found in the State Tee.chers Colleges 
throughout Penn~:Wlvania. ere very similar in nature. Competitive as 
well as non-competitive activities are carried on, with tennis, hiking, 
volleyball, basketball, baseball , and field hockey most prevalent . 
!)Louise A. Hildreth, The Present Status of In~ramural Physical Education 
Activities in the State Teachers Colleges of Pennsylvania, llaster of Arts 
in the School of Education, New York University, 1931. 
Somewhat over two hours per week is the average anount of time in 
which each student is given opportunity to take part in the most 
prevalent team games . 
I n all of the teachers colleges which were studied , the programs 
of intramural physical education activities are organized a...."'ld carried 
on through t ne cooperative efforts of the departments of physical 
education and some plan of student assistance. live out of nine 
colleges reported inadequate gymnasium facilities. The intramural 
program is of practicslly no added expense to t he college, since the 
same equipment is used both for the required gymnasium classes and the 
intramural progran outside of class hours. Women's athletic associa.-
tiona are found in all teachers colleges except two : of t he two 
exceptions, one has a letter club which ~parently has many of t he 
functions which an athletic association would have. 
Inadequat e space and equipment to carry on a program, i nadequate 
teaching staff, and the finding of available time for participation 
because of practices of commuting and of student teaching were t he 
most prevalent and pressing pro-blems encountered by those responsible 
for the intramural programs • 
1./ 
Edmund made an investigation in an attempt to determine the 
development that the intramural athletic movement has made and is 
making in institutions of hi gher learning in the United S~ates. 
A comprehensive questionnaire was prepared and sent to directors 
of intramural athletics for men in 79 representative colleges and uni-
1./Viill is H. Edmund, The Nation-Wide Development of Int ramural. Athletics 
in Representat ive Colleges and Universities, Master of Arts in the 
School of Education, New York University, 1931 - 1932. 
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varsities in the United States . Officials of institutions with male 
enrollments of l ess than 2000 responded from 40 otates . 
The study showed rapid development of the athletic movement in 
colleges and universities throughout the country , with those having 
less than one thousand male enrollment reporting a greater average 
percentage of college men i n intramuraL athletics and intercollegiate 
athletics than t he larger colleges. The greater number of intramural 
departments have been started and developed during the last ten to 
fifteen years. Intramural athletic programs accommodate approxi.nately 
thirty-five per cent more of the student enrolltoont s than do the in-
tercollegiate athletic programs. The number of sport s in intramural 
programs of the representative colleges and universities has increased 
from four to fifteen. Almost two-thirds of the colleges do not bave 
ade~uate facilities . Intramural athletic competition is not to be 
required, nor is it to be substituted for physica~ education work . 
Nineteen hundred and thirty-one was the year of greatest intramural 
devel opmen t • 
1./ 
Hughes made a study, in 1932, concerning standards and policies 
in the administration of health and physical education for men in 
colleges and universities. 
Statements were arranged under seven major headings: administra.-
tive plan, health s~crvision of the environment , health service to 
students, health instruction, required physical e~~cation , intramural 
athletics, and intercollegiate athletics . 
lJW. L. Hughes , "The Administration of Health am Physical Education 
for Men in Colleges and Universities" , New York :Bureau of Publications , 
Teachers College , Columbia University, 1932. 
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A cheek list was devised and used as a guide in interviewing 
approx~tely ninety individuals, each of whom was connected with some 
administrative phase of health or physicaL education in certain colleges 
and universities. These personal visits were made to assist in refining 
the standards and policies . 
The original statements were revised and refined and submitted for 
evaluation to a few competent judges in each of the seven phases of the 
program. 
Eight hundred and ten standards and policies in the administration 
of health and physical education for men in colleges and universities 
were fo~ulated and evaluated; these were consolidated to 105, of which 
30, or 28.5 per cent , were judged essential by ten specialists in this 
field. These standards and policies had to do with organization and 
staff; facilities and equipment; program; schedules; awards; finances; 
publicity; and records. Following are the evaluated standards and 
l/ 
policies judged essential: 
1. Organization and Staff 
1. Intramural athletics should be considered a part of 
physical education and should be under the control of 
that department. 
9 . T'.a.e director of intramural athletics should act as a. 
higher court of appeals on disputed questions which 
the student intramural council cannot decide. 
12. Unit managers should be elected or appointed by their 
respective teams. 
l/Willi3m L. Hughes , Adninistration of Health and Physical Education in 
Colleges and Universities , A. S. Barnes and Co ., New York, 1935, pp. xiii 
and 368. 
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III. Fa.cili ties and Equipment 
28. T~e institution should provide special f eatures for 
intramural athletics or make arrangements whereby 
present facilities are assigned to intramural athletics 
at certain hours on designated days. 
30. Intramural plE\)'ing ecpipment such as balls , bats, 
field , etc. should be provided by the department. 
31 . Participa.."lts should be expected to furnish personal 
equipment except in such activities as football, 
where the department Should be responsible for properly 
protecting the students . 
32. Managers or some other designated persons should be 
responsible for checking out equipment and collecting 
it after contests are completed. 
I V. Progran of Activities 
35. All students should be required to undergo the heal th 
examination and receive the physician's permit before 
they are permitted to participate in intramural athletics. 
36. Team games should be included . 
37. Individual 11 carry- over" sports should be included. 
41. Activities should be suited to the facilities available . 
42 . Activities should be physically wholesome (vigorous , 
not too strenuous , safe for the nov~e) . 
43 . Activities should be interesting to students . 
VI. Schedules 
51. Complete schedules ahould be made up before the season 
begins and games or events should be plcved on deys 
scheduled and at the tim designated. 
53 . The original number of contestants in an elimination 
should equal a perfect power of 2. If the entry number 
is not a perfect power of 2 , only games should be pl~ed 
in the first round to reduce the entries to a perfect 
power of 2 for the second round. 
55. The total number of games needed in a round robin 
scheduled in which all competitors meet each other 
should be determined by the following formula: 
N' (N- 1) 
2 
where N represent s the number of entries 
VIII . Eligibility 
60 . All intremural participants should be required to 
pass the health examination and receive a penni t 
from the physician. 
67 . Students should not be permitted to transfer from 
one intramural unit or organization to another 
during a S?Ort season. 
68 . Clubs, churches, etc. should be represented only as 
active members. 
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71. Students should not be permitted to participate in 
intramural football, cross country, boxing, wrestling, 
without first h~ing gone through a conditioning routine. 
74. Final entry date for all intramural activities should be 
made known to all students . 
77 . Protests should not be based on the judgment of officials 
but upon such facts as mistakes in the rules. 
83. Forfeitures should be definitely discouraged by the 
department . 
84. An intramural team should be required to forfeit any 
contest in which it uses an ineligible player . 
86 . The progran of events at the institution should be 
carefully studied before the intramural schedules 
are made out to avoid confli cts and prevent postponements . 
x. Awards 
88 . Intramural awards should be symbols of achievement 
rather than a prize whose merit lies in the monetary 
value . 
89 . A definite limitation Should be established regarding 
the number of awards and kinds of awards given, not only 
from the standpoint of expense but also to prevent awards 
from becoming so com.roon as to lose much of their value 
in the estimation of the students . 
n . Finances 
93. Intramural athletics should be run on a budget basis 
with funds appropriated by the institution from physical 
educa.ti on . 
XII . Publicity 
95. The intramural department should keep in touch 
with the various teams and players by means of 
a.n intranural column in the school paper, circular 
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notices , bulletin boards, and telephone communications, etc. 
XIII . Records 
101. Detailed records of gemes by means of score books, 
scrap books, or typewritten sheets filed in cabinets 
or bound in permanent volumes should be carefully 
kept by the intramural managers or by secretarial 
help · 
Hughes felt that the evaLuated stani~s and policies might be used 
as a guide for diagnosis , and as a check list in a careful analysis of 
the strengths and weaknesses of college and university intramural programs . 
1/ 
Speert made an investigation in an attempt to show trends and 
practices in the organization end administration of intramural athletics 
in a representative group of institutions of higher learning in the 
United States, with a hope that it might be of some aid to those wish-
ing to organi ze and better their departments. 
The chief source of data of this investigation was a ~estionnaire 
completed by departments of intramural athletics for men in eighty- five 
colleges and universities representing 43 states and the District of 
Columbia, the majority of them having a male enrollment of 2000 or less . 
The study shows that most of the departments have been organized 
since 1924; 1932 t o 1933 was the year of greatest development for the 
largest number of institutions . This study disclosed. that in IOOst 
6olleges and universities the intramural departments have been organized 
!./David J . Speert , The Current Trends and Practices in the Organization 
and Administration of Intramurals in Represent ative Colleges and Univer-
sities in the United States . Master ' s Thesis , New York University School 
of Educ~tion , 1934. 
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a s part of the physical education department. Student managers pley a. 
large part in carrying out the program. Most intramural departments 
in this research have a separate budget and also r eceive financial aid 
from either the physical education budget , varsity proceeds , entry fees 
or student activity fees . More t han f ifty per cent of the school s in-
terviewed indicated that they did not have enough facil ities to carry 
out their program. The study also showed that the majority of colleges 
and universities conduct a program of from one to ten sports each season. 
Basketball is the most popular sport in most of the institutions. The 
study indicated that sports should be chosen which fit the interest of 
the students , and a larger proportion should be used as a carry- over 
in later life . This study noted that the participation in intramurals 
in comparison with the intercollegiate is about the same throughout 
the country. It was noted also that intramural participation is not 
required and Should not be substituted for re~ired physical education 
work. This survey showed that the majority of colleges and universities 
require a physical exandnation and in most cases the contestant is dis-
qualified if he does not report for an examination . It was found that 
a large majority of t he institutions keep a rigid schedule of events 
and other records for participation and awards ; e"-uipment is issued 
by the intramural department in the majority of schools; instruction 
in intramural sports is given in most of the college s and universities , 
but there is a great variation as to the person giving and the time 
it is given. Officiating is done by student s in most pl aces; about 
f ifty per cent F~ the official a small fee , while others give credit 
for t he officiating and require it a.s a part of the physical education 
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class work. Fraternities and independent groups are the most used 
units of competition. There are ten different methods used to inform 
the student of intramural activities, the most po~ular of which is 
the school pa~ers. An annual intramural night is held in twenty-five 
institutions , and spectators are charged admission: the receipts 
are usually used as :part of the budget towards :purchasing of awards; 
a few institutions also charge participants a small fee and use the 
money for the above purposes. Seventy-five per cent of the colleges 
and universities in t his study have point systems; awards are offered 
in eighty-two schools, and are supplied in most cases by the intra-
murcl. budget . More than fifty per cent of the faculties in the various 
institutions participate in intr~al athletics. Their most popular 
sports are volleybal l , handball, bask:etball , and tennis; out of eighty-
five schools , six mentioned that they intend to curtail t~eir varsity 
and freshman programs this coming year . Of the six, five have indicated 
that it would aid their intramural ~rogram. 
l/ 
In 1937, Galligan made a study of the status of intramural 
athletics for men in state teachers colleges. The data on practices 
in intramurals was obtained by means of a questionnaire study on athletics 
for men in one hundred four-year teachers colleges in the spring of 1935. 
Ninety-eight out of one hundred four-year State Teachers Colleges s tudied 
professed to have an intramural pr ogram for boys. The enrollment of boys 
!}G. E. Galligan, "The Status of Intramural Athletics for Men in State 
Teachers Colleges11 , !lesearch Qua,rt,erly, Vol . 9 , p . 58-62. Doctoral Dis-
sertation, New York University, 193?, on the Administration of Athletics 
in Teachers Colleges. 
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in the teachers colleges studied varied from 75 to 1,700 and the 
colleges were scattered throughout the United States. For the purpose 
of comparison and to aid in discussion of various pha.ses of practice, 
the colleges were arranged into three groups, according to enrollment 
of boys. The teachers colleges were also grouped according to geo-
graphic areas. 
In order for the investigator to survey intramural practices in 
state teachers colleges, it was necessary that certain factors which 
co ntribute to a successful intramural program be examined; these were : 
the administrative control , or the director of intr~ural programs ; 
student intramural boards or committees; managerial systems; facilities 
and equipment; programs; awards. The practices i n intramurels in this 
study were evaluated in light of standards on the administration of 
intramural athletics. 
The study shows that i! a college does not conform to the recommended 
practice of having an intramuxal director , it tends to disregard recom-
mended practices in intramurals. Evidence seemed to point to the fact, 
therefore, that the status of intramurals in teachers colleges could be 
improved if an i ntramural director were held r esponsible for the program. 
JJ 
Leavitt and Duncan in 1937 conducted an investigation with the 
purpose of determining trends in intramural administration, to attempt 
to ~scertain the status of intramural progra.'Ils for wo:nen. A questionnaire 
survey was made and further elaborated upon by personal statements on 
intramural problems secured f rom outstanding women leaders in the field 
!/Norma M. Leavitt and Margaret M. . Duncan, 11The Status of Intramural Pro-
grams for Vlomen 11 , Research S;ua.rterly of the American Association for 
Hea~th and Ph.ysical Education , March 1937, Vol. VIII, No. I, PP• 68-79. 
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of physical education . Questionnaires were sent to 94 private and 
public colleges , universities and ~ormal schools: ?? were returned. 
T~e study showed that a majority of cOlleges ana universities 
offer a wide variety of recreational activities of both a competitive 
and a non-competitive nature, and provide for participation in groups 
organized for social and scholastic purposes . as well as for athl etic 
activity. The number of activities of fered in any one college or uni-
versity ranges from four to thirty, with the majority providing be-
tween eight and fifteen activities. The ~estionnaire findings in-
dicated that the intramural program is considered a phase of the de-
partmental program, sponsored in conjunction with the 3omen's Athletic 
Association. The study further indicated that because of t he broaden-
ing scope of intramural. a for women and values accruing from partici-
pation in intramural activities , the attitude of administrators toward 
the importance of an intramural program in t he total program of physical 
education has changed significantly: increasingly, colleges are favor-
ing acce~tance of r esponsibility by the physi cal education department 
for the furtherance of voluntary participation. 
l/ 
Nordly made a study in 1937 of the Administration of Intramural 
Athletics for Men in Colleges and Uhiversities . The purpose of hi s 
study was to ascertain the status of intramural athletic pr ogr ams and 
of various administrative policies in selected colleges and universities , 
and to formulate recommended procedures for t he administration of 
lJCarl L. Nordly, 11 The Administr ation of Intre.mural Athletics for Men 
in Colleges c..'f'ld Universities" , Doctor ' s Dissertation, :Bureau of Publica--
t ions , No . ?16 , Teachers College, Columbia University , lfew York , 1937 . 
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intramural athletics. By means of correspondence, handbooks and 
mimeographed data were secured from intramural directors in twenty-
four universities. A st'\idy of the handbooks and an analysis of the 
literature revealed a variety of administrative policies in use and 
facilitated the devising of a checklist for interviews. In April , 
1934, directors were interviewed at twelve institutions. Three 
contributing factors were examined; intramural sports within the 
department of health and physical education; personnel; and the 
organization and promotion of intramural athletics. 
Recommendations proposed in this study have been formulated 
philosophically. Support for some procedures was established through 
documentary evidence; others were developed from successful current 
policies which did not violate research findings , principles of 
education, or sound business and administrative procedures. These 
recommended procedures , the validity of which have not been established, 
are offered tentatively under the following headings: program content, 
organization of the program, health of safeguards, personnel, student 
participation in administration publicity, budget and fina.nce. The 
proposed procedures may be useful to intramural directors who are 
planning to organize programs, and may serve as guides in developing 
programs and in improving these already well developed. 
1/ 
Taylor made a study in 193? of Intramural Athletics for Men in 
Negro Colleges. The purpose of his study was to ascertain the status 
~/William s. Taylor, Intramural Athletics for Men in Negro Colleges. 
Master's Thesis, University of Micbigan, 193?, pp. vi. and 64. 
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of ~en ' s intra~~als in selected negro colleges and to determine how 
t h€ir administrative policies and progr~ practices compared with 
generally accepted standards . T~lor 1 s data ca~ from forty- seven 
accredited negro colleges. Taylor noted a need (1) for , reater student 
council flexibility in administration of the pro~r~; (~) for providin& 
a ~ore fair distrib~tion of time , space , cind eq~pment between varsity 
and intramural teams ; (~) for keeping ~ore extensive part icipation 
records ; and (4) for emphasizing student participation in those sports , 
·ooth gro1.1p and indiv idu.al , which have established themselves as 
possessin~ maximum carry- over val~es . 
]J 
Studies of Intra~~~ s~orts Progr ams Since 1940:-- Daniels oresents 
a study of leisure on t he campus at the University of Illinois and a 
national survey to secure data for co~arative purposes . The findings 
are significant in relation to i~tramurals and to t1e college recre~-
tion program. Co- recreation in the intranural progr~ , a comparat ively 
new phase, is ~in increasin~ de~ds on students ar~ faculty advisers . 
The campus recreation ~~d intra~al pro~ams are parallel in some in-
star.ces , and overlapping in otners. 
The findings are si£nificant in relation to intre~urals and to 
the college recreation ~ro ·re~ . The need for planned and coordinated 
r creation is ~eD-t . Stress should bs placed on the desirability of 
studying student interests , desires , practices nnd pr oblems as they 
pertai~ to recreatio~ . Daniels found that ~~y facilities are oJen 
only to classes , whereas students need access to such facilities on a 
wide range of voluntary participatio~ . 
lJ Arthvx S. DSUliels , "Report on ]'ct :.onal Survey of Stu:lent Recreation i n 
Colleges and Universities 11 , Res ea.rc ... 'l. 4.uarter ly of t:re A.'Ilerican Association 
f or Healt~ . P~~sic31 Education and ~ecreation , 11 : 38 - 54, October , 1~40 . 
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Outing activities were reported by Daniels to be interesting to 
students; recreational sports are on an upward rise, with provision 
for borrowing of college-owned e~ipment for these activities; hobby 
interests are the forgotten area in college r ecreation, despite the 
recognized values of self-expression, self-reliance and satisfaction 
of creative needs. 
Fectors to be considered include t he existence of a student college 
union and the facilities and program it sponsors, as well as the existence 
of a program of intramural activities offered by the physical education 
department. 
l/ 
Merle Ewing , in 1940, made e. study to determine existing condi-
tions in the intramural sports programs for girls in the white public 
high schools of ~est Virginia. The study indicated tnat intramural 
sports for girls are conducted in approximately one-half of the high 
schools in West Virginia, chiefly in school s with enroll ments of more 
than 500 students. 
Intramural sports programs in the state have been conducted for 
girls for a r elatively snort period of time , t he median date for their 
beginning in the sta te being 1934. 
The units of competition vary, but physical education classes, 
home rooms, grade in school , academic classes, and pick-up teems are 
t he most popular. Health examinations are required in very few schools; 
a satisfactory scholastic standing is required for participation in 
i ntramural sports in many of the smaller schools. 
J:./Me.rle Ewing, The Status of Intramural Sports for Girls in the P....1blic 
High Schools of West Virginia, Master 1 s Thesis, West Virginia University, 
Morgantown, West Virginia, 1940. 
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Awards of small material value are offered in most schools . The 
most common award is a school letter. Very few schools have point 
systems or keep any record of the number of participants . The size 
of the school is closely related to the facilities available. The 
median num-oer of activities is ten, vC.th a range from 1 to 22 . Basket-
ball , volleyball and softoall are the three most popular sports accord-
ing to the number of students participating. Intramural sports programs 
are financed chiefly through the physical education or e.tnlet ic budgets . 
ll 
Sprandel, in 1941, made a study to ascertain the status of intra-
mural programs and administrative policies for men in selected denomina-
tional colleges of the State of Mich~an for the SChool year 1940-41. 
An outline check list was devised for interviews with the intra-
mural personnel in the small denominational colleges of the state. 
A few basic and general conclusions csn be drawn from a study of 
the whole intramural sports programs in these 10 denominational colleges 
of M1 chigan: (1) t.ae awareness of the need for intramural sports by the 
administrative personnel in the colleges varies greatly, as i ndicated 
by the ade~acy of facilities provided, by the amount of administrative 
attention and personnel services devoted to it, and by the respective 
size of the budget expended for promoting the program. In some of the 
schools a good start has been made; in others, only the inherent vitality 
of intranural sports sustains the activity. (2) The intramural programs 
in the colleges of this study are in a formativo period, and show need 
1/Wal. ter B. Sprandel, The Status of Intramural Sports in Ten Den omina-
tional Colleges of Michigan . School of Education and the Graduate 
Council of the University of Michigan , Ua.ster ts Thesis , 1941 . 
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for men who are especially trained for ir:trauural. administration and 
who have the time to devote to it. The study indicated that time 
devoted to the development is the most urgent need for a proper crystal-
lizing of the formative structure . (3) The intra.rr:u.ral. programs are , 
and should be, unique to each college . Although there a.re some 
characteristics which tend to fore a common intramural pattern, there 
w:e others which are different and funianental to the institutions 
concerned. Since the colleges are denominational in their origin and 
support , the religious tradition is deep and persistent. (4) An analysis 
of the activities in the various intramural programs leads one to con-
clude that there is a strong tendency aw~ from vigorous, big-muscle 
sports toward more recreational type of activities. This latter type 
of content is leading the intramural participant awt33 from the older 
intercollegiate sports pattern ~~d into a newer framework. The activi-
ties whiCh contribute to this latter recreational pattern have great 
carry-over possibilities, but undoubtedly lose some values by not 
making t he strong physical demands which were made by the older sports 
in the t?rogram. This tendency toward less vigorous activities, however , 
is in line with the less vigorous physic aJ. demands of our more advanced 
individual life. (5) The smell college is obligated to its students to 
provide an adequate intramural sports program. With the greatly in-
creased amount of leisure or "choosing time" , it is tile part of the 
liberal higher education to help in preparing students for life in such 
a present and future society . One of the most Wholesome ways in which 
this can be done is to arm students with skills and techni~.:~.v.as of sports 
and a general attitude toward their fellow man which will per:ni t therm to 
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take part in the constructive , health-giving sport and recreational 
life about them. (6) By an examination of the intramural personnel 
provided in the colleges of this study, by further examination of the 
budgets devoted to intramural programs , by comparison of the intramural 
facilities , and by an analysis of other aspects of the intra.:nural faci-
lities, and by an analysis of other aspects of the intranural. program, 
it is concluded that these schools do no more or no less for their stu-
dents in the intramural program than do other colleges of similar size 
and characteristics . In some instances tba programs might be more 
favor&bly developed, but in others , less. It is concluded that they 
provide an average intramural sports program for their male students . 
1/ 
Peace made a study to determine the scope , organization, and 
conduct of an intramural recreational program for men in four-year ac-
credited colleges and universities , and to present the material in the 
form of a manual for use by interested persons in the field of college 
or university intramural athletics . The questionnaire met!:.od was used. 
~stionnaires were sent to 112 institutions. Seventy- five were re-
turned properly filled out . In all 66 per cent of the questionnaires 
were returned. 
A list of the items cover ed is as follows: 
1 . Objectives and Policies 
2. Organiza.ti on of Personnel 
3. Facilities and Equipment 
l/James s. Peace, A Manual of the Organization and Conduct of an Intramural 
~ecreational Program for Colleges and Universities, Ed. D. , New York Univer-
sity, SChool of Education , 1943. 
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4. Finances 
5 . Time 
6. Administration of the Program 
7. Practices for Contest Procedures 
8 . Point Systems, Scoring Plana and Awards 
9. Health and Safety 
10. Records and Reports 
11. Publicity. 
This list supplemented by expert opinion, served as a Manual 
Guide in the development of the stuAy• 
The study shows that the majority of the intramural progr~ are 
organized under the jurisdiction of the Department of Physical Education. 
The faculty director of intramural athletics is often the Director of 
Physical Education, while in the large institutions there is a tendency 
to have a full- time director of intranuraJ.s. Physical education courses 
are required in the majority of the institutions , and intramural parti-
cipation is not considered as a substitute for the re~ired work, nor 
does the participant receive college credit for participation in intra-
mural activities . A varsity team nember is not 3llowed to participate 
in any intr~ural activity while his season is in progress . 
A separate office for the conduct of intramural athletics is main-
tained only in the large institutions . Clerical assistance is laCking 
in all institutions , although a. few large institutio::ls have a full-
time secretary. The majority of intramural directors have at least 
a Master's Degree , supplemented by additional training. Faculty field 
supervisora are utilized in many programs , as well as varsity coaChes. 
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Members of the physical education staff assist in the conduct of 
the intramural program in a majority of the institutions. A custodian 
of equipment exists in the majority of institutions, and his chief 
responsibilities are the supervising of the cheCking in a~d cheCking 
out of e~ipment , and seeing that necessary e~pment is ready at game 
time . Students participate in the administration of the program in a 
number of institutions , the average number that assist in an institution 
ranging from six to ten students . The students assist in determining 
policies , setting up eligibility rules and local sport rules . Students 
also serve as officials , scorers, managers of teams and assist with 
the pUblicity work . A student director of intramural athletics exists 
in twenty-four inst itutions , and is usually appointed by the faculty 
director of intramurals. 
As to facilities and equip100nt , Peace found that the majority of 
institutions have at least the following available facilities: gymnasi~ 
athletic field, outdoor tennis courts , indoor badminton courts, and an 
outdoor track. 
The study found that the chief source of revenue for the conduct 
of the intramural program is the budget of the department of physical 
e~cation. The amount varies according to the size of the institution; 
the most freqaent mentioned was between $200 to $500. The chief source 
of monies for awards is the department of physical education budget~ 
a1 though the athletic department contributes to a great extent. Although 
the equipment is used by the many divisions of the Department of Physical 
Education, the cost is not pro-rated among the groups using it. Another 
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interesting finding concerning finances is that there is a general 
failure to include in the financial report t he cost of individual 
:pa.rtici~tion . 
Peace found that the fraternity and inde?endent unit are the most 
popular units of competition. The size of the units ra~ges from about 
ten students to over fifty , with the most popular size being from twenty 
to thirty students. 
The study found that the Director of Physical Education and the 
Student Board are the two agents that formulate eligibility rules . 
The participants usually submit to a medical examination that is given 
each year in a number of institutions , and upon college entrance in 
other instances . A few institutions require a certain scholastic 
average, usually 11 011 , in order to participate in intr3lllUI'al athletics . 
It is not compulsory for the intramural participant to be a member 
of the college at~~etic association in order to be eligible to compete 
in intramural activities . 
The study showed that a joint St1.1dent-Faculty Collllllittee usually 
selects the activities to be included in the intramural program. A 
majority of institutions conduct t hei r activities on the three-sport-
season plan, fall, winter, and spring , although therA is a trend to 
include four semesters, adding t he summer session to the above three 
sessions . Basketball , softball, and t ennis are the three mo st popular 
sports . The intramural competitor receives prior instruction, usually 
through the required peysical. education program, short training courses 
and attendance at forums , and di scussions. The moat popular special 
event in the intramural program is tne intranural championships conduCted 
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at the end of a tournament or season. Institutions are divided over 
the conducting of corecreational activities and also the classifica-
tion of sp~rts into minor and major sports. 
Round-robin and elimination tournaments are the ~st popular 
types of schedules . The intramural faculty director and the student 
committee usually make out all the schedules . Participants are noti-
fied to pl~ through the ~edium of bulletin boards , college paper , post 
card to team captain, announcements and other means in certain institutiona. 
Concerning rules and regulations , local adaptations of standardized 
intercollegiate rules are made in the majority of institutions . ~he in-
tramural participant is not re~ired to wear a r egulation uniform 
generally . I t is interesting to note that 33 institutions do not have 
a constitution or by-laws for t he administration of its progr am. 
Members of the physical education staff serve as officials and 
field supervisers in a ~ority of the institutions . Members of the 
studect body serve as officials , scorers and managers in the adminis-
tration of the intramural program. 
The majority of institutions have a point system. Points are 
awarded for winning a tournament , team points for entering a tournament , 
additional po ints for each game won , and individual points for entering 
a tournament. Point Systems serve to maintain interest as a basis for 
awards , and fo r estall overconcentration on a few sports. 
The two !llOst popular recipients of awards are the individual 
and the team winners. The fa.cul ty director of intramural s usually 
decides the winners of awards. Medals and trophies are the two types 
of awards given to the winners . The Department of Physical Education 
is the chief source of monies for awards, although funds received fro~ 
the athletic association often supplement these monies . 
The presence of a mamber of the fa.cul ty is not re~red at games 
and contests, although the services of a. peysician are available in 
the majority of the institutions. An accident report is filed in 38 
of the 75 institutions studied. A college physician usually examines 
participants prior to engaging in intremural. participation . The peysi-
cian often will e:x:a:o.ine a student who has been ill before :cl.lo\7ing him 
to return to athletic activity. The participant is re3ponsible for 
any injury incurred during intramural participation and the student 
also peys his own medical expanses . 
Peace found that the most :popular records kept by intramural 
d irectors are; number of tea~ entries in each tournarrent , nu~ber of 
individual entries in each tournament , total number of tournaments , the 
number of individuals using the facilities , and a record of champion-
3hips . Reports are submitted from operating personnel usually at the 
close of each tournament . 
The college newspaper usually carries intra:nural. news. It is be-
cause of this coverage tP~t the int ramural oivision does not publish 
its own. newspaper . :Bulletin boards are by far t he most popular media 
for publicizing the program. A joint Student-Facul ty Cowadt~ee and the 
Faculty Direc tor of I ntramuraJ.s usually conduct the intramural publicity. 
JJ 
Wollett in 1948 , made a study of the status of physical education 
for \?Omen in junior colleges of California. I t was the purpose of the 
l/Mildred D. \7ollett , "Present Status of Women 1s Physical Education in 
California Juni or Colleges" , !tesearch Q:uarterly, October 1948, Vol . 19, 
No. 3, PP• 185-189 . 
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survey to study certain areas of existing programs . such as ::.co.demic 
status of phys~cal education . teaching policies and practices, e~p-
ment, and activities . 
The physical education department heads of fifty-six junior 
colleges, public and private , were sent questionnaires; forty-four 
replied. thus furnishing information on seventy-nine per cent of all 
California junior colleges. Of the forty-four schools responding , forty 
have departments of physical education for women. 
The study showed that the size of the classes and teaching loadG 
t hroughout the state are commensurate with optimum junior college 
standards . Only one-half of california junior colleges have separate 
gymnasia for women, which leads to special problems arising from the 
necessity for shared facilities. The study found that the portion of 
time allotted to women for use of pools, tennis and badminton courts, 
end other facilities, should be increased. It was recommended t hat 
more should be done with gol f , as being of excellent carry-over value. 
Although the use of community facilities by some junior colleges i n-
dicates an encouraging rapport between schools and communi t y , t his 
means of dealing with inadequacies of the plant should not be used 
indefinitely. EaCh department should bend all efforts toward the 
construction of permanent facilities on the school grounds. 
}j 
Means in 1948, made 2-'11 i nvestigstion to show the st £>-tus of 
intramural programs of athletics after the war . After a careful 
study of the pr ograms in existence in 140 institutions in every part 
of the nation, information was obtained from detailed reports, personal 
!)Louis E. Means , "Post \7ar College and University Intramural Athletics" , 
The Athletic Journal, Vol. 28 , No.9 , M~ 1948, PP• 34-43. 
letters, and answered questionnaires. Means found that real co-
recreational planning was still confined to only a minority portion 
of the colleges and universities of the nation. This study disclosed 
that only about fifty per cent of tne smaller colleges in Acerica had 
thus far at tempted organized corecreat iona.l sports, with about half 
of those having some activities reporting very few events. Among the 
larger universities. only about forty-five per cent were carrying on 
5UCh a program. It was noted also that the smaller colleges exceeded 
the larger universities in the extent and scope of mixed ~orts . The 
trend was found to ·oe tCW~ard such development of sports which can be 
pla.ved and enjoyed by men and women together. 
l./ 
Leavitt in 1948, made a study to set forth the objectives, prin-
ciples and philosophy of t he intramural program for women and to offer 
a practical source reference for content and organization . The study 
is based in part upon a review of related literature, and upon factual 
information obtained as the result of a survey of policies and practices 
maintained by physical education departments in various localities in 
the United States, visits made to institutions of higher education, 
in"&erviews held regarding intremural programs on those and other ca.on-
puses, and upon the practical experience of the autnor as atviser of 
intranural programs on several levels: high school, junior college 
and college. 
!)Norma Leavitt, The Administration of Intramural Activities in the 
Physical Education Program for College Women , Ed.D. in the Advanced 
School of Education Teachers College, Columbia University, 1948. 
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The study endeavors to state desirable purposes and outcomes of 
int ramural programs , and to portrav organization and functions of 
intramurels for colleges . Following a discussion of ~roblems related 
to the conduct of the progrsm, the author develops a series of thirty 
questions intended to serve as criteria for evaluating intramural 
programs; a series of seventeen suggestions considered essential for 
the conduct of intramural programs , and eight additional suggestions 
considered desirable; five questions to be used as criteria for eval~ 
ting extramural programs, and a listing of fourteen essential features 
of extramural programs . 
l/ 
Minott in 1949 , reports a study where the current practices in 
the physical education programs were critically analyzed. An objective 
questionnaire was compiled and sent to eighty-five physical education 
directors in the country; 83 per cent returns were received. The 
questionnaire was divided into six parts , as follows : general infor-
mation concerning tne director answering the survey and the college 
under ~uestion; the administration of the intramural program; the 
point system used,, if any; intercollegiate activities versus intra.-
mural programs ; the health examination re~irements; and conclusion. 
The survey showed that the student enrollment of the colleges 
had no bearing on the program content. The study also indicated that 
if the physical education staff is of sufficient size, they take 
charge of both intramural and intercollegiate program. The survey 
also proved that sw~ler American colleges have not yet reached the 
1/Alice H. Minott, A Survey of Smaller Colleges in the United States 
to Discover the Status of Women ' s Intramurals, Service Paper, 1949, 
Boston University . 
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goal of provision of min~al health facilities, because some colleges 
do not have a school physician, nor do they require annual physical 
examinations. 
In an effort to determine the nature and scope of the activities 
l/ 
in the intramural program for college men, Lux in 1950, made a study 
of 70 institutions selected from all sections of the United States . 
T"ne stud,v is based on a survey and analysis of specific and related 
intramuxal liter~ture pertaining to the g6neral educetion of college men. 
T"ne purpose of the study is to: (1) study the area of intramural 
activities with a view to developing guides that function within the 
aims and objectives of general education on the college level and; 
(2) provide a degree of practicalness to the study tnrough application 
of the guides to the program of intramural activities at Columbia College . 
The proposed guides are limited to those areas with which the study 
has attempted to deal: student needs, human relationships, democracy in 
action, coordinating intramurals with associated agencies , community 
relationships , contribution to morale , incentives and participation, 
tot~l health, and general education. 
The author of this i nvest i gation concluded that the successful 
application of the suggested guides cannot be accomplished at one 
stroke. Each situation will of necessity be difficult and should be 
analyzed carefully before proceeding. Once the general plan has been 
formulated, action sho~d be organized according to tmmediate, one, 
!/Lloyd H. Lux , The Application of Guides for the Development of Intr~ 
mural Athletics for Co~lege Men, unpublished Ed .D. project, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1950. 
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three, and five-year projects . The author feels that the general 
education of college men may be enhanced substantially through sus-
tained participation in a well-designed program of intramural activi-
ties . Verbal support by educators is evidenced on every hand, but 
before the intramural program can fill its educational niche these 
recommendations must become effective: (1) Intranurals must receive 
curricular recognition e~al to that of academic subjects; (2) intrs-
murals must no longer remain the poverty-stricken, under-privileged 
member of the physical education department. 
It will be observed from this summary of related research that 
no recent study has surveyed intramural sports activities for women 
in Teachers Colleges and Schools of Education throughout the United 
States. The present study will provide data concerning t hese colleges 
not presently available in the literature. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The review of the literature indicates that many and varied techniqnes 
are used in educational and other fields for the collecting of research 
data.. The survey technic.:,ue is one which has been liidely and success-
fully employed as a method of research for obtaining information con-
cerning the status of various educational activities. 
Since the primary purpose of this study is to procure information 
which will make possible comparison and evaJ. uation of intramural pro-
grams in institutions of higher learning, a modified survey method was 
selected to accomplish t his outcome most effectively. 
The major phases of the study are two: 
1. To develop and classify a list of t he intramural 
sports that !Ire offered for women in Teachers 
Colleges and Schools of Education in the United 
States, and to prepare inquiries concerning or-
ganization and administration of such programs, 
policies and practices, financial support, faci-
lities and e~uipment, and other related informa-
tion. 
2. To procure nationwide professional support of and 
participation in the stuay. 
Development of the Items for the Instrument.-- Three methods were used 
to collect the items concerning intramurals: 
1. Documentary analysis 
2 . Checklist 
3. Personal interviews 
Documentary Analysis.-- The first step in preparing an inclusive list 
of intramural sports and a classification of pertinent topics concerning 
them was to examine an extensive body of profess ional lit era.ture. This 
techni\iue v.as tne prima.ry source of a usable lisli of sporlis , and of 
4? 
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backf;r ounC. inforn.:.ation wr:.ich would provide bases for ite:::s to be ·u.sed 
in the study C1lec . dist . 
Tne literat,.rre selected for the documenta...~· analysis included 
books dealinu i:1 so e as::>ect with intramu.rals; _Jeriodicals ; b·.U.letins 
and mono~raphs ; theses and dissert&tio~s . ~nose judged to be most 
pertinent have been iuciicated in the bibl i o~ra.phy (? ·99) with an asterisk . 
Develooment of a Tentt tive C....ec.d.is t .-- Over a period of several n:.onths , 
c. tentative checklist was set U) , a.nd su.bjected to nu.11ero"s revisions 
in t he light of many consideratior.s . An a.tte~pt was made to incl~e 
ite~s pertinent to a survey of teachers colle~es and schools of education 
intramural pro~rams . Experience in admini stration and a wide reading of 
avai lable literature in the field were the pri~ipal sources for devis i na 
the tentc.tive checklist . All previous studies relating to this proble~ 
were cn~cked to see that no ~ertinent items had been omitted . Studies 
ll y 
fo~d to be ~articularly helpfQl were those by Galli~an , Leavitt , y 
and Hinott . 
A11al:,'"sis of tr.e literature ir:cHcated. that certain key factor:s 
contribute to the success of intranural pro&racs under the following 
re adir: s : general il".for.m.tion ; administrat i on a.r.d sponsorsni o ; financial 
aid; intramural :9rogr~, , incl udin~ groupir.."' , officiels , :lractices and 
gane s , ti~e allotted , ~tivities offered; facilities accessible ; ~ards 
and }?Oint system; healk stat1;s ; and evaluation . 
1_/G. E. Galli-"'Srl , T.te Status of I ntrqn1.lral !.thletics for Men in Sta.te 
Teachers Colle ·es , ..t:Ja . D., lTew Yor..r University , 192? . 
?Jlror::.a. Leavitt , ?be M.::inistrat i on of I:::lt.,.<:.n:ural Activities in the 
Fhys ical Edu.c·~ti on lro.,;ram for Colle...:e .• or.~.en , Ed -D. i11 T:he Adv .... :1ced 
School of 3d.\lc""tion . Toacilers Colle ., , Col 'U.:!l'bia University , 1...48 . 
£1 .Alic e H. Minott , A Sllrvey of S::J.allor Colleges in the United Sta.tes 
to Discover tL.e Stat.1s of "omen ' s Intra. .1I'3.ls , Service Paper , 1949 , 
~oston Uni versity, 
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Personal I nterviews and Jur;r of Experts.- To improve the proposed check-
list , interviews and corr~spondence were held with thirteen interested 
!I 
persons selected for their extensive experience in intramural programs 
and for their profession~ achievement and status . Repeated interviews 
e/ 
were held during the development of the cheCKlist with five directors 
known personally to the investigator . The pur,ose of the interviews 
and correspondence was to determine the clarity of the cheCklist, to 
determine whether additional items should be included, and to elicit 
any ideas which the consultants might have for improvement of the 
instrument. The scope of organization and conduct of intramural 
programs was validated by the judgment of these consultants in the 
field of college physical education . 
£1 
A conmittee of three authorities in the field , after considerable 
discussion, agreed upon desirable adaptations in the instrument based 
upon the recommendations received. The opinions ect~ly used are 
personal judgments rather than objective f~ts . 
In accordance with the suggestions made by the experts, tho final 
form of the checklist was prepared. A copy is included in ~ppendix E. 
Revision of the I nstrument.-- Through personal interviews and corres-
pondence with authorities in the field , and through the jury of experts , 
it became evident that revisions in the instrument were necessary . The 
title was reworded from 11 A Study of the Status of Intramural Athletics 
for Girls and i70me!l in Teachers Colleges in the United States", to 11 A 
1/See Appendix D., P · 109 , 110 . 
V~· 
~Ibid. with asteriCk . (p . 110) . 
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National Study of Women's Intramural Sports in Teachers Colleges and 
Schools of Education." 
On t he first page of the instrument it was deemed. advisable to 
excl ud.e not only physi csl education major students, but also graduatE 
students, since responses referring to them would not be typical of 
teaChers college students. 
Because of the fact that this otudy deals with Teachers Colleges 
and Schools of Education, it was decided to change the word 11 college11 
to 11Institution. 11 
In order to obtain more specific information, "total enrollmentn 
was divided into 11 total enrollment of Teachers College or School of 
Educationu and 11 total enrollment of the entire university." 
To determine policy concerning intramural use of facilities and 
ecpipment, it was decided to ask , under III, Finances, "Does the \1 .A.A. 
use the pcysical education department's facilities e 9\!Uipment? 11 
On page three of the instrument, space was made available for any 
desired comments after each grouping as to type of activity . On page 
three 11 ability grouping" was added, since it was decided that data 
should be ac'!uired as to use of ability groupings . 
It was decided that information should be obtained as to presence 
of faculty members during intramural activities ; also as to me t hod of 
acquirement of skills used in i ntramural a but not taught in the curriculum. 
On page four of the instrument , t he format was changed from alpha-
betical to a listing according to t~es. The list of sports was reworded 
and reconstructed. It was decided to reconstruct the items indicating 
time , because of the t~e differences that would exist in the various 
activities. The latter change could help the participant to be more 
specific by allowing for the recording of the ~ount of time and the 
number of practices and games used for each activity. 
On page eight , since so~ of the larger universities had a games 
Toom, dance studio, and golf course , questions concerning t hese were 
added to the instrument . 
On page nine , a question was added to procure information as to 
use and non- use of off-campus facilities . On page nine, a question 
was added to obtain more specific information concerning the nature 
~d co zt of awards . 
On page ten, inquiry was added as to the status of t he college 
n:.edical sta.ff , and as to health examinations of students , not only in 
connection with the regular physical education program, but for those 
additional participants in intramural activit i es. 
The revised form was arranged ~re compactly. The final classi-
fication of it e:ns included: 
1. General ini'or:ration 
2. Administration 
3 . Finance a 
4 . Intramural program 
5. Facilities 
6. Awards and point system 
?. Health status 
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A copy of t he final form of t he instrument is included in jppendix L. , 
{pa,"'e 135). 
Boston University 





Evaluation of the '~stionnaire .-- Koos has developed a critique for 
1J.se of 'iuestionnaires . The form used in this stud_,v was fo1Jnd to meet 
each of the ten evaluative criteria included in the Koos critique , as 
follows : 
(a) 111 s t.ae ~,j,Uestionnaire adeq_-ua.tely sponsored 711 
Professional support in participation was secured from state 
department personnel who furnished the names of the Directors of 
Physical Education for ,{omen in the accredited coller;es and universities . 
To further s~pport the study , the National Section of Girls t and 
Women 's Sports , of the American Association of Health , Physical Educa-
:G./ 
tion , a~d Recreation , Research Comnittee Chairman ~ave the Section's 
endorsement and approval . 
(o) 11 I s ti.1e purpose of tne study fra..""lkly stated, a.."ld is it one 
which calls for a reply <.mder the policies dealin£; with q1.1estionnaires 7" 
~ne letter which accompanied the ~uestionnaire , see Appendix F, 
p .l20) stated clearly the purpose of the study and replies are called 
for which ro~ form the basis of a contribution to the f i eld of physical 
education research . 
(c) 11 Is tlle questionnaire on a worthy educational topic?" 
T.ae sJbject raatter of tnis dissertation has been a concern of 
the Research uouncil of the National P~sical Education Conference of 
1954 and i ts subconference of Intra~~al Sports for Colle~e Men and Iemen . 
(d) Il l s the questionnaire well or~a!'li zed?" 
Partic~ar attention was ;iven to the comJOSition of the 
1/Leonard v. Koos , The QQestionnaire in E~cation , A Critique and Manual , 
MacU.illan Company , New York , 1928 , P• 99 . 
B}Dr . Marjori e P . Phillips , Chair man , ~Jational Section of Girls and 
Women ' s Sports, Research Committee . 
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~uestionnaire , so that its organization woul~ ~e for ~ocpleteness , 
clarity, ~~a facility in answerin, . 
( ;;;) 11Are the ~-ue:;tions clearly and briefly worded?" 
.\s may be noted in the ~~estionnaire which is included in 
the a?pendix L (p .l35) of the study , t~e ~uestions appea~ to Je clear 
and may be answered in a minimum of time . 
(f) "Can most of the -=.uestions be briefly answered with a check-
mark of a factor figure and is the n~ber of ~uestions requirin~ ex-
tensive projective replies kept to a !tinicum?" 
The answer to botn parts of this qQestion is in the affir~ative . 
( ) 11 Is the infor.nation re~.;~,uested not avClilable el sew"here and ob-
tainable only t~.ro~n tr..e qu.csti onnaire? 11 
A. study of previ ous research has reveaL.!d no study yielc!.ing 
data re~ested in the ~~estionnaire form . 
( "-) 11 Is the ~:~.u.e:.;tionnaire set up in a proper :::lecha.c..icaJ. form? 11 
This inqci:;:y forJJ. we~ desi~ed to be sE:mt to a large nu:nber 
of per3ons and the replies tabulated. 
( i 1 "Are the de.mnnds of the g_'J.estionnaire reasonable?" 
Repeated trials prove that the inqui~~ form may be answered 
in about one-~alf hour . 
(j) 11 I s t:oe su..":nary of results or other .Jro~e.r return promised 
respondents? 11 
On the s~vey for~ . space was provided for the respondents to 
indicate their desire for a s ·~y of tr2 results when toey become 
avail able . (See Appendix L, p .l44, . 
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Participants in the Study. -- An important phase r;yf thE\ research i n-
volved the selection of persons to assist in determining the status 
JJ 
of the intranural sports program. Patterson 1 s Arrerican Educ~ 
supplied a listir~ of the personnel responsible for state adminis-
tration of physical education. The list of accredited colleges to 
?J 
be included in the study was found in the Education Directory . The 
g) 
state administrators - personnel ~ost closely related to physical 
education or teachers training - were asked to supply the names of 
the physical education directors for wo~n in the cccredited institu-
tions in tneir states. 
An i mportant phase of the r esearch was in determining the partici-
pants to co~plete the instrument and obtaining their cooperation. Each 
person responsible for state ad~inistration of physical education 
(various titles used) has sent a letter and an enclosed list of the 
colleges to be included in the study with S?ace beside each college 
f or the name of the di rector of physical education for woreen in that 
!I 
specific college. With this information , a random sampling of twenty 
directors were sent the for.n . 
Reliability of tne Ratings .-- Studies which depend upon survey forms 
as a source of data are particularly suspected of unreliability due 
to the nature of the instrument used . It is encumbent upon the authors 
of such studies to present evidence of the consistency of response 
l/Jack C. Coffey, edition , Patterson 's American Education, Educational 
Directories, Inc., Wilmette, Illinois , 1954, Vol. LI. 
~/United States Office of Education, Department of Health Education and 
Welfare - Educ~tion Directory, Part 3, Higher Education, 1954-1955, 
Washington , D. C. 
§/Appendix C,(p. 106 ). 
!/Appendices A and B. (pp. 104 and 105) . 
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yielded by the survey instrument . A random s~ple of twenty partici-
pants who had filled out the instrument ori~inally, were as~ed , after 
a time lapse of three weeks , to respond to a second identical for~ of 
the instrument (se~ Appendix G, P · 121). 
An estimate of the reliability of the instrument was aeter~ined 
by runnin~ a. consistency C.leck on the instrument , item by ite:n. The 
twenty ~uestionnaires in the relicbility sam2le were examined . Itens 
were taken one at a time , a~d the number of times an ite~ was answered 
identicelly by the same person, was recorded. The number of similar 
re5~o~ses was taken as a fractional part of the number of ?OSsible 
responses. The fractions were transposed to per cents . For example , 
item IV, ;>art ::B of the s·IU'vey was answered by 14 of the 20 individuals 
who partiCl)ated in the reliability samplin,. In thirteen cases the 
answer on the second form we.s the same as the answer on the first for·n ; 
in one case , the answers between the two administrations of the survey 
]d 
instrument were different : tlr.1s , the item v;as answered co.,sistently 14 
of the time . Tne :rcction has a. per cent e.uivalent of 93 per cent , and 
the item is judged to possess, i n the light of the sitQation in which 
it was u sed, a consistency index of 93 per cent . When consistency in-
dices were co~puted for all times , it was found that they ran~ed fro~ 
78 per cent to 100 per cent; the Me~ Index was 92 per cent ; the Hedian 
I ndex was 94 . 5 per cent. SuCh a. de~ee of reliability ap~eared adequate 
f or p~poses of this researcn . 
Classiflcation of 6ollege or University Enroll~ents .-- I t is generally 
~reed that t!le nature of the organization of an intramural pro~aro >.ill 
vary with the size of the institution . I~ order to ascertain variations 
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in intramural programo because of size in the college or university 
enrollments, the recording was made by the following enrollment groupings: 
Croup I - under 1000 
Group II 1000 - 5000 
Group III - over 5)00 
Procedures Used in Tabulating Data.-- All tabulations rrere done by hand 
and special type data sheets were devised for this purpose . Separate 
sheets were completed for the folloWing categories: 
1. supervision of the i ntramural ?r?gram 
z. sponsors and financial sources 
3. allocated money and use of physical education department 's 
facili tie a 
4. supervision and skills 
5. groupings 
6. availability of facilities 
7. times of day for intramurals 
8 . acti vi tie a 
a. seasonal activities 
b. participation of women 
c. extent of extrnmurals 
d. co-recreational participation 
9. a\Tards 
10. point systems 
11. health status 
Distribution of the Instrument to Participants in the Stugy. -- Final 
forms were sent to three hundred and two (302) directors of women's 
physical education in all accredited Teachers Colleges and Schools of 
Education in the United States, Puerto Rico and Hawaii, with an 
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accom.,?~yin~ letter which indic&ted that t he l!a.tional Section o~;. Gir ls ' 
and Women ' s S;orts approved and endor~ed t his netiont~ study . A co~y 
o~ the cover letter is included in A?pendix F, p~e lGO · A sta~~ed, 
self- addressed envelope was provided with eac~ letter for use in re-
t~ning the instrument. 
After a. period of three wee~s . 1~1 or approximately 47 per cent 
of the forms had been returneQ. A follow-up letter was t~en sent (See 
Appendix J , p .l33) . I t will be noted that t his first follow-up letter 
was ~~rely a reminder ; a. duplicate cnecklist was not enclosed . Tais 
follow-u~ ( see A?pendix K, p .l3~) Jroduced 32 additional returns , mekin~ 
a total of 223 , or 74 per cent . 
After anotner waiting period of five wee~s . a second follow- up 
brought the returns up to 252 or 83 per cent . I t is interestina to 
note that thirty- one , or 12 per cent of the returns were unanswered . 
for the followin~ reasons: 13 11 no i ntra;nura.ls 11 ; 4 - "no adequate 
i nforma.ti on 11 ; 2 - 11 r et urned unanswer ed" ; 2 - "no r es.son" ; 2 - 11 no t ime 
t o answer " ; 2 - 11 not a Tea.chers Colle~e or School of Ed\Wa.tion11 ; 2 -
"~raduate school only11 ; 1 - 11hi~ school only11 ; l - "colle~e moved11 ; 
1 - 11 colle~e mer~ed to one, new set -gp11 ; 1- 11 too lare;e, atypical". 
Reasons for not answeri~ t he t hirty-one instruments are shown 
in Table I. 
T.b.BLE I 
ln.ttBER OF cou:~<~GES RETURriNG 
Q.UESTI Ol7:JAllU.:S Utl~TS,IERED .A:m 
THE REASONS HHY THE -iU'.ES r i Olt.AIRE 
WAS UNAliSlfER:ID 
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The acceptable responses were classified 
Group I - under 1000 
Group II - 1000 - 5000 
Group III - over 5000 
This made a total of 221 participants in 
l"'o intram:ural s 
No adeqU£-te infoi-'..a.tion 
Returned unanswered 
N0 reason 
No time to ru1swer 
Not a Teacners Colle~e or 
School of Education 
Graduate sc~ool only 
Hi~ School only 
Colle'e moved 
Colle;e mer~ed to one - new 
set up 
Too lar-;:e , atyPical 
as follows : 
- 74 colles;es 
- 90 colle,es 
- 57 college s 
the study 
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Summpry.- - The following msjor phases were involved in the procedure 
of this stuQy: development of an instrument which could be used for 
the smaller colleges as well as the larger universities; and procure-
ment of nationwide professi onal support of and participation in the 
study. 
The list of items, in accordance with the purpose of the study , 
was developed by use of doc·umentary analysis ; the survey form; and 
personal intervie~s and correspondence. 
~~e classification of items is in the following categories : general 
information; administration; finance ; intramural program; facilities ; 
awards and/or point system; and health status. 
Correspondence and interviews resulted in several revisions of 
the instrument. 
Reliability of the final for m was established by means of a 
second response to the complete instrument. Further c:!leck of the 
instrU!!lent was made by checking consistency of tre items . 
Professional supuort for ~Articipation in t he study was se~Jred 
from state d~art:nent of education personl'lel who furnj shed t!.1e names 
of t he Directors of Fhysical Education for •IOr.len in the accn:dited 
colleges and universities. 
A total of 302 colleges, all accredited colleges in the United 
States , with a director of physical education for women , were to 
particip~te in the study. Of this number , 252, or 83 per cent , returned 
the instrument. The institutions responding had a range of enrollment 
fro~ &pproximately 200 to 22,000 students. Forty-five states and 
Puerto Rico were repres~nted in the st~ . 
CHAPTER IV 
A,!Y.ALYSIS .A:ID Il~T'.!!l!P?."?r.ATimr OF THE DATA 
Treatment of the Det~·-- The ,articiyants were asked to check the 
items which best described t heir own situation. 0:>. the basis of 
the replies, the total scores were computed for ee.cb iten in ee.ch 
of the three classifica.tio~s, whenever possible , based on colJege 
enrollments as follows: 
Under 1000 





Pertinent questions were asked which re~tuired more tnan a 
ch ecL or a. nyes11 or 11 no11 answer. In such instances, provision was 
~ade for the participants to fill i~ the blank or blanks for an 
answer suited to tneir circumstances. 
Space was provided under each grouping for the respondent to 
indicate :my additional items in spaces marked 11 otr..ers11 • 
Types of Administrative Suoervision Plans for Intramurels .-- In the 
main, Tatle 2 , page 62, i:ldicates that t wo groups are presently 
essentially responsible for the supervision of the intramural progr&~· 
A cooperative arrangement by the physical education department and 
the 'iomen 1s Athletic .Associa.tion {or Women's Recreation Association) 
takes precedence , with 52 per cent of the colleges reporting these groups 
cooperatively responsible for supervision. The physical education ~a­
partment is reported next most frequently a.s having responsibility for 
supervision, with 43 per cent of the colleges reporting this. It is 
interesting to note in Table 2 that the physical education C.epertment 
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alone , or in co~bination with the Iemen ' s Athletic Association 
contribut es to the su~ervision of the intramural pro_ra~s in 95 
per cent of the situations reported . 11 Volu.Tlteer facul ty11 are 
reoorted to be responsible for intramural supervision in fo~x 
per cent of the colle~es and a sepc.ro.te department in one per cent . 
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Other types of group responsibility which are not shown on the 
table are : physical ed-ucation club ; physical education staff and 
student xana~ers ; a~d five council members ; wo~n physical education 
instructors and ,, .A._;. . ... ouncil , and instru.ctor . These were only 
indicated once each so they do not appear in Table 2 . 
Sponsorshi o of tne Intra:nural ProPram.-- Table 3 , page 63 , shows 
that in 77 per cent of the colle~es witn enrollment ~der 1000 
tne intraar.tr?.l pro~ram is s_t>onsored by the Wo"ren 1 s Athletic Associa-
tion or the .w.uen 1s Recreation Association . Tbis sa.r:Je arran~ement 
is reported in 91 per cent of the colle~es wi th enrollment of 1000 
to 5000 and in 70 per cent of the colle~es with enrollments over 5000 . 
I n 81 per cent of all colle~es and universities reportin~ , the 
Women ' s Athletic Associ6.tion or the 7o:uen 1 s Recreation .Association 
sponsors the intramural program. 
TABLE 2 
lTUMJ3ER AND PER CE!-TT OF :RESPOlTDEHTS USUTG VARIOUS 
TYPES OF ADMI NISTRATIVE SU?ERVISION OF INTR.AUURALS 
ACCORD!lil'G TO COLLEGE ENROLLMENT 
GrouJ2. ~ Grou:Q II GroUE III 
Group No . Percent No . Percent No . Percent !To . 
Responsibility of of of of of of of 
Col . Col. Col . Col . Col . Col. Col. 
A Cooperative 
Practice (P .E. 
Dept . and W.A. A. ) 35 47 48 53 33 58 116 
Physical 
Education Dept . 37 50 43 48 14 25 94 
I ntegral Part 
(P .E. Program) 1:) 14 11 12 l ,.., 22 t:;, 
Student Manager 10 14 8 9 3 5 21 
S:udent Relation-
ships with Intra-
mural Board ( '\V .A.A.) 3 4 7 8 6 11 16 
\7 .A.A. I nter--
class Competition 7 10 6 7 0 0 13 
1i .A.A. Specifi-
cally Res,onsible 6 7 6 7 3 5 14 
I ntramural Board 2 3 6 7 ,.. .:1 5 11 
Volunteer Faculty 3 4 5 6 0 0 8 
Practice Teachers 
(Phys. Ed. Majors) 5 7 2 2 1 2 8 



















NUMBER AND PER CENT OF RESPONDENTS usnm 
VAlU OUS TYPES OF SPON'SORS OF TRE INTRA-
MURAL PROGRA'!S ACCORDING TO THE COLLEGE 
~mOLLMnTT 
Gro:9;12 I Grou-o II Grou12 III 
No . Percent lTo . Percent No. Percent 





Col. Col . Col . Col . Col . Col . Col. Col. 

















91 40 70 179 81 
10 5 9 19 9 
4 2 4 8 4 
1 0 0 4 2 
0 0 0 4 2 
In nine per cent of the colleges reryorting $pOnsorship is by an 
I ntra:nural :Soard; in four per cent by the 1lome!1 1 s Physical Educe.tion 
Department; in two per cent by an Athletic Club; and in two per ce!lt 
the progre:ns are co-edu.c3.tionally planned. 
There are other types of sponsors, not shown on the table, such as 
the University Recreation Association, and sororities and classes. The 
number of colleges having these miscellaneous types of sponsors was so 
few as to be insignificant for inclusion in this study. 
As in Table 2 , some colleges indicated t hat they could no t ~~swer 
~ith one cheCk and therefore reported more than one sponsor of the 
intrruaural progr3ro . 
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Source of Fina~cial Su~oort .-- The financial phase of tne study in-
eluded the percentage of the colle~es having f inancial s~poort for 
intrwrr~als furnished by the Women 1c Athletic Associ3tion , the physical 
education department , student government funds, the Colle~e or Univer-
sity , and other so~ces . 
Trce findin ·s relative to intrai!I'J.ral expense and the percentaG"e of 
financial support furnish6d by each So\.l.rce i~ found in Table 4. 
TABLE 4 
l:1J ... w ER ..\liD FE..i CE T OF .dJ...Si:'O~-TDEfJTS 
USLG V_;UtiOUS SCURC,::i:S OF .t'IrAl1CI.AL 
SUPPO.rtT :.. OR Il'L ..... \:.!U.R.U..S ACCOR::li UG 
TO COLLlG.L E!:ffiOLL.V.El~T 
G,ro\1? I Grouo II Grou-o III 
Contributors _ o. Percent No . Percent lio . Percent !To . Percent 
of of of of 
Col . Col . Col . Col • 
Physic& :::.ducation DE!)t . 25 34 
7omen ' s Athletic !ssoc. 26 35 
Student Gov •t . Funds 24 32 
Direct Appropriation 
from Colle•e or Univer-
sity for Intrcu·.:ral s 13 18 










of of of of 
Col . Col . Col . Col. 
30 53 99 45 
22 39 88 40 
12 21 65 29 
14 25 19 
? 12 9 
The d~artment of physical education for wo~n provides for the 
expenses of the intr~el J rogrem in ap~roximately one-third or 34 per 
cent of the. Group I colle,es , nearly one-half or 49 per cent of the Group II 
colle~es , and over one-balf or 53 per cent of the Grouo III colleges. 
Financial aid was forthcoming from the ~omen ' s Athletic Association in 
35 ::9er cent of the Gro 1.1.~ I colle~es; 44 per cent of those in Grou II ; 
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and 39 per cent of those in Grou;p I H . Use of student f'Overn:nent fiLnds 
was reported by 32 per cent of the Group I colleges, an identical yer-
cent~e , 32 per cent , of those in Group II , and 21 per cent of those in 
Grolol:P III . 
The colle~e or university ~ave direct financial support to intr~1Nrals 
in only 18 per cent of the Grou2 I colle~es , 18 per cent of the Group I I 
colle~es , and 25 per cent of those in Group II I . Student acti,~ties fees 
provided a source of financial support in five per cent of the Group I 
colleges , 10 per cent of those in Group I I, and 12 per cent of those in 
Grou) III. 
Miscel laneo"l.l.S so..u-ces of financicl support \?ere reported in a. sr:1all 
number of colle~es . Some of these were dues of members , a.sses sment of 
each cor:1petitive unit , and entry fees ; the mmber reportinf' these sources 
however , was insilf,nificant . Some institutions indic"lted. more thsn one 
source , thus showin~ Zl5 r eplies to this ite.n in the 221 colle~es answer-
in~ this phase of the questionnaire . In the total number of teachers 
colle~es and schools of education reportin; on this iteo , financial 
support is given chiefly by the physical education department, 45 per 
cent ; followed closely by the \tomen 1s .Athletic J.ssociation , 40 per cent ; 
and the student ~overnment , 29 per cent . Di rect appropriation of colle~e 
or university funds is ~e for intr~ral programs in a much smaller n~ 
ber of instances - 19 per cent of t ':1e colle~es re:?ortin.; . Student activi ties 
fees are a soJrce of financ1cl aid in or~y nine per cent of the colle~es . 
Finances .-- As scown in Table 5 , page 66 , only 27 per cent of the colleges 
replyintr to the item indicate tnu.t m::mey was <·iven directly by colle&e 
bud~etary approFriations for the intr~al pro~ram . (One hunured seventy 
colle~es res~onded to the it~ffi ; fifty-one failed to respond . ) I t appears 
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that there is a great 'lecesai ty for adequate financial sup:;-ort for 
intramural programs : as Tg.ble 5 indicates , only or.e institution in 
four of those responding to the item reports allocation of fu.~ds for 
the specific support of intramural activities. 
T.A:BLE 5 
NU'uffiER .A;.ID P ......rt CE'.\T OF RESPOl~'D:!.""'NTS 
EA.VING MCKEY SPECIFICALLY ALLOCATED 
FOR IN':R.J'.,~ :UILU.s AC:ORDllrG TO COLLEGE 
ENROLLMENT 
Colleges N~er of Colleges Per Cent of Colleges 
Group I 12 22 
Group II Z3 30 
Group III ll 27 
Total 46 27 
A comparison of the groups shows that Group II has the ~ighest 
percentage with 30 per cent of the responding colleges reporting specific 
monies for intranurals; Group II 27 per cent; Group I reported only 22 per cent. 
Colleges Using the Physical Education Department's Facilities.-- Table 6 , 
page 67 , reveals that 98 ~E>r cent of the colleges reporting utilize the 
pr~sical education department ' s facilities and e~~ipment. S~e colleges 
supply e~pment through their intramural program in addition to that 
provided by the physical education department. All the colleges in 
Group I w~ch replied to the ~estion ~eported use of tne physical educa-
tio,... department's f .<J.Cilities and equipment for intramural activities . 
Such was indicated in 98 per cent of the Group II colleges reporting and 
in 94 per cent of those reporting in Group III. 
TABLE 6 
NUMBER A..'\lD PER CElfT OF RESPOI'IDENTS USI!JG THE 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENTS' FACILITIES 
AND E~UIP:.rnNT FOR INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES ACCORD-
ING TO COLLEGE ENROLLMENT 
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Colleges Number of Colleges Per Cent of Colleges 
Group I 64 100 
Group II 87 98 
Group III 49 94 
Total 200 98 
Types of Groupings Used for Intra~als.-- At the college level there 
are several vreys of orgcr.izing competition for the intramural program. 
It will be noted in Table 7, page 68 that a variety of groupings are used; 
many colleges (Group I), 53 per cent use clesses, 45 ~er cent use open 
tournaments and 28 per cent dormitory groupings . Sorority groupings 
(18 per cent); color tea~ (16 per cent); clubs (14 per cent); make- up 
teams (8 per cent); follow in that order in the smallest colleges re-
porting. In the Group II colleges, 62 per cent report dormitory group-
ings; 62 per cent, sorority groupings; 57 per cent open tourn~ents; 37 
per cent clubs; 22 per cent, classes; 14 per cent color teams; a~~ 13 
per cent ind~endent groups. In the Group III colleges and schools of 
education , 81 per cent reported dormitory groupings , 81 per cent sorority 
groupings , 61 per cent open tournaments, 53 per cent clubs, and 16 per cent 
classes. 
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Grou,s most fre~~ntly reported in all colle, es were : dormitories, 
56 per cent , o ~en tournaments , 54 per cent ; sororities , 52 per cent ; 
clubs , 34 ner ce~t ; classes , 31 per cent; color teams , 12 per cent . 
TAELE 7 
UU.:!Blli AliD PEa C~TT OF RES?O:IDEt!TS :.JSLTG 
V.cU\I OLTS _YPES OF Gh:OU?INGS roR H-:'rRA. t.tfW,S 
Al.lvO.h:JI NG iO -.;OLLEGE Y"ROLL.~ENT 
Gro11o I Grou.., II 
Gro\lpin~s No . Percent }To . PE:.rcent 
of of of of 
Col . Col . Col . Col . 
Dormitories 21 
Open Tournament b 33 
Sororities 13 
Clll.bS ll 
Cl 'l,S ses 39 
Color Teams 12 
I ndependent Gro"Upo 1 
Make- -up Teams 6 
I nter- depart ment al 
(teams within the 
university) 2 
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Gro11oing Students Jo~.Ccording, to Abilit y .- Table 8 (po.ge69 ) is parti-
cular1y signific~~t , since it pertains to tne grouuin~ of students accord-
in' to ability; i . e . beginner , intermedi~te , and adv~nced . The ~rouping 
of students accordi~ to ability is one way to provic.e for the needs of 
those who are below aver~e (beginners) in skills , those who are 
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Of the 168 collee;es answerine; t:..i. s item , only 17 :;?er cent reported 
that they group their students according to ability in the intramural 
program. 
In Group I, the smaller institutions, 23 per cent of the colleces 
answerin~ this item reported that they organize participants accordine; 
to abili ty. In Group II , 17 per cent , and in Group III, 11 per cent 
reported ability groupin~ for intr~als . 
The percentage of the small collee;es (Group I) which arran~e for 
ability ~oupine; in intramurals is .:ere than twice t hat of the largest 
colle~es (Group III). 
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Inclusion of All Skills Offered in I ntramurals in the Regular Physical 
Education Program.- From Table 9 it will be observed. t'1~t 78 per cent 
of the colleges include all 1.he sl:ills i n tl:.e fihysical educ .. tion pr ogra"Tl 
that are offe~ed i~ intrruil~als. A total of 207 c olleges responded to 
t~is item. llost of t~e colleges w:ich do not include all s~ills r eported 
t~at ttey ~ere able to instruct the students to some degree ~relim1nary 








UTJM:B.ER .Alill P:nl CEi.1T OF RESPOND~TS WHICH 
INCLUDE .ALL SKILLS C!F 7ER:ED I N DT~HJRALS 
IN TrtE REGU: . .3 ?HYSICJJL EDUC.H.Tro:· ?ROaR..~ 











A com:?3.rison of Group I, II, and III shows thn.t GroU?S II wit h 
80 per cent and G~oup I with 79 per cent include skills in the physical 
education progra~ prior to intramurals mor s fre~~ently than Group III 
with 71 per cent. 
~nis indicates tr~t the intr~~xral program is a settinb where the 
skills learned and developed. i n the physical education pro ~ram can be 
put to '.lSe in a practical si tua.tior. . The i nt r amural pr0gr am forms a. 
?1 
basis for the utilization of akills durin~ leisure time , botb in the 
present and future . The i ntranural proeram eives students a ch;mce t o 
perfect the skil ls learned in class, at the sace time providin~ an in-
centive for the Skill learnine;s . 
Types of Officials for Games .- - It lS shown in Table 10 that only three 
per cent of the colleges use rated officials for their intramural e;ames . 
A rated official is one who has passed written and practical tents in a 
sport by a board of officials . Sixty-two per cent of the colle,es in-
dicated tba.t st-udents officiated the e;a.re 3; 61 per cent i>1d.ice.ted that 
physical educ~tion ~jors were ~ed. 
TABLE 10 
UU::.:BER .AND PER CENT OF Rl.SPOND:El-TTS l.1Sl ... TG 
STUDENTS, PHYSIC.~.U. E:JUCATIO T .\!AJORS, F~\CULTY, 
Ai.ID RATED Ol!'.h I C,I.ii.!.S b'OR GA1ES ACCORDilTG 'ro 
COL.uEGE E"ROLLMENT 
Colle~es ... io. % .:o . % ro • A ·- cS Totc..l !To . ;o J.~O • I 
of of of of of of of of Coller·es 
~ol . Col . Col. ~ol • Col . .:.o1 . Col • Col. 
Group I 47 64 .::;8 38 39 53 2 3 74 
Gro-,;q> II 56 64 69 77 57 63 3 3 90 
Group III 33 60 38 67 31 54 2 4 57 
Tote.l 136 62 135 61 127 57 7 f'7 221 u 
of 
In tne sc:a.ller colle cs (Group I) , 64 per cent use students for 
of-"'iciatine; and 53 per cent use facul t y . However, in colleges with 
e~roll~ents over 10~0 (Groups II and III, more reported tbe \lSe of 
physical ed~ation majors (77 per cent in Group II and 67 ,er cent in 
?2 
Group III); students officiate in 64 per cent of the Group II colleges 
and 60 per cent in Group III; and faculty officiate in 63 per cent of 
Group II colleges and 54 per cent of Group III. 
Some colleges report use of two, tbree, or four of the t~es of 
officials ~ntioned. 
It appears to be a favorable situation that students officiate 
games, because the experience in leadership which is thus provided 
will be of use in future teaching situations. 
Staff Responsibility for Supervision.-- It will be notec in Table 11 
that 88 pAr cent of the colleges have a fa.cul ty member supervise 
scheduled intrareural practices and games. A. total of 185 colleges of 
the 210 reporting, indicated faculty supervision. 
It will be noted in Table 11 that faculty supervision is more 
com~on in tne larger university ; Group III reports 92 per cent, GroU9 II, 
88 per cent, and Group I, 85 per cent. Two universities with over 5,000 






• Two colleges 
TABLE ll 
NUMBER A."'ID PER CEUT OF RESPONDEHTS WITH 
FACULTY SUPERVISION OF INTRAMURAL PR.AOTIC3lS 
.A1ID G~IES ACCORDING TO COLLEGE ENROLL.\fEN'r 





- for games only 
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Seasonal Activities Offered ir. Intramural Prceraos.-- Table 12 snow~ 
the activities offered in the colleees for the three seaso~s -- fell , 
winter, and spring. Volleyball is the most fre~uently o~fered intra-
mural activity in t.c.e fall; basketball in the winter; and so:ftbell in 
tt.e spring . 
lTUM:BER OF ?.ESPOl!DENTS i.1UCE )?"F:ER 
VARIOUS SEASO~ AL ACTIVITIES IN TREIR 
INTR.A!HJE..\L PROGE..~ 
Number of Colleges 
Activity Fall Winter Spring 
Softball 14 3 170 
Basketball 15 190 10 
Field Hockey 83 2 0 
Volleyball 118 85 27 
Table Tennis 39 72 36 
Badminton 44 102 57 
Tennis ?7 9 126 
Speed SWi:n (100 yds .) 25 21 30 
Bowling 35 79 30 
l~orchery 52 10 82 
Golf 32 7 62 
~od ern Dance 55 63 62 
Folk DEillcin,g 16 28 20 
S yuare DencJ.ng 30 42 30 
Other miscellaneous activities that do not ~ Jeer on the table 
were offered occasionally , but infre~ently . Some of these activities 
are: lacrosse , s~uash, discus throv;, and other track and field events. 
Pe.rt icipation of i~omen in Specific Activities.- The activities in which 
women participate :nost fre~uently are shown in Table 13. The same three 
team sports are participated in by students in most of the colleges. 
Volley·oall appears to be the most popular activity, with basketball and 
softball in second and third ?laces respectively. In all three groups , 
badminton and tennis are the individual type sports participated in by 
women in the largest number of colleges . 
TABLE 13 
lWMBER A:~ PER CEl;T OF RESPOlJDENTS ,fiTH 
MJMEH PARTICIPATinG IU SPECIFIC ACTIVI~IES 
ACCORDHTG TO COLLEGE ENROLLMENT 
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No . of Colleges with ParticiBants 
Activity Group I Grou, II GrouE III Total Per Cent 
No. Per No . Per No . Per No.of of Total 
Cent Cent Cent Col. Col . 
Volleyball 22 37 38 52 19 39 79 43 
Basketball 22 37 36 49 18 37 76 42 
Softball 13 22 36 49 17 35 66 36 
B.o..dminton 17 28 29 40 18 3? 64 35 
Tennis 9 15 28 38 21 43 58 32 
iu'chcry 8 13 23 32 12 24 43 24 
Bowling 5 a 22 30 12 24 39 21 
Field Hockey 6 10 16 22 10 20 32 1 8 
Golf 3 5 11 15 13 2? 27 14 
Modern Dance 4 7 12 16 11 22 2? 14 
S:Eeed Swim 2 3 l,O J.4 l,Q 3l, 2:Z l~ 
Table 13 indicates that 43 per cent of the colleges have women 
participating in volleyball; 42 per cent in baSketball; 36 per cent 
in softoall , 35 per ~ent , in badminton ; 32 per cent i n tennis; and 
24 per cent in arc:'lery . 
Tne total number of colleges replying to this item was 182; 60 
colleges from Grou2 I; 7~, Group II; and 49, from Group III. 
Comparison of the three grouns shows th~t there are differences in 
participation for the third individual or dual activity: Group I, table 
tennis; Group II, archery; and Group III, golf. 
Some of t~e other ectivities which had a very few colleges re~ort-
in~ participation are lacrosse, bicycling, ~~d bridge . 
ParticiBation in SBecific Activities Based Upon Actuel College Enrollment .--
In Table 14 (page75) the range and the aver~~e per cent of women's ,arti-
cipation in a particulex s~ort is given . The activities selected are those 
75 
r.ith the greatest nunber of colleges r~ving particip~tion in the sport, 
and are tne same as are repo~ted in Table 13. In all three brou?s, 
volleyball has the great est r ange and highest 'Jlean. 
The total number of coll eges res,onding to this item was 189 . Th~ 
responses from the colleees giving the number of wooen participating in 
specific activities was i ndicated by: Group I, 60 colleges or 33 per 
cent, Group II, 73 colleges or 40 per cent, and Group III, 49 colleges 















~TGE OF PBR CBlTT OF P.ART!CIP~IC'~·T .\i."m AVZR.AGE 
PER CENT OF P.AR'l:ICIPAliOIT OF ·,io~.rn~ r~· SP:!!:CI:s'IC 
ACTIVITIES :B ~ED UPON ACTUAL COLLEG~ DTROLL.\iEllT 
Grouo I Grouo II Grou!l III 
.R3.!lge Mean Range :Jean Range aean 
o-70 13 0-28 7 0- 25 6 
0-30 23 0-36 11 0-29 5 
0- 43 5 0-29 2 0-11 1 
0- 81 25 0-36 11 0-43 10 
0-52 7 0-30 3 0-14 2 
0-68 12 0-20 4 0-8 3 
0-31 ,. 0 0-19 3 0-25 3 
0-11 .3 0-18 1 0-27 3 
0-44 7 0-17 3 0-13 3 
0- 60 5 0-18 2 0-9 .9 
0-30 1 o-s . 7 0-4 . 6 
0-42 2 0-11 .6 0-9 .9 
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Extr~~al Partici pation.-- It can be observed in Table 15 that 
extraw:urals are a part of the i ntranural prot;rB.ll, with 63 per cent of 
the colle~es indicati~ the use of plawdays , sport d~s , symposia, and 
t elegrapnic meets as the basic phases of extramurals . Almost half ( 47 per 
cent) of t~e s~allest (Grou2 I ) colleges i ndicate extramural partici9a-
tion , \'.hereas i n Group I I , 68 per cent reported tnis , and in Group III , 
75 per cent . It appe~~s that the lar~er t he colle~e or university , the 
greater the extent of extra~~als . 
SJ?ort deys were i ndicated as the most popular extra.n"tll'al e.cti vity . 
Playdays and sports de~s are more common f or te~ sports tha.~ individual 




Grou;> II I 
Total 
TABLE 15 
UU.!BER ~:'D PER CE:.""T OF RESPOKDZ:TTS HAV:C;"G 
EXT.R._q},UJRAL PARTILtiP.nliON ACCORDI !TG '!'0 COLLEGE 
:::TROLU!Ei.:T 
N~ber of Col1e~es Per Cent of Colle~es 





Tines D.:trin,g. t he Da,y for Intranural 1"ractices a.TJ.C! Games .-- I n Table 16 (--:, .77) 
is shown the times durin~ the dey i n w.nicn pr ac t i ces and ~an:es i n the 
total number of co1le~es are scneduled . It will be observed that in 
mo st i nstitutions , practices and ~ame s are carried on in the aft ernoon 
hours , afternoon-a.nd-evenin~ , and in so:.re cc:.ses in the eveni ng . 
TABLE 16 
HUMBER AND PER C~TT OF RESP01TDENTS 
USIUG VARIOUS TDGS DURHTG THE DJJ. 
FOR IKTRAMUR.IU. PRACTICES MID G.AHES 
Practices 
Times of D~ Number Per Cent 
of of 
Coll eges Colleges 
Afternoon 101 46 
.ri..fternoon and Even ing 64 29 
Evening 59 27 
Saturd~ Morning za 12 
Afternoon, Evening, Saturdav 14 6 
Saturday Afternoon 12 5 
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Games 









It appears that there is little scheduling of intrar.,ural activities 
as an integral part of t he colleges • curricul a . 
The time when intramural at hletic o are held depends upon facilities , 
season of t l1e year , and other influences. 
The scnedule of class work , availability of facilities , ey_ui]-nent 
and staff are generally the determining factors in the time arrangement 
:na.de for intramural practices and games . 
The intramural program should be given ade~ate time at c onvenient 
hours, as well a s e.de'iuate space i ndoorc a.nd outdoors. 
Practices Per ~eek for Suecific Activities.-- Table 17 i ndicates that the 
greatest nuober o"" college s have one , ti'l'o , or three practices per week 
with the gr eat est number having two. The re~uired nuober of pr actices 
varies according to t h e t ype of activity and the season, but more t h8!1 
three practice seasions per week is infre~uently r 99orted. However, it 
is illteresting to note tha.t so 111e colleges r~ve 4 , 5, 6 , or more :;;>ractices 
per week in a few activities. 
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TABLE l 7 
NU'..mER OF RESPONDENTS HAVING A DEFIKITE 
NWJ.!3ER OF PRACTICES PER WEEK FOR SPECIFIC 
.t..OTIVITIES 
Times Per ~7eek 
Activity l 2 3 4 5 6 or more 
Softball 33 52 13 8 3 4 
Basketball 29 61 14 8 2 7 
Field Hockey 10 28 10 7 3 0 
Volleyball 35 53 12 3 5 7 
Table Tennis 10 13 3 2 2 1 
Badminton 31 28 4 ,... -:, 2 2 
Tennis 15 i?Jl 8 4 4 1 
Speed Swim 10 10 2 1 5 0 
Bowling 23 9 1 1 0 0 
Archery 20 22 4 2 2 1 
Golf 11 10 1 1 1 0 
Modern Dancing 23 17 5 5 1 0 
Some colleges report having no special requirement~ for practices . 
A few comments made concerning prectices when t~is item was not answered 
are: 
1. "Two practices before a. tournament • 11 
:a. "Each tea.n :uust have three practices before a game • 11 
3 . 11 Teams sign for practices preceding tournaments - no 
uay of knowing how many they will have • 11 
4 . 11No set number , but must have some. 11 
5 . n Individuals ?r act ice on own time - no re '!uir·ed pr a.c tic e 
for v~lleyball , only three for basketball." 
6. UNo set time for practice; each group holds them on 
their own. 11 
7 . 11!:ot more than one or two teao practices before 
t ournemen t begins • 11 
Availability to One or llore Specific TYpes of Facilities.-- Table 18 
(page 79 ) indicates that froo the 93 per cent reporting this item tb.at 
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100 per cent of the 205 respondent s ilaYe at least one E:'lffillasi'-lm 
available for tile intrcmu.ral :f.rogr~ . 
In ~roup I, with 89 per cert of the colleges reporting , it c=n be 
observed that 45 per cent of the co1le~es ~ave at least one intr~al 
fiel d for the women and at least one S\Viro..'Cling pool avail~~le. 
It ~~ be noted in Group II that 71 per cent of the collegec have 
e swire~ing pool ~vailable, and 72 per cent have a field sepF~ate for 
women that is svailai::le for intra::"l!'als . 
::a:: -=-=- ... ~ 
TABLE 18 
:;trt.tB::::R ~.liD .r'Z?. C::sl~~ 0'1 ?.ES?O::r::::>:E":""TS 
E.WiiTG .. ~V AILAEI!..I'!'Y '1'0 0:'3 OR .~:ORE 
SPECIFIC TY?ES OF F~ILITIES ACCORD-
I NG TO COLt EGE E:.:ROLLMEi~T 
Grou-o I Grou"J II GrollJ -
--=-=: =- ·~---=-=--==--= 
r_:u_ Tot~l 
Ty:?e of ::ro. Per ,. .. iO . Per No. ?er 17 0. ?er 
--~acility ____ Q.e_Il_~ -- Cent ____ CenL _ ___ Oer.t _ __ 
C :-n:anas i U."!l 66 lCO 89 100 50 lC~ 205 100 
I n t r ~":rv.r a1. Field 
Separa.te for .. omen 30 45 64 72 42 34 136 ,.,. oc 
Swimrning Pool ::>0 45 63 7l 44 88 1:.:-7 66 
Dance St.,_'dio 7 12 36 39 3~ 54 75 37 
Athletic Field for 
Cor€creat i on 28 42 23 31 17 34 73 35 
Games ROO'Il 21 32 27 .. , .... _ , .. 36 61 30 -~ 
Golf ~O'I:.X:,S') 9 14 :.6 1 8 13 26 38 18 
Group III has a wide r~ . -'lge i n types o: f acilities r vailable. 
Eighty- fo-ur per cent in Grou~ III ~ave the avcilabl lity of an i~tr~~u~al 
field se-p~ra.te for women, and 88 per cent h::-.ve a swir~ing pool available. 
00 
So:.1s of t"he other facilities not s..""l~n on the table th,•t were men-
tioned occasionally were: tenni3 courts, ~chPry rm1ge, and bowling 
alleys . 
Facilitiea such as ::.. tumblb.t; roor.J or outdoor ga."'les co,1rt are 
nther ~scellaneous facilities not mentioned , because such facilities 
may serve a iual purpose. So ne colleges which a.:. a ~ot clai:n an intr~-
n;ural field sepo.rate fer wo~n stated that t11ey co.J.l(l use ths co-recrea-
tio:: athletic fielO. for intrmur::U pur2oses. 
llention silo".lld be .naue :u.re that 12, or 6 per ce!lt , of t:i.' e coll eg~~ 
have no fiel1 :1r sports at all . 
':".nere appears to be a lack in the number of available f~=~ciE ties 
for the intrar.mral pr ouc.n . 
TABLE 19 
~·1P..ffiER ~CD PER CEJ.;!! OF RESPOUD~!TS 
usn:rG V-~IOUS TYPFS OF P~CILITIES 
~OR r'!lR.A:muLS PER D.' .. Y 
~~ber of Times Per Wee~ 
---= 
Type of Facility 1 2 3 4 5 6 Daily Total Total 
No . of % 0f 
--------~C~ob~~ Col~ 
Golf Course 3 4 1 1 2 3 19 33 87 
Intramural Field 
Separate for Women 6 19 7 7 18 15 45 117 86 
Gymnc.~i n.'ll 14 39 14 11 14 16 49 1 57 76 
Games Room 1 3 1 2 14 5 16 42 69 
Ja."lC€' Studio 1 5 0 2 10 10 22 50 67 
Athletic FiE:ld for 
Corecreation 4 18 2 3 5 , 13 45 6~ 
-'-
Swimming Pool 
___ l&__l2__.1.~---~ ---~ -~-]& 80 68 
Total No . of Colleges 42 106 38 30 ?l 58 180 
Total Per Q.ent of Colleges 20 51 18 24 34 28 87 
Daily , 11eeldy , ~d Tot3l. Use of t!le Various T-.rnes ~[_:[:;.;.cili tie::: for 
I ntra."l!'J.rals __ by the Colleges.-- .According to Table 19 , 87 per c e·.,t of 
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the 205 colle~es and universities answer i ng this item use sooe type 
of facility daily for intre~ural s. I t was found tnat a total of 106, or 
51 ~er cent of the colleges , use some of the facilities twice a week; 
34 per cent use facilit i es five times a week; and 28 per cent, six 
times a week. 
It is i~portant to note , with one exception , that in no instance 
do all the colle~es use the available facilities for intram~als weekly. 
Ei,hty-seven per cent reported the use of a ~olf course during the week; 
86 per cent use the intramural field; and only 7S per cent use the gym-
nasi'\.1!:1 · 
Of the 205 colle~es ha.vi nt; a. gymnasium, only 187 or 76 per cent 
reported use of this facility for intr~als . An intr~uxal field 
separate for women was found ava.ilable in 136 colle,f:es , "t.ut 117 or 86 
per cent of them used it for intraourals. A swimmi~ pool was reported 
as available in 137 institutions and only 80 or 58 per cent make use of 
tne uool for their intramural proiTan · 
It is pertinent to note that otner facilities , such as a ~olf 
drivin~ range , riding r~c • and rifle ran~e . were listed as uccessible , 
but the data given of their availability for use in women 1 s intrDnurals 
was ~nSii;Ilificant for inclu.sion here . 
Use of Off- CC!.!:n':lllS Facilities .-- I nstitu.tions w:Lri.ch do not have certain 
facilities on the ca-np-il.S frequently rent fscili ties off the campus for 
intr~al yarticipation . ~cording to Table 20, wore than half of the 
collec-es (69 _=,er cent) use off-canpus facilities . 
It can be observed that the larger the college and university , the 
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more likely t hey are to 1l.se of..,-canpus facilities !or intr3mU.r~.l ~ctt-
viti~s . The followi~~ ~o ~ari~ons are i ndic ated: Grou; II!, 37 per 
cent; Gro \.'-~ :I , 57 _p€r ce· t; and Group I, 60 per ce!lt extcr.d t:· eir 
i nt r 2Ilural prograos outside the boundaries of t fl.eir c~~:ipuses. 
TABLE 20 
liU'WEER X:ID PER ~:E:.~T OF RESPOll!)EJ.-TS 
US!:~G OFF-CK.iPUS SACILITIZS . .\COORDI:IG 
TO COLLECE Ell'ROLL~ i3NT 
Colleges Numjer of Colleees Per Cent of Colleees 
Gro~ I 33 60 
Group II 49 67 
Group III 34 87 
~otal 116 €9 
Use of facilities not !lOW ""rovided on college c :rn.Juses constitu tes 
an i:nportant part of i ntr amural proer3ms. I t is appA.rent that adequate 







lfm.G3E..>\ JUID PER CENT OF RES?Ol!D.EUTS 
HAVDrG PARTICIPATION I H CORECREATIOllAL 
INTR..~!URALS A.CCORDIP'G TO COLLEGE JiNROLLH3!liT 
Uurooer of Per Cent of TotN. No. 
Colleges Oolleges of CollegE:S 
25 93 27 
37 90 46 
21 72 29 








Tabl e 21 (~age sa) shows that 81 per cent of the lOG colle~es 
respondin~ to this item have part i c i pation in corecreational intramural 
activities . However , 54 per cent of the colle~es did not reply to tbis 
item, even t hough t hey responded t o otcer items concerned with this study . 
A com?arison of the ~rou~s ~laced the~ i~ order I , II, and I I I with 
the snulest colle&,es .1avin~ more with corecreational part i cipation in 
i ntramural procr~s . 
.activit y 
TABLE 22 
NU.JBER m PER CENT OF :wSPOlmE•Ts HAVmG 
P.AR..~.ICI.?~IOU I~; S?:EviFI(:: AC,.,IVITI ES TH.l.T 
COMPRISE THE CORECll~IO:!AL r..~..~.~UR.AL PRO~I 
N~ber of Colle'e~ Per Cent of Colle~es 
Volleyball 30 36 
S'iuare Dance 24 29 
Badminton 22 27 
Tennis 19 23 
Lodern Dance 15 18 
Folk DE..:lce 12 14 
BW.lroom Dance 12 14 
Jcnery 13 16 
Bowlin~ 11 13 
Golf 10 12 
Table Te~~i~s~------------------~1=1~------------------=1~3 ________ _ 
Partici -oation in 5-::>eci f ic .Ac t ivities T:.'lo.t Comorise the Corecreat ional 
I ntramural rro.~am.-- The number and per cent of colleges tnat have 
corecreation in specific activities is shown in Table 22 . Volleyball, 
s~uare dancin~ and baar~nton are the roost f r eyuentl y offer ee corecre~ 
tional act ivities . 
~cordin~ to Table 22 , volleyball , square dance , a.nd badminton are 
activit i es on a corecreational basis . Only 46 colleges replied t o this 
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item regarding the number of oen and wo~en particioants in their co-
recreation i ntramural progrrws ; 81 per cent of those rep::>rting have 
corecreetion &1d 18 per cent do not . 
Although the n~ber and perce~taees of co1le~es having corecre~ 
tional intramural activities is small , it should be stated further 
that there are t hirty- five activities in w.ich students participate 










S ':luare Dance 
TXBLE 23 
RArGE ..\.::"]) .AVER ... ~E 0~ THE 17U:!BERS PARTICIPATING 
I N CERT.J: ... " CORZCREATI Oli.AL .. CTIVITIES ACCiORDH•G 
TO COLLl!;GE :El-TROLLUENT 
Group I Grouo II Groul) 
Ron.e Mean Ran:e l'ean Ra.ne;e 
0-300 29 Q.-600 38 Q.-.518 
0- 30 1 0-255 13 0- 50 
0- 62 22 0- 75 12 0- 44 
0- 30 4 0- 55 6 0-110 
0-100 16 0- 60 5 0-32 
0-40 4 0-45 2 0- 75 
0- 24 1 0- 88 8 0- 125 
0- ?5 6 ()-.450 22 0- 60 
0-250 33 0- 120 22 Q-100 
Ballroom Dance 0-150 10 0- 150 20 0- 60 














Rang;e and Avera.gt:J of the Numbers Partici <"~tine]; in CertDin Corecreational 
activities .-- I n Table 23 the ran~e ~d aean of co- educational ~articipation 
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in certain activities are shown . ~1e activities are based on those 
usee. in the previoUI:i table , ro . 22 . Ac1;ivities :ouited to mass l?arti-
cipation such as volleyball and s":iuare danci ng exceed all ot:.er ~ti-
vities in number of participants . 
The greatest ra~~e 0- 600 i n t~e number of participants is found 
in : volleyball (Gro llf> II). Grou_:~ II ! has its l argest ranae ( 0- 518 ) in 
volleyball : in the smaller colleges (Group I) t he lar~est ran~e (0- 250) 








~ffiZR OF aCTI VITLS OE'FER3D I :· THE 
COR:ECREATI O~ ... l.L PROWL-• CCORDING TO 
ErJROLU,u:l~T 
No . of Corecre~tional Activities Per Col . 
1 2 .) 4 5 6 7 8 Over S 
9 8 3 0 1 3 0 1 0 
14 2 10 4 1 1 3 1 1 
7 6 0 2 1 3 0 0 2 
30 16 13 6 3 7 3 2 3 









The scope of the corecreational intramural )ro~a.~ is shown i n Table 24. 
Thirty colleges , or sl i~htly over one- t .ire of t he colle~es havin~" 
corecreatior i ndicated participat ion in only one activit~ . Sixteen 
colleges or 19 per cent , had two corecreationnl activities , and thirteen 
colle6;es , or almost 1? ;:>er cent had three activit ies. 
I n Groups I, II, and III, the colleges offerin~ activities on a 
corecreational basis in the intre;.r.-tural pr o r a_"l. usually o+·fer one such 
activity . 
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In Groups I an~ III , one or two activities in corecreation are 
more commonly participated in. Grou9 II, 2artici ation i~ o~e or 
three activities is most frequent . 
Two colleges in Group III offer a diversified progr a::1 of over 
eiiht corecreational activiti es a s part of t heir intr~T.ural pro~ams . 
Colle, es offerin~ activities on a corecreational basis in the in-
tramural proe;ran usually offer one such activity: a s:nal l number of 
t he larier universities Oifer a diversified progr~ of eight or more 
corecreational activities as part of t heir intra~al oro r ams. 
TABLE 25 
NU! . .EER AND P:E.R CEtT OF R.:S:.t'Ol:D:E:;rrs 
HAVIYG A'i'ARDS \..::-D POI~TT SYSTEMS 
Award and 
Pomt Systems 
Awards for ~oints 
Award for Combi~..Ption of Team and Individual 
Awards a'1.d "'To ... oints 
Award for One Activity 
Award for Ted."!l Sports Only 
Award for I ndividual Sports Only 
I ndivid.1al Participation Points 
E~~al Participation Opportunity in Team 
and I ndividual Activities 
Team inni~ Points 
Team Partici~ation Points 
I ndividua.l \ in:ni~ Points 





























Awards and Point Systems .-- Table .25 indicates t hat 58 per cent, of t he 
col1e~es ' ive awards for a certain number of points. 
Over half of the colleaes (57 per cent) ~ive points for individual 
participation ~d 41 per cent give points for team participation. 
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Fifty- eight per cent of the college3 offer e~ual opportunity for 
participation in team and indivicual activities . 
There is little uniformit~ concerning the t ypes of point systems 
used; t he variety of Jrocedures for point awards is i ndicated i n Table 35 . 




NU:!BER l~TD PER :JK"'T OF ?..ES.l:'O~:D:::!TTS 





Jacket , :Blazer , Sweater 50 
.iedal 47 
Individual Trophy 45 
Pin 42 
it.ono~ram 30 
Rovin~ Plague 32 
Certificat e 29 
N~eral 25 
Individual Plaque 12 
Blanket 8 
:Sanner 2 















Types of ~ards .-- Table 26 shows t hat 38 per cent of the colleges , ive 
a letter as the usu...~l a\rard . A roving trophy is found to be the next 
most common award , with 26 per cent of the colleges reporting t his : 23 
per cent award a jacket , bl azer , or sweater . 
I n addition to t hose centioned. in Tabl e 26 , so"""e ot' er awards e;iven 
for achieve~ent are charms , ~~ds , keys , bracelets , and individual or 
team cups . 
~ae distribution of awards wac i ndicated by 213 colle~es; ~ 
give more t han one type . 
TABLE 2? 
IlV.lBER AliD :':5:a C:E:.~T OF "1ESPO~mz.-TS 
REQ.UIRIUG F..tiYSIC......, ~-I:L~IO~TS M 
V.uUuu'"S TL .LS 
Fre~uency of ~hysical l!umber of 
E.xA.:l - 4 years Colleges 
One Re uired 89 
Fo11r Re~,tuired 80 
Two Required 39 
Three Re~.:uired 4 
None Re~uired 1 
Ei,ht Re'imred 3 
Total 216 
88 









Frequency of P~ysical Bxeminations .-- Table 27 shows that one uhysical 
examination is re~uired by 41 per cent of the colle~es , and 37 per cent 
of tne collei,:eS req·11ire four "USually one during each college yecr . Only 
one college reported not resuirin& a physical examination . 
It is observed that tr~ee colleges , or one per cent, re~~ire eight 
physic3l ex~inations , us-~ly two a year ; one each s~ester . 
It was co~cnly reported that a physical examination was required 
~pon entrance into t he institution . 
Certain Healtn Practices Pertaininr to Intra.rurals .- Accor0i;.1g to 
Table 28 , pa;.:e 89 , it may be observed t 11at it is a comrnon practice to 
have a colle, e or ~"liversity physician . Of t he 208 colleges reportin,, 
88 per cent of tr£ institutions reported havi~' a pcysician in attendP~ce ; 
83 per cent have a nurse in attendance. 
With 201 colleges responding to the ite co ~cernine health exami-
nations of the students in addition to the re~ll.ired ph~sical examination, 
only 15 per cent of tr2 reporting colleges incicated this requirement . 
TABLE 28 
KUMEER Alm P~ CE:T OF RES::?Ol1DEl·!TS 
COKDJ'OTING CERTAIN liMLTH PRACTICES 
P.ERT~i:~I... G TO l!,'l'IL~UR.dl.S 
Heal t!l Practices 
College or University Physiciol 
Nurse in Attendance 
Required Health Examinations of Studentf; 
Participating in Intr~als in Addition 













I n SOije instances , health ex~in<\ti onA are ta.l{:en c:u-e of t:r..roue7l 
t~e annual physical examinat i on , and in other sitUF.tions , speciel 
ex~ir~tions are given before a season3l activity starts . 
Sum:na.ry.- The purposes of this chapter are to iuclic . . te t:1c: method of 
the trc~tment of the data, to show the data in tne ~~ropriate tables, 
and to discuss the significance of the data procured wit l:. relet::.on to 
the i:- '.u-poses of t he study . 
Ite . ....s co•1cerning ir..tranural activities in the colleges were indi-
vidilally graded; ratings were rend.ered co~_?ara.ble on the basis of r-ecn 
scores co~~uted on tho cl&ssi:fic~tion& of colleges gccord.in~ to er~oll-
ment ; tnose with enrollments tmder l , OJO; 1 , 000 to 5, C.':O ; a."".-: ove::r 5 , 000. 
In. twent:·-scven table= . (::3-28, tne data ;.rnc"J.red i!'. the study :'lave 
been s~~arized end presented wit!l interpretive co~entwr; . 
Clib?TER V 
SUMHARY AI.'ID CO!iCLUSIONS 
The purposes of this study are: 
1. To iuentify tbe intraoure~ sports that are offered 
for women in selected Teachers Colleges and Schools 
of Education throughout tbe United States. 
2. To discover the present status of the or6 anization 
and administration of intramural sports in such 
educational institutions. 
3. To discover the con~~n policies and practices that 
exist in women's and co-educa.ti o~..l intramural sports 
in these institutions . 
4. To determine tbe source of financial aid to a~d support 
of these intramural programs. 
5. To determine types of facilities and e~uipmcnt in ,~e 
in the women's and co-educational intramural sports. 
6. To 9Tocure infor~tion wbich will make possible com-
parison and EValuation of intramural urograms . 
A knowledge of the present status of women 1 s and co-educational 
sports programs in teachers colleges and schools of education could 
provide infor~tion of value to those responsible for the organi zation 
and administration of such programs. 
Discovery of comoon and divergent policies and practices with 
respect to financial aid, and the availability and use of facilities 
and equip::oont could also provide useful d~ta for trainers of teachers 
and administrators. 
The major phases of this stucy are two: 
1. To develop and classify a list of t he intramural 
sports that are offered for women in Teachers 
Collc;es and Schools of Education in t he United 
States, and to prepare leading questions concern-
ing organization and administration of such progra~s , 
policies and practices, financial support, facilities 
and equipment , and other related infor'!lation. 
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2. To procure nationwide professional support of 
and participation in the stu~. 
:Documentary analysis , checklist, and personal interviews r.'ere 
used to secure the data for the study. 
A preliminary cheCklist classifying items under eight headings 
was developed with the assistance of a group of consultants. :i. re-
vised form of the checklist was submitted to twenty-pe:.rticipants; an 
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identical form was re-submitted to these participants , and a reliability 
correlation coefficient of . 912 with a standard error of . 038 was 
obtained by the Pearson Product Moment Method. A second estimate of 
reliability was determi~ed through a consistency cheCk upon the in-
strument , item by item. A mean consistency index of 92 per cent, and 
a median index of 94.5 per cent were procured . 
Items were recorded by the following groupings according to 
enrollments: Group I, under 1000; Grou9 II, lOGO- 5000; and Group III, 
over rooo. 
The checklist was sent to 302 directors of women's physical 
education in all accredited Teachers Colleges and Schools of Education 
in tbe United States and Puerto Rico. The names of the directors of 
-physical ed.ucation for women in the colleges and universities were 
supplied by the state departments of education. The National Section 
of Girls and Women's Sports , a Section of the hmerican Association of 
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation , gave endorsement to the 
purposes of the study . 
Returns \vere recei ved from 252, or 83 per cent , of the recipients; 





- imder 1000 
- 1000 - 5000 




The instit"L'.tions respon:Hn&; had a range of enrolltr.ent from 
approxi::1ately 200 to ::;2 , u00 stwents ; they were representative of 
45 states and Puerto Rico . 
Conclusions.-- From the data obtained in t ais study , tbe following 
conclusions can be made : 
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Intramural pro~ams are administered anc ~~pervised cooperatively 
by the Physical Education Department and the 11omen 1s Athletic .Associa-
tion in ~ore than half of the teachers colleges and sc~ools of educa-
tion of the United States . ~ne physical education department itself 
administers 43 per cent of the intramNral ?ro~rans . The physical 
education dep~t~ent is responsible , alone or cooperatively, for 95 
}:)er cent of the intramural pro;ra:ns . T'.r.e G.ata indice.te that the 
cooperative arran~enent of tne ~hysical education department and the 
Y1otr.en 1 s Athletic .!l.Ssociation 1s CO:::l.JOn in the lar~er institutions 
( those with over 1000 enrollments) . 
I ntra.murcl. proe;rams .s.re spo>1sored in four au.t of five insti tn.tions 
by the colle"'e .tomen 1 s Athletic Association or the \!omen 1 s Recreation 
.A.ssociati on . 
In 45 per cent of t!le i nsti tutions reporti~ . fina.'1cial support 
f or intranural act1vities COffieS f r om the physical education de?artment ; 
40 per cent receive financial support fro~ the 1omen 1s Athletic .~socia­
tion ; t he third lar,est contributor of funcs to support intramural acti-
vities is the student ~overnment . 
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In only one institution out of four of t hose supplying data 
for this study was money specificaLly all ocated by the college or 
university for intramural activit ies . 
In nearly all (98 per cent) of schools of education and teachers 
colleges reporting, t he facilities of the physical education department 
are u sed for intra~al activities . 
In organizing the intra~ural participation , 56 per cent of the 
colleges use dormitory groupings; 54 per cent use open tournaments . 
Half of the colleges use sorority groupings , also. Glass and club 
groups are used in one out of three institutions. 
Only 17 per cent of the colleges report ing gr ouf their students 
according to ability in t he intra::nural programs , and most of t llis type 
of grouping is found in the small colleges. Only slightl y ~ore than 
one in ten of t he institutions with more t han 5000 enrolled gr oup stu-
dents according to their degree of learned skills . 
Approximately three-fourths (78 per cent) of the colleges reporting, 
include in their i ntramural programs all the skills taught in the physical 
education curriculum. 
Nearl~' two trJ.rds of t he colleges depend upon students to officiate 
intramural game s . A very small percentage of the institutions use rated 
officials for intramurals . 
Nearly nine out of ten of the col leges reporting (88 per cent) require 
t hat a faculty mmber supervise intram.ural practices and games . 
Regarding the seasonal activities offered in intramural pr ograms , 
the outstanding spring sports are softball , tennis , and archery; winter 
sports : basketball , badminton , and volleyball; fall sports : volleyball, 
field hockey, and tennis. 
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The most popular sports for participation of woT.en are , in order: 
volleyball , basketball, and softball . 
Activities outside the college (pl~d~s , ~ort d~s , symposia, 
telegraphic meets) , constitute part of the intramural :program in all 
types of institutions. Nearly one-half of Group I (under 1000) insti-
tutions, two-thirds of Group II (1000-5000) institutions, and three-
fourths of Gro,xc III (over 5000) institutions have extra~al activities. 
Afternoon ti:::J.e is used for intremu:rals in 42 per cent of the 
institutions re?orting; afternoon ~d evenings in 24 per cent of the 
institutions reportine; afternoon and evenings in 34 per cent, and 
evenings , 29 per cent. It appears that intramural activities are 
generally scheduled outside the usual college d~, rather than being 
an integral part of the coll oge curricula. 
~no majority of institutions provide one, two , or three practices 
per we91.. fo r specific intramural activities. Provision of rr.ore than 
three practices per week is uncommon . 
The following facilities are t ho se most fre~uently available : a 
gymnasium in 100 per cent of the institutions responding to the item; 
a swi~~ng pool in 66 per cent; a dance studio in 3? per cent; an 
athletic field for corecreation in 35 per cent; a ga~Ps room in 30 p~r 
cent; a golf course in 18 per cent . At least one-third of the institu-
tions have co intramural field for women, or sw~ng pool; two-thirds 
have no athletic field for corecreational; two-thirds have no 6~~s 
room or dance studio. 
Facilities , (when existent) , wnich have the greatest daily use 
for intramurals appear to be : gymnasia, athletic fields for women , 
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dance studios, golf courses, swimming pools , and 6ames rooms. 
More than half of the colleges reporting use off-ca.'llpus facilities , 
many times on a rental basis , for intramural prograns . 
Only slightly over one-third of the colleges report participation 
h corecreational intramural activities . The colleges report a total 
of 35 such activities in all tr.e colleges , with most of them reporting 
only one ~JCh activity, the most popular being volleyball , s~uare 
dancing, badminton, and tennis . Only two large universities reported 
~ore than eight corecreational activities in their intramural programs . 
Nearly two out of three teachers colleges and schools of education 
report no corecreational intramural activities . 
Award systems al'e used in 58 per cent of the colleges reporting, 
on the basis of point s for i::'ldividual and team sports. T:"le a-.ost 
po;;ular type of award is a letter, :nanogram, or numeral ; next in 
order are: roving tropnies; jackets , blazers and sweaters; medals; 
i~dividual trophies; pins; and certificates . 
Physical examinations are re'iuired once in four years in 41 per 
cent of the colleges reporting; four ti~es in four years in 3? per 
cent of the colleges ; and twice in four years in 18 per cent . Only 
one college reported no requirement for physical examination. 
Eighty-eight per cent of tne institutions reporti~~ h~ve a 
college or u:li,•ersi ty physician, and 8~ per ce~t have a ~urse in 
attendance. Only 15 per cent of tne institutions re~uire a special 
!H~alth examination for participation in intrazrr.1rals . 
Implications of fhe Study Fi ndings.-- From the statistical findings 
of the study, many i nteresting observations m~ be made . 
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In view , for example , of the realization ~d expression by authori-
ties of the necessi t~r for intra=.urc.l. pro~Ta...s, t h0ir potential vru ues 
to individuals , aT'ld >7eys in \Vhich they alight be im}roved, it is apparent 
from the present study that such programs for wo~n in teachers colleges 
and schools of education in the United States have several needs for 
development . 
Administration, sponsorship and financial ~~pJort are fre~uently 
too dependent upon student aid . Colleges and ur~versitizs must pro-
vide official administr~tion for intramur3ls , and r.~e budgetary ~ro­
vision for their fi~ancial backing if the program is to show desired 
growth. 
Groupings for i~traLural S?orts are found to be administrative, 
hat is, by classes a..1d social groups, rather than by abilit:t• Group-
ing by ability in :nany phases of the intramu.ral ,.?rogram would allow 
for more valuable experience on t~e part of the participants . I n the 
schools of education and tecc~ers colleges , i ncreased attention should 
be given to use in intrenu.ral proer31lls of sldlls learned in the physical 
education classes . 
Opportunities to officiate intramural games a.ould be extended to 
a greater number of students in the teachers colleGes . 
It is notable tnat of the sports reported 11 ll0st frequently used.:r 
and um.ost pop·.Jlar11 ; softball , tennis , archery , basketball, "bc..d;ninton, 
volleyball, end field hockey , only two , tennis and badminton, promise 
personal-life carryover value as g~~s for the individuAls concerned . 
I t may be observed that there i s underdevelopment of personal- value 
carryover- ty?e sports (bowlin~ , swimmin, , dcnciP~ , ~olf) for ~irls 
and women ln schools of educati on and teacher s colle~es. 
Corecreation activities are roe~er , despite known values to be 
derived from su~h phases of intramural pro~rams . Expa~sion of these 
corecreational pro~rams are a needed developoent in the teachers 
colle~es a~d schools of education . 
Ti me allotments should be planned within t:1e curricular hours 
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of the teachers colle~es ; t~e present dependence upon extra- curricular 
ho·ars we~ens t he programs as present ly offered. 
On- ce.ro:>Us facilities sl1ow need for expansion if the possibilities 
for leadership and health devel opment of future teachers are to be 
realized thro~ the intramural pro~rams . 
Limit ations of the Study.-- This study has been confined to accredited 
state teachers colleges and schools of education . ?ne reliability of 
the replies is limited by variation in individual interpretation . 
There has been no atte~pt to obtain from the study participants ' 
evaluations of any parts of their pro,rams , nor of the total effects 
of the intra:nurals as they are oein.,. conducted. reither has t.here 
been any comparison of the ]rocrams as four~ with intramural ~ro~rams 
in any other t;y'}>eS of colle,~iate instit~:tions . 
Recommendations for Further Research .-- I t would seem thA,t further 
research s~ould atte~pt to evaluate tne intramural ?ro ~rams as found 
in t he teachers colleges bot h 'iuenti t ati vely and Y.llali t ati vely wi t h 
these found ·in other tyj;>eS of colle~iate institutions , or with criteria 
to be establisned. ?articular attention should be ~ven to the values 
found by follow- up studies in post-colle~e years of the profess ional 
and personal values of intra~als to teacners colle~e participants . 
Such data could be of value to taose res)onsible for development and 
expansion of intramural activities for women in t eachers colleges and 
schools of education. 
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Requesting Names of Directors of Physical 
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STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE AT FRAMINGHAM 
Dear Sir: 
To assist in a critical analysis of intramural athletics 
for women in accredited teafher3 colleges in the United States, 
~ould you be willing to provide the n~ec of the wo~en directors 
or supervisors for the colleges I have designated in your st~te. 
I plan to submit a prepared form which should int erest 
thEr.U. 
E:l.closed is a form. I would appreciate t he name of the 
one in char;;e of the wo:cen 1s physical oduce..tion department in 
each of the colleges listed. I hope this will facilitate the 
answering of my letter. 
I ~ very appreci~tive for your assistance. 
Sirx:: erely yours , 
( iss) Ann Mackey 
Enclosure 
c 0 p y __ ...,._ 
APPENDIX ~ 
Form to be Filled in by State Directors 
Listing the Directors of Women's Physical 
Education in Accredited Colleges 
STATE 
COLI..EGE 




rlOM~PS PHYSICAL EITJO..\TION 
l. ________________________ __ 
2--------------------------
.APPENDIX C 
State Department Personnel 
(Wno Supplied Names of Women Directors) 
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1 . Jessie G. Mehling. Sur-erintendent ?hysical and Health E&Qc8tion, 
State Su_9erintendent ' s Office . Llontgo ~cry , Alaba:n9.· 
2 . Eva Scully , Supervisor of Teacher Training, Voc~tional De~artoent , 
Phoenix, -~~ona. 
3 . Charle~ M. Cle.rke, Director Divisio:- of '!'eacher Edu.cation and 
Certification, Office of St~te Commissioner of Education, Little 
Rock , Arkansas . 
4. Verne s. Landretn , Chief , Buziness of Eealth Education , ?hysical 
EducG.tio·, , ani Recreation, StcitC Department of Education, clacr&-o 
mente , California. 
5 . Helen H. Downing, ~inistrativ~ Aasistant , State SUJerir. te~dentts 
Office. Denver, Colorado. 
6 . Charles J . ?rohas:J:a, Consultant , Health and Physical Education, 
State D~artment of Education, Hartford, Connect~cut . 
7. W. ~yers George , Jirector of Physical Health and Driver Educat ion, 
State Superinte~dent Office , Dover, De!~ware . 
8. S~el u. Brownell , Co~isaioner of Educatio~ , Office of Zduc~tion , 
i'ashington, D- ~. 
9 . Zollie H. Meynard , Consultant , :Iec.lt:. , . hysical Educatio~" and 
Recreation and SafetJ , State Superintendent*s Office, Tallahassee . 
ilorida. 
10. M.D . Collins. St3te Superintendant of SChools , State S~)srintendentts 
Office , Atlanta, Geor~ia. 
11 . Alton B. Jones , State Su~erintendent of Public I nstitution , State 
Depart~a~t of ~ducation , Boise , Idaho . 
12. wamma Conlisk, as~istant , Division Health , P~sical Education and 
Safety , State Superintendent' s Office , Springfield , Illinois . 
13. Charles Cowan, Research Director , State Su9erintcnden, ts Office, 
Indianapolis, Indi sna. 
14. William M. Slaichert, Su:_Jervisor of Research, St':l.te SuperintenC.er.t's 
Office, Des ~cines, Iowa. 
15 . F. Floyd Herr, Director Certification and College Accreditation, 
State Su2erintendent of Public Institution, StatP Sujeri~tendent t s 
Of fie e , Topeka, Kansas . 
1 6. E. :B. 'l'ihalen., Division of Health 3ducation, State Superintendentrs 
Office, ::l'rankfort , Kentu&y. 
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17. Clark L. Barron, Dir.Gctor , Division of lii&:ler 'Sduc~tior. , State 
SU?erintendent's Office, Baton Rouge, Louisiana . 
1 8 . Henard G. 3iCharcso~. Director, ~~ys:c~~ Education , F.eal th , and 
Recreati~n, State !e;:::>..rt~cnt of Education , .ii."JC"'J.Sta, Maine . 
19. Ralph Colson, Stc.tP. .;)u~erintendont 1 s Office , De,art:.rent of Educa-
tion, Boston, ~ass. 
20. ChPr!~s 3 . Forsythe, Assistant Superint ennent one Director ~f 
Interscho ol Lt~lstics , State Su~erintenee~t•s Office, L~sing, 
~ ic:'liga:n . 
21 . J . G. lTeal , Su]orvisor , Physicll Ed.ucation anc'.. Safety and Recrea,.. 
tion, Office of tlt: IJoumissioner of :C..,J.Cation , St. Paul , !.:innesot~. 
2~ . ~. T. Cole~, S~ervisor, Teecher Ccrt~fication a~d Trai~~ng , State 
SupEri'1tend.ent 1 G Office, Jackson , ~ ississippi. 
23 . Hubert ,,beel er , Co~i~si oner of Educati~~. St~te ~epart~ent of 
Ed. ...... cc.t io"" , Jef""er~on City, !!is souri . 
24 · .!:-s . :sther ;, . Sc"b..":c.:.=.t, Director of Certification , 3t~tc Su.~rin­
t~nd~~t's Office, HelGnc, ~ontana. 
25 . • ::r . Alexaril.e-:- , Su?ervisor , Ele'IlentL..ry and Secondary .::cuc<>tion 
and J.'iormal Training , State Superintenc.ent 1s Office , Lincol n, ~:a·oraska.. 
26 . Helen Hughor , :Bureau of Certificction , St3.te Su,?erintene.c:r.. t ' s Office , 
Jarso n City , Nevsik~. 
?.7 . Jack F. Geor~e , Director of Physical E~cation, State Co~ssioner 1 s 
Office , Concord, New Samps~ire. 
28 . h'iloo:J. G. Guthrie , Director , Realth , Sc.fety , and Physical Education, 
St te De,?e.rt!llent of ::ducation, '!'rento>1 , :rew Jersey . 
29 . Cas1vell 11 . Miller, (;"rJ.ief of Bureo.u., Physic~ ~~cn..ti on , State Depr..rt-
~~nt o~ Educat~oD, Albany , Nc~ York . 
30. J . E. Eill~, Director, Professional Service, State Superintendent 's 
Office, Raleigh, Nor~h Caroli~a. 
31 . lirs - Lorene York , Director of Certificati on , State Superintendent 's 
Office . Bismarck, l~orth D"'"'ot....-
32 . Pa.".ll :E . Landis . Supervisor , Ii~&l th, Physi c il. Educati on snd Recrea-
tion and Scfet y , State SuJe:-intendcnt ts Office, Col~bus, Ohio . 
33. Orion Jennings , Director, ~ivision of Sealth and ?hysicD! Education, 
St~te Su~erintendent 's Office, Oklaho~ City, Oklaho~. 
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34. George Sirnio, tirector , He3l th <u1d Physiccl Educs.tio:=1, State 
Superintendent's Office, Salem, Ore@On• 
35. Elmer B. Cottrell, Chief , Health a."ld Pb,ysical Education, State 
Superi11tement 1 s Office, H:~.rrisburg, Pennsylvania. 
36. Charles B. Lewis, M.D., Consultant, ?h,ysicP1 Health and Recre~tion, 
Office of Commissioner of ~ducation , Providence, Rhode Island. 
37. T. H. Cole~, Supervisor, Physical Education, State Superintendent 's 
Office, Columbus, South C:uoolina.. 
38. Roland H. Noll, Research Director, State Superintendent's Office , 
Pierre, South Dakota. 
39 . A. ~- Cooper , Director , Division of TeaCher Training and Certific~ 
tion, State Commissioner's Office, l~a.shville , Tennessee. 
40 . J. 111. Edgar , Cornci.ssioner of Ed1.lCation, St~te Superintendent's 
Office, Austin, Texes . 
41. Vaughn L. Hall , Director , Health, Physical Education and Recrea-
tion, State Superintendent 1 s Offi.c e , Salt Lake City , Utah. 
42 . R~ond :E. MB.bv.ire , Director of Hea.ltr a:.1d ?hysic2.l J:d.uca.tion , 
State Commissioner 's Office, ~ontpelier, Vermont. 
43 . Harold K. Jack , Supervisor, Health, Physical Education , Recreation 
ood Safety, State Superintendent 1 s Office, Richmond , Virgi"lia. 
44. Marjorie Eastabrooks, Su:pervisor Health and Physical 3d.ucation, 
Stete Suoerintendent t s Office, Olympia , washington. 
4-5 . Genevieve Starcher, Supervisor, Certification anc. ~eachcr Pre:para;-
tion, State Sunerintendent's Office, Chaxleston, West Virginia. 
46. George L. i.ataon, Su_1erintenC.ent 1 Public I nstruct ion, State s,l::>erin-
dendent ' s Office, Madison, 17isco':lsin . 
47. Ray E . Robertson, Commissioner of Education, State Superintendent's 
Office, C'-.eyenne, ,,you;ing . 
48. Alvin E. Chang, Director Physical :.dll.cation and Athletics, Depart-
ment of Education, Honolulu , Hawaii. 
49 . Pablo Roca, Director , Division of Res. and Statistics , D~artment 
of Education, San Juan, Puerto Rico . 
50 . Tom Riddle , Division of ResearCh, State Superintendent's Office, 
Santa Fe , New Mexico . 
51. Herbert 1. Steiner, S~ervisor Physical Edllcation and Recreation, 
State Superintendent 's Office, Baltimore, Maryland. 
APP~IDIX D 
Personnel llho Contri outed in the 
Preliminary Phase of the Study 
Bryant, Ra..chel 
Fiske , Josephine 
Fox , Grace 
Locke , ~:abel 
Phillips, Marjorie 
Townes , Ross E. 
Troester, Carl A. , Jr . 
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CORBESPOl>TD:mrcE 
- American Association for Health, 
Physical Education , and Recreation, 
Consultant in Physical Education for 
Girls' and Women ' s Sports, Washing-
ton , D. C. 
- Consultsnt for the National Section 
of Girls and Women 's Sports - Direc-
tor of Pb;y'sical Education - Goucher 
College, Balti:nore, Maryland. 
- Chairman of the National Section of 
Girls and Women ' s Sports , Florida 
State University, Tallahassee, 
Florida. 
- Director, Research Division of the 
National Education Association of 
the United States . 
- Consultant for the National Section 
of Girls and Women's Sports , Direc-
tor of Women ' s Physical Education , 
University of Idaho , Moscow , Idaho. 
- Chairman of the Wational Section of 
Girls and Women's Sports, Research 
Committee, Director of Physical 
Education, Indiana University , 
Bloomington , I ndiana. 
- President of the National Intramural 
Association. 
- Executive Secretary of the Americ2n 
Association of Health, Physical 
Education, and Recreation, WeBbing-
ton, D. c. 
Fi t zpatrick , Mary 
*Lumley, A. E. 
*Mackey , Helen 
*Thompson, Clem 
\1al tz , Mary Ann 
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PERS01TAL CONSULT~\TIO!:f 
- East Tennessee State College 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
- Amherst College 
Amherst, Massachusetts 
- State Teachers College at Salem 
Sale~, MassaChusetts 
- Boston University, School of 
Education 
Boston, Massachusett s 
- University of Delaware 
Ner·ark , Delaware 
APPE;IDIX E 
Tentative Foro Used in 
Preliminary Phase 
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GIRLS KID i1CHEiT m TEACHc11S COI.L'EGC:S J:~~ TilE GrriTED S'i:.TtS 
~o Plcmoo do not 1nclud0 pbfnieal ~duoation mejo~& (opeo1clioto) 
D~to:~------------·----~--
! .. GmFJ;W, lNlfORMA.Ticti 
A. N&lU of Colle~·~-----
». &\dl'ei!o. ________________ . __ 
c. N~ and Title of t:~rcon Recponding~ .. -------
hav~t------------------------------------·---------------




A. lfuat group 1o reopon:aiblG for aupe:rvillion of yow. 1ntr:::m~.rnl program? 
1. Volunteer Fs.cul t7 
2. Stwlont Usnnge:r 
3. P~tic& E<t.).O&tion Dep~rt~nt 
4. P:re.ctioo Teacb3ra from Sp ciuh1n~ PhyDical. 
Education Student~ 
5. A oooperctivo pr~tic~ of DopMtm5nt P~oionl 
Educetion Dnd ~.A.A. 
I 
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~·~ 6. In·~ct;l'l~ p.:.l.l't of th$ tot~. p-··o~·rn CJf P.E~ 
.. w-------
:e. 
7. 'l11o 11.P.,.A~ ~:1-;cif:l.oclly concQi'~sd cri'llh 1n\:!l.c.'~,.r~c 
colllpt'l~ition 
So Student relatio~u'lhipo t:Hh ~s !~1t1"Slru'M :SCJm:;>(\ Ce.f't•;.t.t\ 
on taG e. p&-& of tho \7.A.ho pl'Ogi'e:m 
9. 'I'ho 1.ntremu.:n\l Botu\l pt·1muily cancell'n:ld uH;h '.ln~ t .J of 
com1Jetitioo oth~r then intorclaoo 
J.o. A apcc~t~Hc =roopont:Jlbil!~;y of tho '1/.A • .A.. oxclu~ivc o.Z 
tho dopertrocntta p~~og:rc..n 
ll· A ooparato dope1•tr.cont t7ith e. opoc1f1cnl.ly ctllcot<;.d ~tc.ff 
12. Othoro. _________________________________ ·---------------------
~i.i (SZ'OU!J oponco:rD yoU!' int:."'o.:uural p:ro~ami' 
lo Uo~~~o ~thlotic Aacoc1nt1on 
--.-... • ..... !IIW::olo 
2· Au Athletic Club 
--~ 
3. Intl"BU'\iU;'al Board 
4 .. Uanoo Athletic AooDciation 
5 .. Othoi'D 
IXJ:. FINANCES 
A. tlhicb ono( u) contrib'o.h f1nnuc18l e1d tc tho 1ntr?.Uill.l%'e.l prog&•nr.il'f 
lo iomonto A'tblotio .Maoci&tion 
----
-----




<1:.. CJ. e~eoo 
---· .. 
5o Inter-dopcrtmcntal te~B {u1thin Un1voro1ty) 
-~--
?. Color toano 
a. Oth0rra~ 
Bo uno officiates ~bo ~BilW ef 
lo St\Jdoi.'ltrJ 





1. After nchool 
2. Evaning 
3. Attornoou end oven1ns 
4. Satur~ morning 
--
5. s~tur~ afternoon 
---
6. AftGr echool, even1ns & SaturdQJ 
--------
7. Opon choico during dey 
a. Dw.•ing d~. and efter cchool 
9. Evening and Satwds,v 
... --.. 




























... I ....... 
1~1GGC. 
l'J0%' 
Se.'iU() ot G'!' 













































































' - ----l Hu::11le:r o:' '~i?P~}ozi... ; J~e ?Ol' ~me:.;: ' 
I fe.!Jiliti".o t'.~G'.~ic lt>.71.,.~.1'lblG~ fo1.• 
_j svailr..'bls Sis:0 l ·w.n ~n'1 J l I ~,.,1• •• r ''•"'~1£_ ' .~. ~."J. ~,.,.. ,.t"" f ' ------~----"-· ~---, .. i-~·---·-···-·-·-~--w-~-r---~-·-··· 




Athlot1o tiold tor 00= 





il.. -~tu>dm a:r Point s;y.rtt;ma 
h. Do you h!wo a point oyetmm 
Bo Zt f<Yil cheoked .F..U. on question A, plce.m& anevo:r th,, follow1nss 
l. Do you e1 ve point a for ontru•'lCO 
2~ De you give the teom pointo fo~ pl~ing 
3o Do you g.1 ve thf.l 1nd3.v,.dual poinli&l 





























.;. If 0 • i)'ldi v' t \l ] 
or. tet'mi' 
Do ;roil t;ivo ~~~tlo.l pointe for iloa:n ~ort ~ tlO 
individual o~ duel? 
7. Do you givo moro pci~tc for tot. r3 ul,?Ol.'h ~hW. 
1r.divid~ or du~T 
a. Do yott givo lemz point&? 
Do you gi VG a.f.lord o 
If you chcmkod yon on '?_U01'3ti01l 0 • pl C&OqJ a.'O.IJ\'U~l' ~;he 
follooint:~ 
l~ Do you giv~ nwsrdo end no pointG? 
2. Do you givo S'i7w:>da for n certain ml!nbor of pointe? 
3o Do tho e.i7nrds for pointu hevv to bo 1n vnr1ouc 
nct1v1t1oo? (exsnplci d~ or individual 
plua teom eportn) 
VII ., REALm STA.TUS 
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';("' .. ~., 
\""j (') 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( 
\ ) 
( ) { ) 
( ) ( ) 
I h~vo omi ~ tsd ony ~uootiono on tho health ex::m for intu.':::lm~ru c llecau.Do oinco 
1935 tho Acorodi~ ing Coradttoo of tho Amo<:>iccn /wcocintion of 'l~cucheru Col:lo..:;oo 
hoo oet up eomo rigid l'G<!\U\'Cman't o on ctudcnt health .... ono oz:un by n doctol~ ~~t 
l ce.11t onn o a ~ c.r. 
Tho eonotru::::t1on of thG prc~a111 of iporh e.ct1vitto!j !llU.Ot ba 
bersad upon a knowle~ of the olcmmta ot i n:Uvidu.al dif?er-
aw:eo, uh1ch ore O€C, phyCJiQUa, 1nt~roe~e. ebility, oxporionee. h~ ~h. tll'Jd flt88C '"'of phyOlological; ooUoucl.. md aocicl mot~ty. -
Spot•to ect1v1U~e 1:1uot ba &3leoted and claao1fied oo the 
baaia of ttw boot ourront G1Cient1f'·1c ~v1denco P .. m'l ill toZ'Iiln 
ot the many in~err0letod f~ctoro entering into pl~. 
~o oeleotion of &portG notiv1t~~o mu~t be bceed upon on 
w~~onoca of thDB~ throo ~poc~c: firot. the enely~1~ ef 
aotivi.tieo from uimplo to complc.i oc~.ond, tho cl&~dfi...., 
cn'tion of in1Uvidunl.a 1n at>ilit:Y fl"o"'~ >:"Qvic to . ('-;; 
r: tc tr , , .. ., , , .. {'I •• ... ... • .' \:!.2 .~. 
--[ I I 
I I I I I I I ' 
I ' 
.. . 
h co~i~Y rona~ ba atudied to uoc, 'o improv~ , and to inureas~ 
1 aYailabte placeo for whol~~..omo pl.a;;. 
•• condno~ of a tpOT~u p~o~cm ~UGt make ~rov~aion tor evory 
s,rer to loa.d Moord1ng to no:t> mo:r1• and cl!.::ill :l.n le&di.ng, cr::l 
tol lou aocordir.~ to he~ o1ll1n~~~~ nod ability ~o &d~t hor~ 
lt to others and to n common ~nd. 
so conduct of t!1o apoT~e prO{.f'fatii am~i jWO"i'ido for con·unuou:tt 
allengo ~o the 1ngnnU1;y, org~1i2ing p~ura, end poweTo of 
pra1•81 of eTOl'.f pl a.Jrer. 
o acqu.ie1tion of eklll <UU"t be pi'tHnotcd by u~1ng a tildo 'l'eri6'tf 
CIOUJld, offocti VII mothOdl» CtnployoCi. al.VlqD at UG!'.IJUJ 'l;O M OJld., 
l'ticipet.i on in aporto 1!!'tlt:rt dopono. uoon a conrprsncns1 ve and l'S=· 
ebl e 07al'tlf.\t1on ot the hettJ. th Sl~s~ue of the pt!l.l'Ucipr..'1\:: fllld 
on a clanlf.ication of t1tncll01l wnic.'l tt>.keo into accou.nt tb.~ 
1 ty snc'i. extent of' pcrt~c1p&i;1on ~c well es the ~ype o:f 
~1•1~1, ~~ 1na1vidluU d1ff~~oncea ~• voll aD general orgm1ic 
m..ali~yo 
·cc1al ::-otti•icU.onu up011 po:rt.'-cipation, nuch &11 pa:rtieipation 
ing the menetrual p~rlod, wut be dotel'Ul1nad by ,.nd1voil!ual. 
fferenco~. ~1~b conaerv&tin~ in tno abeence or fin~ 0V1donoG 
lhe rulo .. 
o progrCJn ama* 'bo acheduled 'to oon:f'ol"m. ~o w opti~ pl&\ of 
gular 9la;r period~ of l1mit.od length at troqu-,nt 1n;f$rVlll o, 
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Letters Sent to Directors of ~o~en 1 s 
Physical Education Re~esting 
Participation in Study 
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STATE TEACHERS CO LLEGE AT FRAMINGHAM 
Dear 
You have been selected. as an educa tor who might assist in 
this national study of intramural athletics for women in accredited. 
Teachers Colleges and Schools of Education. 
This study has been approved. and endorsed by tile National Section 
on Girls ' and ~o~en ' s Sports . It is considered by the Sec tion to be a 
research that could. contribute tward. e better understanding of current 
problems in the area of girls and women ' s sports . 
A form i~ enclosed for information concerning your college which 
I sincerely hope you will be able to fill out and return to me within 
ten (10) days in the enclosed self-addressed., stamped enveLope. 
I f you y,o,JJ.d like a copy of the tabulat~d results , let me know 
on the form . The results will first be made available to you as a 
participant, if you desi r e . 




Sincerely yours , 
(Miss) Ann Mackey 
APPENDIX G 
List of Physical Education Personnel 
Cooperating in Reliability CheCk 
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RELIABILITY 
(~rs.) Catherine S~~lc , Associate Professor of Physical =ducation 
and Director of Women 's Intramurals, University of Miami, Corcl Ga.bles, 
:florida. 
Mabel Locke, Director of \'fomen1 a Physical Education , University of Idaho, 
Mosco':7, Id.eho. 
(irs.) ~ith M. llorrison, Instructor of Physical Educatio~, Concordia, 
Te~chers College, River For est, Illinois . 
Vera Hughlett , Director of homen 1 s Physical ~cation, Asbury College , 
W ilmor e , Kentucky. 
Marie Parker , Associate Professor ~f Health and Physics! Educatior. , 
Western aaryland College, West minster, iviaryland . 
Rut h SChelberg, Director and Professor of Physical Educ~tion , State Tea-
cher::: Colle ge , tlan.l:ato, Minnesota. 
Jean T~lbot , Director of Physical Education for 1'iomen , i'dnona State 
Teachers College , ltinona, :!innesota. 
Rosina~- Koetting, ~sociate Professor of Physical Education , Sout~oast 
~issouri State College, Cape Girardean, Missouri . 
Marvallee !!ichel , I ntramural Chair:tan , University of !HssoUl'i, Columbia, 
}.as so\li'i • 
• Ae.rtha Spath, Instr-v.c t or of Physical Educatior., l~ortheast Uisso'J.l'i 
State Teachers ColJe~e , Kir ksville, Missouri. 
Jane 11illiams , Instructor of w7omen 1 ~ Ph_vsical. Education , Universit;" of 
Buffalo, Buffalo , New York . 
Lucille Verhulst , Director of Physical Education, Syracuse University, 
Syracuse, New York . 
Ruth E . Lautenbach , Assist~~t Profess or of Phvsi col Educ ~tion , Oregon 
College of Education , Mo~~outh , Oregon . 
Ruth E. G-lassford , Director of .7o":.en 1 s I'!lysical. Educatio!'l , Kutztown 
State Teachers College , :ut~town, Pennsylvania. 
Mary ~li za.beth Dixon, Professor of Ph,vsicel Education , State Teachers 
College , Millersville, Fenns~rl. vania. 
Prudence Fleming , W. A.A • ..\dxioor , ar.d tlilliar.a L. Hughes, Director , Temple 
University, ?hil3delphia, Pennsylvania. 
Esther Hendersor. 1 Associate Professor of Physical ~ducation , State Te&-
chero College , Shi 9~ensburg, Pennsylvania . 
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:.{ary Fit zpatric~~ . Director of ;;'omen Is Physi cru Education , East 
Tennessee State College, J ohns on City, Ten~essee. 
Freda Phillips , Director, Depart-::ent of I-':1ysiccl Education for '17o:nen, 
University of Vermont , Burlington, Vermont . 
Louise Md>or..oug..1. , .Associate ?rofessor of Ph,.vsi cal Education , Marshall 
College , Runtington, ,,est Virginia. . 
APPENDIX H 
Women Physical Education Personnel and 
their Respective Colleges \1no Assisted 
with t he Study 
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Jeannetta T. Land, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Alabama 
Helen E. Matthews, State Teachers College, Florence, Alabama 
W. J. Cal vert, Jr . , Jacksonville State College, Jack sonville, Alabama 
Violet Murphy, Livingston State Teachers College , Livingston, Alabama 
Ethel J. Saxman , University of Alabama, University Alabama 
Nina Murphy, Arizona State College, Tempe, Arizona 
~velyn Jensen, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 
Sue Cottey, Henderson State Teachers College, Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
Retty Swift, Arkansas State Teachers College, Conwey, .Arkansas 
Mildred :Barnhart, University of Arkansas, Feyetteville, Arkansas 
Nellie M. Randall , Agricultural, Mechanical and Normal College, Pine 
:Bluff, Arkansas 
Evelyn Prescott, Arkansas State College, State College at Jonesboro , 
Arkansas 
Louise Watson, Humboldt State College, Arcata, California 
Jane W. Shermer , Chico State College, Chico , California 
Ruth D. Waterman and Shirley Thompson, Fresno State College , Fresno , 
California 
J oan L. Martin , University of California, Los Angeles, California 
Aileene Lockhart , University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 
Nadine Cragg , University of Redlands, Redlands , California 
Nancy Lee :Butler, San Francisco State College , San Francisco 27 , California 
Maud Knapp , Stanford University, Palo Alto , California 
Lorine H. Prochaska, Whittier College, Whittier, California 
Helen R. Connor , Adams State College, Alamosa, Colorado 
Donna Mae Miller and Mary Pavlich, University of Colorado, Boulder , Colorado 
Dorothy Humiston and Jean D.v~r. University of Denver, Denver 10, Colorado 
Betty Everett, Colorado State College of Education , Greeley , Colorado 
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Hannah E. Praxl , \Jeatern St a te Collece of Colorado , Gunnison, Colorado 
.U ice I. Donnelly and Dorothy Holman, Danbury St at e Teachers Collece, 
Danbury, Connecticut 
Geneva B. Kehr , Teaehers Coll~e of Connecticut, llew Britain, Connecticut 
J osephi ne • Bo.cers , The University of Connecticut , Storrs , Connecticut 
arilyn B. Lcmdry , Ulimantic St at e Teachers Collece, illimantic, 
Connecticut 
Lucile G. Franklin , Del aJrare Sta te Colle~e, Dover, Del aware 
a.ryann altz, University of Delaware , llewark, Delaware 
Loretta l . St al lincs , 1'he Georce ashincton Univ ersity , Washincton, D. C. 
Catharine Sanple, Un1Tersity of Uiami , Cor al Gables , l'lorida 
Rub.y Lee Pye , University of llorida, GainesTille, Jlorida 
Lorenzo J . Thomas , Florida llormal and Indu.etrial Memorial Collece, 
Saint A~tine, J'lorida 
Katherine W. M.onteomery , Florida State University, 'l'allahaasee, Florida 
ary Ella Soule , University of Georcia, Athens , Geor~a 
abel Locke , University of Idaho , oscow, I daho 
Dorothy Davies , Southern I llinois UniTersity , Carlondale, Illinois 
Dorothy Hart , stern Illinois St ate Colle~ , Charleston , Ill i nois 
Louise c. 4obinson, Chi caco TeaChers Collece , Chic aeP 19 , Illinois 
Miriam Andereon , Northern Illinois St ate Collece , DeKalb , Illinois 
Edward Hardy, National Collece of .£ducat1on, i vanston, Illinois 
Jlaxine y . Villar, Northwestern University, an.ston, Illinois 
ar~e iner, Illinois State Normal University , Wormal , Illinois 
Edith • llorriaon, Concordia Teachers Collep , River J'orest, Illinois 
Eileen Sber rier and Sarah Ialone, Rosar.y Oollece, River Forest, Illinois 
Laura J . Buelater , University of Illinois , Urbana, Illinois 
llacdalene • Davie, Butler Univereiiy, Indianapolis , Indiana 
Florence • Curtis , Indiana State TeaChers Collece , Terre Haute, Indiana 
Jean Bontz, _o~a State Teachers College , Cedar Falls , Iowa 
Hazael G. Taylor, Drake University , Des Moines , Iowa 
Edna McCull o"U(~l. , K"..lsas Sta.te Teachers Colle ""e , E!rr,:?oria , Ka."l.sas 
Rut~ Sevy , Fort H~vs State Colle~e , H~s . Ka~sas 
Joan L. Hedrick , University of Kans~s, Lawre~ce, Kansas 
Jeanette Malone , :4aryroount Collei;~:> , Sclena, Kansas 
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Glacys Tag~art a.nd Elizabeth Meyer , University of wichita, Wichita, Kansas 
Maude Ellio , Western ::,t ... te , Bowlin~ Green , Kentu.cey 
Mary Estes , University of Kentuc~y , Lexi~ton , Kentucky 
Henrietta ..\vent, ~iorehead State Colle,e, Uore:!ea.d , Kentucky 
Carrie A. 1hite, Hw r ey State Collet;e , Murrey, Kent ucky 
Gertrude Hood, Eastern State Colle~e , Richr:lono , Ker..tucky 
Vera R~lett, ~~bury Colle~e , Tiilmore , KentuCky 
J an ~nonssen , Louisiana St~te University, Baton Ro~e, Louisi~~a 
l:!ary B . Bales , Sol.ltheastern Louisiana Collese, Han::nond Louisiana 
Helba B. O ' ~nn , Northwesterr.. btA.te Colle~e . ratchitoches , Lou.isiana 
Barbare. Bl~r; , Louisiana Polytechnic I nstitute , Buston , Louisiana 
Ellen E. Harvey , University of !.!aryla."ld , Collei:e Pa.r:.C, tle.r:rland 
Lillian ~..1 . Wellner , State Teacners Collei;e , Froztbur5; , t.!aryland 
Alethea H. •fhi t ney , Stat e Teachers Coll e~e , Sal is bury, Maryland 
Mary E. Roach , State Te:l.Chers College at Towson , To\vson 4 , Maryland 
!.~ari a :'arker , Western Maryland Colle~e , i1estrainster , Me.ryland 
Marie I. .Farrell , St-:.te Teachers Coll ege at :Boston , :Boston, ~.:assachu.setts 
L. G. Schaeneman , WheelocK Colle~e, Boston , wassac..l1.usett s 
Keye Comeq,-u.., State Teachers Colle~e , :Srid~ev:a.ter , Massachusetts 
Marian E. Clark , Stat e Teacners Colle_,;e , Iitchbur~ , r~assac::husetts 
Nil a R. Earesi~ , State Teachers ColleJe , North Adams , Massachusetts 
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Marie H.artwi~, University of Hic'C.i "'~1' , Ann Arbor, Mich i gan 
Cbn.rlotte Denman , Centrd uic!~ii;;an Collei;e, Mt . Pleasant, l.Hci:.i ~an 
A~:.;ta Harris, r.achige.n :;ormal College , Ypsilant i , Michi gan 
Myrtia Hunt , State Teachers College, Re:nidji , Hinnesota 
Elizabeth Grczybeal , University of ~iinnesot"', DuJ:..-..t'h Bra.r..c ... :.. Dulut , 
Minnesota 
Rut:n Schell ber "'" , State Teachers Colle•e, ~a."lh:e.to , Minnesota 
Gertrude M. Baker. and Suz:mne Tinker , University of !.innesota, 
Minneapolis, J innesota 
F . u . Frick, koorhead State Teachers Coller;e , :.loorheacl , Mi nnesota 
J ea.n TZ>l bot , \linona ;)tate Teachers Colle ·e , ,finona, llinneso t a. 
Et hel Cain, Del t ~ ::,t ~.te Colle~e , Cleveland , l.!is sis sippi 
All.{;el ine \.atki s , &..is sis sippi ::>outhern Colle,e , Hattiesbur , ~ississippi 
Cla.ra . .t.. . Leavelle, Jackson Collee;e , JacKson , 1Hs sis sippi 
Joyce M. Cronk, University of ~~ississippi , University , MississiP?i 
Rosina M. Koettin,'· , Soll.theast Mis soll.ri State Colle e , Cape Girardeau, 
Missouri 
Marve~le Michel , University of Mio souri , \ioh:!:fcia, Mis so,;;ri 
M. Doris Hysler a.."ld :Bonnie E~ill , Uorthwe::;t Missoilri State Colle ·e , 
Maryville , llissouri 
Martha Spatn , Nort heast 1 :i. ssouri St .. te Teachers Colle,e , Kirksville , 
l'isso...ri 
t'oargoret J . Putnar .. , Southwest St.:1.te Coller;e , Spri ngfield , Missouri 
Jenie Jut ten , Central Missouri Sta te ColleE;e , \larrensb-.::re; , His oouri 
Harj orie A. Stevenson, Eastern Montana College of Education , :Bill i n-- s, 
.!onta.na 
Bett7 Ruth Carruthers , Western 1!ontana College of Education , Dillo"l , 
A-tontan.a 
.11avis Lorenz, .ontana Str..te University , !!is soul a , / onta.na 
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~ Turncee , Chadron State Teachers College, Chadron, NebraSka 
Dorothy I. Green, Nebraska State Teachers College, Kearney, Nebraska 
Mary Jean Mulvaney, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 
Kathryn Schaake, University of Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska 
Ruth Russell, University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada 
Ruth Keddy, Keane Teachers College, Keane , New Hampshire 
M. Priscilla Aden, Plymouth Teachers College, Plymouth, New Hampshire 
Mildred R. Lee, Paterson State Teachers College, Haledon, New Jersey 
Clara Hepburn, New Jersey State Teachers College at Jersey City, 
Jersey City, New Jersey 
Marjorie E. Fish, State Teachers College, Trenton, New Jersey 
Dorothy Duke, New Jers~ State Teachers College at Montclair New Jersey, 
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 
Frances McGill , University of New Mexico, Albuquerque , New Mexico 
Arlene Kilpatrick, New Mexico Western College, Silver City, New Mexico 
J. I. Johnston, New York State College forTeachers, State University of 
New York, Albany , New York 
Rose Strasser, State University Teachers College at Brockport , New York 
Eleanor A. Kilcoyne, BroOklyn College, Brooklyn, New York 
Gertrude Roach, State University of New York College for Teachers, 
Buffalo, New York 
Jane Williams , The University of Buffalo, Buffalo , New York 
Marie Riley, State University of Uew York Teachers College , Cortland, 
New York 
Agnes Michaels and Jeannette Masilionis, State University Teachers College, 
Fredonia, New York 
Dorothy Bateman, Cornell University, I thaca , New York 
E. v. Fole.y, New York University, New York, New York 
Alice L. Backus, State University Teachers College, Plattsburgh , New York 
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Jean M. Bell, Potsdam State Teachers College, Potsdam, New York 
Lucille Verhulst, Syracuse Universit y , Syracuse, New York 
Janie Matthews, Appalachian State Teachers College, Boone, Nor t h Carolina 
Ruth White Fink, University of North carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
Helen M. Hartshorn, Western Carolina College, Cullowhee, North Carolina 
Ethel Martus, Woman 's College , University of North Carolina, Greensboro, 
North Carolina 
Nel l Stallings, East Carolina College, Greenville, North Carolina 
Loraine c. Schumacher, State Teachers College, DiCkinson, North D~ota 
Phebe M. Scott, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, North Dakota 
Adele Kimm, State Teachers College, Mayville , North Dakota 
Charlotte Graichen, State Teachers College, Valley City, North Dakota 
Gwendolyn L. Hilbish, University of Akron, Akron, Ohio 
Sarah Hatcher, Ohio University, Athens , Ohio 
Dorothy Luedtke, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 
M. L. Rawnsley , University of Cincinnati , Cincinnati, Ohio 
Dorothy s. Wirthwein, The Ohio State University, Columbus , Ohio 
Margaret E. Phillips, Miami University , Oxford, Ohio 
Sister Mary Lawrence, Mary Man se College, Toledo 10 , Ohio 
Vivian Lewis , Central State College , Wilberforce, Ohio 
Billie Floyd, Ea.st Central State College, Ada., Oklahoma 
Barbara J . Chinn, Northwestern State College, Alva, Oklahoma 
Bertha Mae TreadawB\V, Southwestern State College, Durant, Oklahoma 
Emma W. Plunkett , Central State College, Edmond, Oklahoma 
Betty Abercrombie, Phillips University , Enid, Oklahoma 
Constance D. Welch, Langston University, Langston, Oklahoma 
Maurine Bowling and Vivian Frazier, University of Oklahoma, Nonnan, 
Oklahoma 
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Valerie Colvin, Oklahoma. A~ricultwal and Mechanical Colle~e , Still-
water, Oklahoma 
Martha S. Markham, Nor theastern State Colle~e , Tahle~uah , Oklahoma 
Audrey .,~cGolden , Sout!:J.western State Collere , Weatherford, Oklahoma 
Eva Seen, Oregon State Colle~e , Corvallis , Ore~on 
J ane t •ioodruff , Marian Perry , Univer .. i t y of Oregon, ~ene , Ore~on 
Jean Neely, Eastern Ore~on Colle~e of Education, LaGrande , Ore~on 
Ruth E. Lautenbacn , Ore~on Colle~e of Education, uonnout n , Oregon 
Lucy McCruTh~on , State Teachers Colle~e , Bloomsbur~ . Pennsylvania 
Louise A. Hildret n , State Teachers Colle~e , C~lifornia , Pennsylvania 
Hildred Burris Dudley, State Teachers Colle~e , Cheyney , Pennsylvania 
Waldo Tippin , Clarion State Teachers Colle~e , Clarion, Pennsylvania 
Oscsr Biljenste in , State Teachers College , Bust Strou.dsb·ur~, Pennsylvania 
A-nn T. Elliott, Edinboro State Teachers Colle~e . Edinboro, Pennsylvania 
Geor~e P . Hiller , State Teachers Colle~e . Indiana , Pennsylvania. 
Ruth E. Glassford, Kutztown State Teachers Colle~e , Indiana, Pennsylvania. 
Elizabeth K. Zimmert and Chs.rlot te S:nith , L.Qck Ha.ven State Teachers 
Coll e~e . LoCk Haven , Pennsylvania 
Helen D. Lutes, State Teachers Collea;e , Mansfield, Pennsylvania 
Mary El i zabeth Dixon , State Teachers Colle~e , Millersvi lle , Pennsylvania 
i7illiam L. HUi;hes and Prudence Flanin;; , Tem;?le University , Philadelphia 
Pennsylvania 
i'l illiam F . Meredith , University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Clara M. !Ia~ sh , D-l.lliuesne University , Pit tsbura;h , Pennsylvania 
Esther Henderson, State Teachers Collea;e , Shippensbur~ . Pennsylvania 
Mildred L·ucey and Marie Haidt , ~ne Pennsylvania State University, 
University Park , Pennsylvania 
Katherine Mar -eru"l, West Chest er State Teachers Colle~e. lest Chester , 
Pennsylvania. 
Paquita P . Umpierre, University of Puerto Rico , Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico 
Neva L • .Allendor f , Bhode Island College of Education, Providence, Rhode 
Isl and 
Hil dred Wolfe, Northern State Teachers College , Aberdeen, South Dakota 
Mary M. Stewart, ~laCk HillsState Teachers College, Spearfish, South 
Dakota 
Mary FitzpatriCk, East Tennessee State College , Johnson City, Tennessee 
Elma Roane , Memphis State College, Memphis , Tennessee 
J. ~ailey , Morristown College, Morristown, Too. nessee 
~uleah Davis , Middle Tennessee State College, Murfreesboro , Tennessee 
Clara Haddox, Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville 5 , Tennessee 
Lua s. ~artley , Tennessee A & I State University , Nashville, Tennessee 
Mary Elizabet h Risley, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas 
Ruth Cross, Western Texas State College , Canyon, Texas 
Sara Dunn, East Texas State College, Commerce, Texas 
Ri ta Pilkey, North Texas State College , Denton, Texas 
Maybelle Tinkle , Texas Christian University , Forth Worth, Texas 
Jeanette Wieser, Texas College of Arts and Industries , Kingsville, Texas 
Lucille Norton, Stephen F. Austin State College , Nacagdoches , Texas 
Jean A. Smith and Ruth Cadz, Southwe st Texas State College , San Marios , 
Texas 
Kay Mitchell , ~S¥lor University , Waco , Texas 
Leona Holbrook and W. Peterson, ~righam Young Universit y , Provo , Utah 
Alice 0. ~ronson , University of Utah, Salt Lake Ci ty , Utah 
Freda Phillips, University of Vermont , ~lington, Vermont 
Olive T. Iler, Longwood College, Farmville , Virginia 
Mary X. ~eyrer, Madison College, Harrisonburg , Virginia 
Virginia Axnold, Radford College , Radford , Virgi nia 
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Marion Reeder, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia 
Ruth Vleythman, Western Washi ngton College of Education, Bellingham, 
Wash ington 
£ntionette Dustin, Eastern Washington College of Education, Cheney , 
Washington 
Alyce Cheska, Central Wash ington College of Educati on, Ellensburg, 
Washington 
Helen G. Smith, State College of Washington, Pullman , Washington 
Virginia L. Hoffman, Seattle Pacific College, Seattle, Washington 
Ruth M. Wilson, University of Wash ington, Seattle, Washington 
0. Stovall , Bluefield State College, Bluefield, West Virginia 
Louise McDonough, Marshall College, Huntington, We st Virginia 
Grace M. Griffin, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia 
Ruth M. Conard, Shepherd College , Shepherdstown, West Virginia 
Ida Hinz, Wisconsin State College at Eau Claire, Eau Claire, Wisconsin 
Beatrice Baird, Wisccnsin State College, LaCrosse, Wisoonsin 
Marie L. Carns, University of Wisconsin , Madison, Wisconsin 
Sister Margaret Mary, Alverno College , Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Grace Hildreth, Vlisconsin State College at Milwaukee, Milwaukr:le , Wisconsin 
Helen A. Colby , Wisconsin State College , Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
C. Helen Hansen, Wisconsin State College at Platteville , Platteville, 
Wisconsin 
Adeline L. Levin, Wisconsin StateCollege at River Falls , River Falls, 
Wisconsin 
Grace L. Webster, Wisconsin State College at Superior, Superior, Wisconsin 
Florence Goodhue, Wisconsin State College, Whitewater, Wisconsin 
Ruth E. Campbell, University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming 
APPENDIX I 
Per sonal Comments of 
Study Participants 
13.2 
CO:.ruEi~S o~; TE.k STODY 
~ n~ber of participants included ~e~son~. r-esc~es i n regard 








IIYour survey see!r.S .... ost co:....l:'lcte in all as,.?ects ~:r i::.tr~ur:J. 
~·~o ..  ;ra....s . I w:.s~ I co-..llc .c.ave t:,ive.~ yo"J ..,crt- dc.ta o:-:. tl:.c study 
sl:.~et . .rlest of l·..w:::. 11 
uui th our S!r.all cnroll .... cz:t o: women , r;e h.::.ve substituted a recre.::r-
tion..ll progre.m .fo=.· t~e intr""'mraJ. :_Jrot:;ra.::::. . There are no mYarC.s , 
no record. !rept of s .::ores, ....nd fov. sc •• eC.uleC. &[...~es . u 
11r' al sorry I ao una."',jle to fill out t:t.i s 'l'lestionnair3 ccopletely. 
This is my first y .. ar -•··re and I lave been unable to fil:.d any 
re:9orts of the activities from lost yeer . 11 
11 T"·r ::>e '2-uestions are based on the beet infor=:ation avail~~,~ · 
The entire i~tr~urel probrsm is based on participation for every-
one . Most of the progran is based on g~es and tee to,Jinaroc~ts 
&re not ~l ro~d robin but some sort of tournament to best meet 
the needs of the ~U9· As to t~e e~act ti~e s.cnt in the activi-
ties they are only a guess si~~~ we do not nave data on sucJ. Good 
1 uck in your survey 111 
11
.After t':is re_;?ort 2.11d the conference we are going to i=eep complete 
recorci..s whether they earn e.wa.rC.s or not - e. mo::~t interesti""-t: stud7•·" 
11 tle are ir. the midst of ~ 'building ?rogr a:' , gn(l both progra:n and 
facilities are in a transition perioc1 . 11 
AP?::!:i.;DIX J 
First Eollow-uy Letter 
STATE T EACHERS COL LEG E A T FRAMINGH A M 
Dear Co-Worker: 
When I ask, 11Have you had time yet to fill 
out the form , ! National Stu.d.y of Woroen ts I ntramural 
Sports 1:£ Teachers Colleges and Schools .Q! Educ ationrn 
I aro aware , even at this distance, of how busy you 
must be at this time . 
Please try to return the form within a d~ or 
two (if it is not already in the mail) . 
Sincerely yours, 
(Miss) Ann Mackey 
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AFP311JIX K 
Second Follow-Up Letter 
STATE T EACHERS COLLEGE AT FRAMINGHAM 
• 
Deer Intramural Director: 
The returno of rey for.n , ~ lTationel Study of Women's 
I ntru.r::ural Snorts in Teachers Colle.;as c.X.d Schools of Education 
~ave been most encouraging . 
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Since t~ls national study is concerned with the higher 
institutions accredited specif~cally in Educatio~ , :t is im2ort~t 
the..t I :u:a from you. Your 2rogrcm and other "?resent }rogra:.s in 
operation will have a beari~ 'JPOn our future . 
11ould it be possible for you to hel.~,) make the study a 
success by returning yours? 
If by any chance you have mislaid the for~, ~other 
one is enclosed for your convenience . 
Sine erely ~rours , 




A NATIONAL STUDY OF VJOMENt S INTRAMURAL SPORTS IN 
TEA.CHERS COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION 
135 
Note: 1. For the purpose of this study the term "intramural sports 11 refers to all 
sports activities outside of the regular scheduled physical education 
classes Vlhi ch take place 11 within the walls" of a particular college. 
2. Please do .B.Ql include physical education majors (specialists) .Q!. graduate 
students as a part of this study. 
Date _____________________________ ___ 
I • GENERAL I NFORMATION 
B. Address. ______________________________________________________________ _ 
C. Name and Title of Person Responding, _______________________________________ __ 
D. What title does the person in charge of the intramural ~rogram have? __________ _ 
E. (1954-55) Approximate enrollrrent of women students __________________ _ 
£1954-55) Total enrollment of Teachers College or School of Education 
--------
Total enrollment of entire university ___________________________________ ___ 
F. How many years of physical education are re~uired in the college program?-__ _ 
II. ADMINIST~ION (Check (X) one) 
A. Vfuat group is responsible for supervision of your intramural program? 
1. Volunteer Faculty 
2. Student Manager 
3. Physical Education Department 
4. Practice Teachers from Specializing Physical Education Students 
---------
5. A cooperative practice of Physical Education Department and \V .A.A. _____ _ 
6. Integral part of the total program of P. E. 
7. The W.A.A. specifically concerned with interclass competition 
a. Student relationships with the Intramural Board carried on as 
apart of the ·a .A.A.. program 
9. The Intramural Board primarily concerned with units of compe-
tit ion other than interclass 
10. A specific responsibility of the W.A.~. exclusive of the de-
partmental program 




B. i7hat group sponsors your intramural program? 
1. Women's Athletic ~eoocia.tion 
2. An Athletic Club 
""'-- ..- ·--
3. Intramural Board 
4. Men's Athletic Association 
5. Others ____________________________________________________________ ___ 
III • FmANCES 
A. Which one(s) contribute financial aid to the intramural program? 
1. '11omen 1 s Athletic Association 
2. Men's Athletic Asso~iation 
3. Phyaical Education Department 
4. Student Government Funds 
5. Sororities 
6. The College or Unive .. ·s'.ty 
7. Others.~-------------------------------------------------------------
B. ihat is t he total sum of money alloted to the physical ed~cation 
departments? 
c. Is any of this specifically ear-marked for intramurals? 
If so, how much of this? 
n. Does the ~ .A.A. use the physical education department's facilities and 
equipment? _____________________________________________________ __ 
IV. INTRAMUR..i\L PROGRAM 
A. Check (x) the groupings you use for your intramural program. Please comment 
after each if the grouping depends upon the activity. 
Comments Check (x) 
1. Dorms----------------------------------------------------- ( ) 
2. Sororities ________________________________________________ _ ( ) 
3. Clubs ---------------------------------------------------
( ) 
4. Open tournaments. ____________________________ _ ( ) 
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. ! Comments 
A~ 5~ Classes ------------~------------------------------------
6 . Inter-departmental tea.ms~----------------­(within the University 
7. Inter-division t eams ____________________ _ 
a. Color teams __________________________ _ 
9. Others _____________________________________________ _ 
B. Do you group your students further according to ability (beg ... inter-
mad., a.nd advanced) 
C. \7ho officiates the games:? 
l. Students 
2. Physical Education majors 
3. l!'a.cul ty 













department alweys present during all intramural activities! ------
E. Activities: 
·r. Does the regular physical education program include all 
activities offered in the intramural program? 
2. If not, a.omment on how they acquire skills: --------------
F~ Please read the list first, then check (x) separately when you hold both 
practices and gamee. 
Practices 
1. After school 
2. Evening 
3. Afternoon end evening 
4. Saturd~ morning 
5. Saturdey afternoon 
6. After school, evening and Saturday 
7. Open choice during d~ 




F. 9. Evening and Saturday 
lOo During d~. after school, evenings and Saturday 
11. Noon 
12o Noon and after school 
:'.3 < Noon , after school, evenings 
~.4, Noon and Saturday 
:: 5 e Others ---~--
In t r a:n1:·.r aJ. nz ., '.~ .,-t ., ). 
...... "·€.:)-' . .... " 
r_<-.!.±,'·.;?1-~.l!~~.!l 2.£~.5!j:~ ~-~'3:-:'S No" ne-r ve"l.: 
I - • .. - ---J::-.. .... - ll- ~ .. Aetiv:t. t ~.tHI 1 No~of' Total Men & : 1 , 1 ! ! : 11· :·r~: I ·I ' I • I I : W•Jmeo . Womer. f0~ Co{) Fall •Winter · Spr~.ng ~ !2 1Z.L'. j·PJ r.yl Spor ·~p 1:.1•:> 1 ~ • I I 1 1 
I i'"' ····o · ~r:. ... I·am,··.•aJ..s · • T:t1 1 ,:v~ "·<·. I ·;::~ ·~v·' •l·· ... '-==========¢·-· )4L . " - ' I , -- -' ~-~-- -r:----'L.:.~?.,_.,_~~...:..- !. ~ 
o- ----r ---· I . • ·-- - · - ---r--· 
' 
I i' I I ' : ' ·i ; I 
1 B , 1 ,.., I I I I ' I I I I • e.. . u--2.nes 1 ·' 1 : i ! jl I 1 I A. Sofi:'hal.l types !: 1 • I 1 ' • ·1 1 
I I' , l. ' i · :, · 1. HH P~.n , ,; 1 ' " ' • 1 : : ·· I I 'I . ' ~ ___ __ __Baseball . __ . . _ + - ____ . ____ ~-- ___ .. .!---·-- :-- _ -Ji. _:-+ _' _j! __ __ ~----l __ _ 
1;. B~~:~.:::;:;;~ - -!~~- ~~-=:. --+"=~'--=--th · i~r----" ·i- ~ 
:~: 7t:~~:;:~~~~ j= -=-+~-~~--~~~---~~-,---~-- -~+FJ~ ~--- ~~ 
_ _ _ l..!', __ Socg_er_ _ ..... ~- _ -r __ -·-+-----. --l ----- l ! J . !1-- - -1-- i-
·--;:-~i=~~~~ -.. ':-- --~--- --- -1· ... ~ -; : _, _ i : --j - --r-·· · 
---- 4. -~eldHockey-;- -----~ ~- -- - - : .• _ · i · - T ~ -1 1- ~ - 1--· --· -- ·-- _, 
··- -- - • . ,_ " I I 'I I 5. Lacrosse ;j i' · '· 
•• - - - -''- . -- L- • . • I; . . ' . ~ ~ !I-
D. Net Bell Garnes i' ·1 ( ) ,: . 'I without rac.:ke t s !• '! 1 
1. Ring or Deck li ' 1 I 
11 ! I i : 1----- z ;- Gia!~n~~~rey :--- -· -.,. -- - - --- ·· - !r-- -~ --- ·- '- tr-,-1 · :--
1
1----
, l3a1.l I J I j ! : 
· .. - '3; Volle:r l3aii ·· 1 • i 1 
l 






G. (Con' t . ) 
1, Partici;E.._a_.t~ It Seasons 
~o .. of Total lien &- r 
\Vomen Women for co- 1'a.11 Viinter ~ : recr. intra,. ; 
Activities ~ I i 
Spring; lZ , 3 · 4 iPlay 
' ' : nays 
Sports iOther ! 
Days !Extra..J 
muraJ.s Muralsi 
1. E. Net BaJ.J. Ga.m~s d 
I ' 
(with rackets) . , • 
_ _ 1.~.~~9-..Q).~ .. ~enn_1s __ ~ ___ 1 .. _____ ___ _____ [.1 .. - -··- ~; . I.;~ . . ;-·-- ·· -! 
__ _ a •. ~ ~_:bl~ te_n_nj:~ .i: _. _ J • ·--- .. __ . I I_ 1_ ; ~ L.. . -· ___ . .. .l. ·.': 
3 n Badminton ;· ! I ~ , 
---·---·-··--- - ----·---- ---·--+---- - -- ·-·---·. _.. ___ ·-+--·- -- - -----·-4 . Tennis ·· li ~ 1 • • ~~~~~:r.--· ~--~ "'!.,#"-~~ -J. ·~~~- ·=--6 .o..-.6 •1• - __ _.. ....._.---~-- -- ·-1· .. --1---'--- ..._____ j" 
' ,, ~ 1 I , 
F· Wall Games 1 1 : 
- H db , l ., I I 
• ___ J_. • - ~~-a:'" _____ _,---· .. · ··----·----- -- H- ·- ·· -- ----- ---- ~ ' . .!- ---:~ . -:---~~-~qua~t:_ ---- -- -h----~· ---- -- -- .. ll ..... _ .. _______ :_ _ __ .. ~. --r-1' - -~ - -- .. -
··-·---- ---- ·- . - . . . . . . . .. . - . r . .. . . . .. . . . r 
I I· T.r:·ar:k Events 1! i! 1 II I I A.. Running 'I • 
J " D<.:.ehe s ! l· ; 1 t. 
.. ~ .,... -
' 
.. - - ') R I ' C' I; . . - II . • l • I ·I I 
------;:--; ... {'-- :-r--nr----~ - ----· - -.u - . - - . -- ; , 1- .. ;._ __ _ ____ • ________ !_ .. - - ·· ~.:"-... '·_'· ~-~ ~~r~g-. - ~.- -~~--·-=-:-=--=---===·. -:- ~=--·:-=_,=.,. ~-=~--= .. -·. ~ --t-r:-~- ~ =-- ~-- , .. _.,L ... ____ : 
tl ! j, I : 
B . tT1l!Ilp5.ng j! 1 1 





- ..... ·.a: ln~gil-j\UnP----:;---·- . .. it - . -~. ... . I - · 1[ .. 
---·"'3Q Jfun.:-nin.g-·1fop , ---~-- -- - -.- -· - ----- ·-· -·n ·· - · ---·- --- ·- ·~ !-1-: '1 __ . __ ,.; __ 
.- -=-...:·::-~~-~ --~-~-/~ ;.- -~··;-:::-. -~[~ ·- -=-. ·:. - ." - :· -- ;: .. ). +-~ -::-------:J" --· - --· 
I I • I 
0 . Thr o"N1.ng 
1. Ba.se bal l I
I i 
.1 I I' I i ; 
I II I I l 1, 
D:l.s·tance 1, . 1 • : ·: 
,- ··- a·:-·sh~·~ P~t - · 1 ----------It---·-------.. ~-::- ·-7 - -- r· .. -- ·-· :· ----.. -
1-- -- "'3-..--nrs::uSTirrow ---r· ·--~- ·---· --- -,· --~-- ------ --· ... ·:• -~-·-!......:. --- ·-:--.. -.- -_-- ...... -~. ! 1------ --- - . -. ·-----. -- . -I' -- -·---- ..... ·~ 1 ·: ' - ! 
_ __4. __ J_¥.velin ~rs:>W -~ 1 _ • __ _ 11 • • - • ;; 1 · · ~~· - . 1 i ,_ .. _- -- . - - ·T- --- . li j: I I . 
h·T t ...... i . I. I !I I I II I 
.... . • ~ ow mtnJ.ng , 11 •· 1 • I I l. For Speed up :1 !: ;: 1 1 !1 , 
I tt; .I.\.1J ]clS . • ;I I I I ,, ---- -z-:--vii.t~:<iv Gc.:n.-:s • · -· . ... ·- ~,- .. ·~ -- lr j 11·· '' ··- ·' 1 
-· ---3. Diving - · ·.1! - ·- i! : • :1 
1- · -- · · - :~ ·lj -1 -·if-- -· --+- ........ I 
• - 1 
I 
-· - I 
I 4. L:fesaving :i ., · ~ ~ ! 1 11 I '• I r ..:,_-~- -~-__ evdnt s .. -r _________ il'-- ~ ~:; r-'·~- _4=:-: .. -- .=...l.---::==--< 
·c;. H:l w:el~.aneous ' !1 ~ ; ! 
11 :I I 11 
J .• l::~k:i.ng 1 . 1, 1·: 
" t' 2~ Sk3.-+,5.ng 11 • 1 
ReHer ,! 11 
'I !! I 
f--
1 -
) (; e 
· · 3-. -C;)e"'·~ing --
1~ Hor .?A shoe '! 
i'~. tchJ.ng i! 
I B-. B.-Y~:i. -~ng :· 
I c;,. t;}'.·.:;.i:'fleboard ' · 
~~---- · · . . _ ...... - ·--- ·- · . - .1..- -·-·- --- . 
I 
·'I . Hu:."l . ..,ba(.k 1 
. . _ _ ~.~Ldi.ng . · 
I 








u + t t .. q- ·-· ! I ! ,· l ;: . I I I~ - ~ • 
--11 .. , ... + -tL. -- -- --r----·- . ---
1 i i t! I I 
: I lj I I r-· ----- · - I· 1 · ~ ~- ·- -: .. _- :- -- --I . . I . -~: -----·------=- +~- +1-7·b--~ --·--·-~ ·_-~ jl 
, 1 t ' t' I 
:1 ·i· i :. +I 
;::-~!... ... ::a:: ....... __::::_ ._, -- ! I 
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G. (con't.) 
Participation Seasons i· Quarters No .. per year !; No. of ;Total Men & I • • :· j ; : • r l 
! Women :Women for co- ·rFall : \1inter I Spring1~ l ! 2 !3 ; 4 !Play :sports !Other 
1
; : rect'~ int ra,.. , i 1 r ! ~: .Days 1 Deys ~· Extra--~ · 1 nu~-&~.s 1. 1 ! 1: : : !' Mural's 
- ---- - .... ;- '"'-----:--- .... ~ .. ~ .. -...·---.......;r--- ..... -.: I! i -~ '"' . . , 
IV. M:i. sce:1lA.i.160'l1fl · 11 ! : :. 1 ,. I' 1! 1 I I • ) · I • ' 1,eon·t < ·; t ;t ! ! ! 1 ~· ! I 
_ __ g_~_j!o:'. :f ___ ___ '_· _ I _ _ ·. ---:----+---- --fL-~+' -I I --t-- - -
___ 1_.9~ _E~nr·:i.~-- ----i------L----------J.--+----_i _ • ·--·- __ I - -1-- ----- -l--- __ 
1, B . , . I II -r- I I I I J. .. lC: j(;J.\.; I' ., I . I ' I I II I 
R' ' I ' I . I I ' I -i2~Eca·Z~~~g ___ -·;;-------- -· ----- r- -+---~-----+-;-~ - -+ -·--r---
a .. ,, eal.l I; 1 i : j; j 1 t 
-------, --------,1--- - ~--r-- I -1'1 1 • ·..) I ~ I I i I 
Activities 
- ----- - - -- - ~-~· . -- - - --- ---- .-- ---·--- - ·I· - - -- I. - - 1.- - 1- . ... - 1-- ·-1 . - ... 1·- ('k . . ' · + I · · 
----· _,·~o-~:-'.~-f.g __ -- _____ [I - ------· I , ___ _ __! ______ i- t ---+--- ··--------· 
14 . iJa~ !:!ng 1 .- • • ; ·: 1• 1 : 
... --- __ .!:, 2~0~-~-~-- ---t-- - - --- ______ ____ _Jt ____ l __ i ___ J .. lJ .. 1'---k-·----i-------t----- --b . j j'·. • . • k ' I • +-- 1 l : I I 
--·---- --c·: >- c.u~~:-;j;:.;_.~---- !' - - . I· - - - ... - . -;r--=i==-----! - -- -!...-1• --H- --------- --- --· ; - -- . 
- --- -- · d ·,,,; ....... ... ' ', -- - ---- --1---- - --:- - - -t _.,_ . i . · rt- - ~-- · 1- - - .. 
_ -· ---- ..!..-~f-'2. _____ ._ ·' . --t--1--;--r----+1- ' -t-- ---
e ,, ~<..tJ . : . 1·uom li · ! : ' I 1 1 
- --- j_5" cith·~i ?- · ·- -~:---- ---- -~----- --;r-~- ---- -r- -r-1-r-r--.r--,---- ·r 
. I ' ' l' I . I . , I I 
a .. ~e1•mbl ing 1 ,' · l 
1
·; 1 • j .: i 
.... ·b· I ,. I I I ' ' i ----~·.'.U_~- ·L---+ -4- I· !H----r--- - --·-· -----~-:----- ----;+ --- ~ -- ------- -- ·~----~--___ L __ - ~ -+-~--t · --- -~~·-- - - ---
---------- -- -rr-- - ---- 4L-- --- . - . - . - ~· I .. t-1 - ~1 
clc I f '! ' ;' : , : ~ 
---====:_~:..:-.;;.--· -===~--~.....:--
H .. Pl ease ind~ .• ~a.-~e t.ha -:.i.mt-: devo~ed to : 
Activit_x. 
., I ' I ., 
I o Ball Games 
1 I 1 I ii ! I :; 
A. Sof~ball types 11 ! l : . · II ! 1. HJ. t Pin •. I 1 1 II 1 1 ,. 1 
• ' •• I I I ' ------~~~e_?~~--.- -----~ __ _ j ___ j_ ___ L__i ----· ; _ _  ---~ __ _._ .. __ ---~· -- ______ . _ 
- __ 2 . __ ?~~tb~ll- . --- ----------~ -- --- .. ,·_ J __ - -~----- -1 .. . . _, _. ---- ·1---- 1 - ----- -- - - --
--- - --- - - --- - ~- -- --- - ~ --- --, - l -- - .~ -----~--- :- · / -1 . .. _ __ _ 
I I ' I j' B. Basketball I 1 · !' j i 
types I I d I i 1. Basketball 1 l! I 1 
------------- ·-· l . I - I 1 :t---·-r----t-------· ·-
C. Field ~ypes · 1 r j !! i I -: 1 1 
ln S~t.~n~£_ ___ -~- _ _ _ ~ _ _j--r--~ _ --~-- - -L ...... U- _ ~~ ---- --~-------. ~ 
__ ?~. !'~-e-~~~~1_1 ~:_____ + I ; j! ~-+----- ~~- - ___ .. ·. -~~ ii:;rr~~~~ y~==-=·9_:_:-_j---j _J __ .;. ___ t-=--=+ --- --- I - - - --
1 • Ri nL· or Dc·Gk 1 1 I· 1 ! ~I 
'=' , J ! '' . I l 
·;:enni s I 1 1 11 ' i J 
--2: · Giar;i; ·voifey r·· - : -- ·t-- 't - · l - - ; 1 · --- ~---- -- -- - - - - .. · 
I . - - --- - ..:lh--) .1.. -- ---·----. j- -.- i-- L ___ ~ ---~ ---- - . -- - - - - -1 - .. - -- .. - --




Practices I ~pprox.N0 . 1 Numberi No. · No~per Approx.' 
of 'Min. per j per Sames- No. of 
per Hro I \leek mon. t er Min.per 
time 
• E.Net Ball U::emes ! 
- ---- -- - -- ----·- -
Games 
No. I No. 
p er p er 
week mon. 
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_1. ( ~al~. ;a~:~~!~ 1 _______ _______  
1_2. Tabl e tonn:i.s -~~~~---;-----~-----4----+-------~----·--+-----~----~---------~ L 3. Badm::n·'·. un -~--+--- ----t-------+---+----·--it-------1-------t-----+-------
. _J ---~- ---" --- ----
4. Tenn~.s I F ,.. -, ~1 G---~t---~~=-t---t-=-->~---tt=--~.,._---t----+----ot 
• ,,~ amos 1 
1. Handball 
-z.sq:uaih ------+-------+----- ·-+----+-----+!----+-----+-----r-------
Tra ck E--.ren~, s 
A. Runn:~ng 
1. Dash~_f!. ___ - - t----· -r--·-r---+- ------lt------~---+------+-- ---
1 2. RoJ c:~ ----!-·----+----+- _______ _ _____ r-·- - -+----·---
1 3. Hwc.:.::ag (2ft I 
I 
B. Jump~.ng jl I ~ 
.... 1. B~:-oa?-_j,ll"!lP --1------+--~>----+==. 2., Ii~.gh ;;· _  11._!!10____ __ I ··- 1---·--- :-. 
I 
3. Rumi·;.ug Hup ~ 1 
1 
-- - --- -- --- --r- -----
§.:~ op and Jum_I II 1 • + 
- - . =--, ·-
c. Thro11lng ! I I ! I I 
1. Base'bell 1 I +-I Dtstaxe i I •' _  I --+-'; ----+-------1 
2. i;hot Put l 
-- 3. Dis~us Thro~-+-----.......,~------+ ·--r----- · ------+-------1 
4. Javc Lin :.:hrO'i7 ' J F=- - - -
• Swimming 1 I I 
1·--:~;o~J~~d~~· - ~ ___ _j_ ______ -----t---- --- -~-----J-------r----1--------~ 2. 1vat or ~.;ramcs I 1 _ 1 
-~: ~i;!:~ng·-- - i -- -+ - I -t----t---
r=====e~v~e~n~s · =======j= ' _ 
------; 
. ;,:~g~:~~~--~--t- .l- t ! ----
__ 3 ____ 0_ Ice __ --f ----t -
1
r-, --:-----±'. --+-- ------1 
• oast1ng ---1--- 1 --+----~----- ~ ~ ~ ~ -- --+------1 I I ~ 5. Bo!{;~~ing ~ E L= 
.... 6. Shuffle board 1--- I - !,1 __ -_-_,1--------+-- :=-· 7. Horseback j --~!~.i!!L ---r----t----!r------i- · ----1--- -t----- -ij, Archery i 1 1 19. GOlf : I I I 
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H.- (co n •t.) 
_.L 
I Practices 1 I Games 
Activit~ Approx.Noe ~ Number j No . I No.pcr Approx.
1 
No. 1 No. I No. per 
of Min. i per 1 per Semes- No. of per per SGccs-1 • 
per Hr. I \ieek I mon. . ter Min.per · week j mon . t er 
time 
! 
:v. Miscellaneous I ' I I 
I 
I I (con •t.) 1 j r---~----i I _ _ 19 .!__!_il_~C_i_~ _ -- - -·- ·- ·--t- -· _____ , __ - j---- ---1 
----- -r-- ------u. Bicycle I I I Ridi ng I I ! I 
=t-t---;--- - - - I --t -- - - --4 12. Boating I I a.o Sail I ~----- - -- I --b. Ioe I t-Canoeinll ! - . --
-
c.-
.. F ___ 13 . Skiing 
:-- - - - : ~- --- t---t----t·- I --~·-. -"14. --- - -;t:)an,:ing 
a c Modern 
. I -===i I . f----b-; Folk ---:---- , ----r-·- --- r--------1 - _--:- : - --
I c. Square 1------+- : =i---- ---- ; ---1- =]---- - --~~== _ d_.-~fap - , I ··- _ ___ __J__ _ _ - -1----- -- -- - -· --
e" Bcllroorn I : ' ' ! I 
--- ---- - --
V, FACILITIES 
r=A::;.;•;.._..;;\Th~· :=a:..:.t_·=-f a.c=l::.::.l:.:i:.:t:...:.:~:.::e...:.;~4~h=av..:..e=T-"''-"ol.L §.~_~! fo; ~ ~ _t 1  in order 
No " r.f 
our intramural pro,Q:ram't' ... 
No . of Deys per ' j' 
week available · I 
for women's · I 
intranm.~al s 
FaciliUos fac~J. i . ties 
available 
Appr o~-;:ima t e 
Size 
1. Intramural field 
I sepa:r·a~.§l_f:.:o.:.::r~w"-=o=m:.::::e-=n--+---------+-----------+----------l 
z. Athleti',; fi eld fo:;.4 
co-r.eo"OJ~·!-_:l.on --+--------+-----------1------------1 
3. No .fi.::JJ.d ior spor·ts 
at all 
ool 
~_?mes Room ~~D~an~c~e~st~ud~i~o-------+--------------~-----------------+---------------1 
Golf Course 
Others 
If you have any of the above faciliti es avail abl e to you ever yday, but you are 
only allowed their uso at specified times, please explain here. 
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0. Do you use facilities off campus? 
If so, please comment. 
VI • A\7ARDS AND POlNT SYST:lmAS 
A. Awards 
1. Do you gtve awards and no points? 
2. Do yon g::ve awards for a certain number of points? 
3. Oh.=H·k thl3 nature of av1ards given: 
a . Honog·.·a1:1 
b .. 1~ume~·a l. 
C o IJettel' 
d. ~ft. eda:i. 
e. Pin 
f o Blanket 
g, Certificate 
n. otheTs and approximate 
h. Banner 
i. Jack~t, blazer, 
s·,-;eateT 
j. Individual plaque 
k .. Rov·;.ng plaque 
1. Ind iv~.dual trophy 







c ost of e~·b: ________________________________________________ ___ 
B. Points - Do you have a point system? 
If you checked :n~~- on cauestion B, do you give: 
1 o Boints for en·~ra.nce 
2. :CndiviU.ual po~.nts for participatlon 
3. Team po.lnts for participation 
4. :tnd5.vidual points for winning 
s. Teao points for winning 
6 .. Is opportuni ~y for participation in individual or dual 
sports ey_,~.a'l. to that for team sports? 
If not, which type gets more? 
7. If you checked Y,es. for #6, underline ~ of the foll owing : 
(equal, more, less) points are g iven for team sports as 
individual or dual sports. 
Yes No 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
c. 
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Peint Sys tems and Awards : 
1 . To receive a ny award , can all pcir.ts be earned in : 
.1 . or:e activity 
B. team sports only 
If so , how :nany 
c. I ndi vid·;.al or dual spcrt s only 
If so, new many 
2. Aust there be a cC' mbinat i cn cf in1ividual ar:.d team sports 
oefore earning an award? 
Co!I!mer.t : 
VII . HE.\LTE ST ATC"S 
A. St aff 
1 . Do yc '1 hava o. college or university phyzic:.an? 
2 · vr you have a r:urse in attendance? 
B. Health Exarr.inaticns 

















2 . De you rol:lllire Heal. t n .Exa:ninations of s tudents partici-
pa.tir.s i n int r at!nr als in addition to the ar:.nual 
ptysic~l exam? ( ) ( ) 
If sc , hew often? ________ _ 
3 . Cem:::ent on re..,'1ir ements of hea.ltn ex::~.;-::inati ens and 
re~~ar check- ups f or participation in sports: 
• 


